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Zusammenfassung

Wirkliche Innovation ist meist unberechenbar und revolutionär. Hierbei grund-

legend sind jedoch die richtigen Rahmenbedingungen um den Durchbruch wirk-

lich neuartiger Technologien zu gewährleisten. Wäre zum Beipiel, das Videopor-

tal Youtube bereits fünf Jahre zuvor gegründet worden, würde es aufgrund der

damals geringen Übertragungsgeschwindigkeiten lange wieder von der Bildfläche

verschwunden sein. Heute ist Youtube eine der größten Plattformen der Welt, weil

die Zeit und Technologie reif dafür waren. In einer ähnlichen Situation befindet

sich die Elektromobilität oder auch die erneuerbaren Energien. Erst wenn gewisse

Technologien zur Verfügung stehen und ein unmittelbarer Nutzen besteht, können

sich solch innovative Konzepte wirklich umsetzen lassen. Ein ähnlicher anfänglicher

Entwicklungsverlauf lässt sich im Bereich von licht-kontrollierten Quanten Spin Sy-

stemen beobachten. Bisher waren die hier untersuchten Effekte minimal und eher

bedeutungslos. Sie fanden daher lediglich in der Grundlagenforschung Beachtung.

Heute stellen neuartige technologische Möglichkeiten eine Realisierung sowie An-

wendbarkeit in Aussicht. Die Zeit ist also reif für eine molekulare technologische

Revolution wie sie seit 40 Jahren prognostiziert wird.

Steuerbare magnetische Nanomaterialien haben bereits Einzug in unser alltägli-

ches Leben gefunden, sei es in Festplatten mit hohen Speicherdichten oder in der

Hyperthermietherapie von Tumoren. Weitere Aufgabengebiete für nano-skalierte

Systeme finden sich in aufstrebenden Gebieten wie der Quanten Computer For-

schung oder der Spintronik. Denn im Zuge dieser Anwendungen, können solch

niedrigdimensionale multifunktionalen Bauteile noch nie dagewesene Architektu-

ren ermöglichen. In diesen Zusammenhang stellt die Suche nach passenden und

kontrollierbaren Nanosystemen eine der größten Herausforderungen in der voran-

schreitenden Miniaturisierung dar. Potentielle Quanten-bit (Qubit) Kandidaten

müssen dabei die Widersprüchlichkeit zwischen messbarer operativer Kontrolle

und eines zeitgleich gut abgeschirmten kohärenten Quantenzustandes überwinden.

Auch das junge Feld der Spintronik sucht nach den kleinstmöglichen Bauteilen,

welche Ladungs- als auch Spin-Transporteigenschaften aufweisen, um neuartige

und energieeffiziente Nanoschaltkreise sowie Sensoren zu realisieren. Die momen-

tan kleinstmöglich vorstellbaren Bausteine, welche diese komplexen Anforderungen
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erfüllen können sind molekulare Spin Systeme. Auch hier stellt die geringe Größe

eine Hürde für die direkte Kontrolle dar. Photonen bieten eine der vielverspre-

chendsten Möglichkeiten, um solche Systeme trotz ihrer geringen Dimension an-

zusteuern. Erste photo-induzierte Steuerungsmechanismen konnten bereits erfolg-

reich zur Kontrolle von Spinzuständen in halbleiterbasierten Systemen eingesetzt

werden und sind nun die Basis für Quanten Informations Prozesse. Noch werden

diese Art von geeigneten lichtinduzierten Schaltungsprozessen in molekularen Spin

Quanten Systemen vergeblich gesucht. Eine spezielle Klasse von Qubit Systemen

stellen die Einzelmolekülmagnete dar, welche aufgrund ihrer guten äußeren Ab-

schirmung lange Kohärenzzeiten aufzeigen. Des Weiteren stellen sie perfekte mon-

odisperse, funktionalisierbare Systeme dar, welche an spezifische Aufgabengebiete

chemisch angepasst werden können. Somit bieten sie zum Beispiel auch Möglich-

keiten photo-rezeptiv erweitert zu werden. Einen potentiellen Weg für die Nutzung

von Photonen als Kontrollinstrument in molekularen Quanten-Spin Systemen bie-

ten Spin-verbotene Übergänge, da sie es ermöglichen zwischen separaten Hilbert

Räumen zu wechseln. Damit wäre es theoretisch möglich, quantenmechanische

Operationen im angeregten Zustand auszuführen, während gleichzeitig die Quan-

ten Kohärenz des Grundzustands bewahrt bliebe. Ein solcher Mechanismus wurde

bereits vor 30 Jahren durch einen der Pioniere des molekularen Magnetismus, O.

Kahn vorgeschlagen, konnte aber bisher aufgrund technologischer Herausforderun-

gen nicht nachgewiesen werden.

Durch die technologischen Entwicklungen in der chemischen Synthese und bei den

physikalischen Messinstrumenten, können wir uns dieser Herausforderung heute

stellen und den Spinzustand in einen magnetischen molekularen Quanten-Spin Sy-

stem mittels eines optisch induzierten Spin-verbotenen Überganges zu schalten.

Mit diesem Ziel vor Augen ist diese Arbeit in drei Teile unterteilt. Zu Beginn

geben wir eine vollständige Diskussion und Übersicht zu den verschiedenen be-

kannten Konzepten für Spin-Kontrolle in molekularen Systemen und erklären die

dabei zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen. Im zweiten Teil präsentieren wir die im

Zuge dieser Arbeit entwickelten und verwendeten experimentellen Methoden zur

Untersuchung von lichtinduzierten magnetischen Schaltprozessen anhand von neu-

artigen und bekannten Systemen. Im letzten Teil fusionieren wir die bis dahin

beschriebenen Methoden und präsentieren den ersten experimentellen Nachweis

eines lichtinduzierten Spin-verbotenen Übergangs in einem Einzelmolekül Magne-

ten. Auf Grundlage dieses Nachweises diskutieren wir zukünftige mögliche Anwen-

dungsgebiete und weitere Experimente.
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Potentielle Licht-induzierte Schaltungsmechanismen lassen sich in drei wesentli-

che Effekte unterteilen namentlich Spin Crossover, Valenz Tautomer und photo-

Isomerisierungs Prozesse, welche unabhängig voneinander oder in Kombination

auftreten können. Zahlreiche Komplexe wurden in Bezug auf diese Phänomene

synthetisiert und nachweisbar mittels Licht geschaltet. Doch zeigen diese weder

Quanteneigenschaften noch eine besondere Adaptivität für eine mögliche Imple-

mentierung in eine Festkörperumgebung. Hier zeigen sich die Vorteile von moleku-

laren Magneten, deren organische Ligandenhülle für verschiedenste Verwendungen

maßgeschneidert synthetisiert werden kann und gleichzeitig die sensiblen Spin-

Quanten Zustände im Inneren vor ungewollten äußeren Einflüssen schützt. Diese

besonderen Eigenschaften basieren auf der magnetischen Anisotropie, welche in

diesen Systemen reinen molekularen Ursprungs ist. Aufgrund dieser strukturbe-

dingten intrinsischen Eigenschaften bieten diese Systeme weitere Vorteile in den

Bereichen der Skalierbarkeit sowie Homogenität im Vergleich zu konventionellen

magnetischen Nanopartikeln. In den letzten 20 Jahren wurden zahlreiche solcher

Komplexe mit gezielten anisotropen Eigenschaften synthetisiert. Zu Beginn dieser

Arbeit konnten wir erstmalig Nachweise für mögliche lichtinduzierte Schaltungs-

mechanismen in solchen molekular magnetischen Systemen mittels dynamischer

Relaxationsmessungen erbringen. Diese Erkenntnisse leiteten die Suche nach wei-

teren raffinierten photo-induzierten Mechanismen in diesen Systemen ein. Im Zuge

dieser Suche wurde der Einzelmolekülmagnet Fe3Cr synthetisiert. Dieser neuarti-

ger Komplex ist ein Derivat des bekannten Fe4 Einzelmolekülmagneten, welcher

bereits mehrfach in spinronischen Bauelementen erfolgreich implementiert wur-

de. In Fe3Cr ist das zentrale Eisenion von Fe4, durch ein potentiell photo-aktives

Chromiumion ausgetauscht. Der licht-induzierte Mechanismus in solchen Chromi-

umkomplexen basiert auf einem Spin-verbotenen Übergang, welcher durch Spin-

Orbit Kopplung ermöglicht wird.

Um einen solch minimalen Prozess nachweisen zu können, erweiterten und kom-

binierten wir verschiedene experimentelle Messmethoden wie Drehmoment- und

SQUID-Magnetometrie sowie ESR-Spektroskopie Methoden in Hinsicht auf lich-

tabhängige Messungen. Die Drehmoment-Magnetometrie zeigte sich dahingehend

als besonders flexibel und sensitiv. Mittels dieser Technik konnten verschiedene

Effekte wie magnetische Sättigung, Breaking fields, langsame Relaxations Eigen-

schaften, Quantentunneln der Magnetisierung sowie de-Haas van-Alphen Oszil-

lationen nachgewiesen werden. Aufgrund der Bandbreite von möglichen Anwen-

dungen, sowie der hervorragenden Zugänglichkeit, im Bezug auf die Einstrah-

lung von Licht, wählten wir das Drehmomentmagnetometer als Detektionsme-

thode für unser Vorhaben. Auch das SQUID Magnetometer wurde durch einen
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neuartig entwickelten Glasfaserbasierten Tieftemperatur Kollimationsaufbau für

Leistungs- und Wellenlängenabhängige Lichtmessungen erweitert. Doch aufgrund

seiner zu geringen Sensitivität und eingeschränkten Probenmorphologie, wurde die-

se Messmethode nur in geringem Maße eingesetzt und diente lediglich für Kontroll-

messungen. Allerdings ermöglichte die präzise Intensitätsabhängige Messoption die

Entkopplung von realen photo-aktiven Prozessen von Laserinduzierten Heizeffek-

ten. Dies wurde anhand eines neuartigen Kobaltbasierten photo-aktiven Valence

Tautomers realisiert. Basierend auf diesen Messungen war es uns möglich einen di-

rekten Vergleich zwischen Standard-magnetometrie und ESR-Spektroskopie Mes-

sungen unter Licht zu erstellen. Die Resultate unserer X-Band ESR Messun-

gen unter Licht zeigten nachweislich das licht-induzierte Änderungen des Spin-

Zustandes wesentlich genauer durch spektroskopische Methoden nachgewiesen wer-

den können. Von diesen Erfahrungen her wählten wir die unkonventionelle Messme-

thodik der Drehmomentdetektierten ESR (TDESR). Hier werden die Vorteile der

Drehmoment-magnetometrie mit denen von ESR Spektroskopie kombiniert und

um einen hoch-frequenten breitbandigen Ansatz erweitert. Mittels komplementärer

SQUID Messungen konnten die Ergebnisse dieser neuen Messmethodik unabhängig

bestätigt werden. Dies war dabei von großer Wichtigkeit, da eine aufwendige Ana-

lyse der TDESR Daten von Nöten ist, um parasitäre Effekte wie Temperatur-

schwankungen, Laserinduzierte Heizeffekte, schwankende Mikrowellenleistungen

sowie nicht-lineare Drehmoment Einflüsse zu beseitigen. Dabei sind eine eingehen-

de Voreinstellung des TDESR-Messaufbaus mittels umfangreicher Testmessungen

sowie eine unabhängige Kalibrierung unabdingbar.

Durch Anwendung dieser neuartigen Messungen in Kombination mit Licht, ist

es uns erstmalig gelungen einen photo-induzierten Spin-verbotenen Übergang in

einem molekularen Spin-Quanten System nachzuweisen. Wir konnten zeigen, dass

sich aufgrund dieses Überganges ein gewisser Anteil an Subspezies mit einen Spin

von S = 7 ausbildet, im Gegensatz zum nicht angeregten Grundzustand von

S = 6. Vergleiche mit umfangreichen Spin Hamiltonian Simulationen ermöglich-

ten es uns, unter Einbeziehung aller präsenten Spin Multipletts und nicht-aktiven

Subspezies, die Nullfeld-Aufspaltungs Parameter des gesamten Systems sowie die

Verteilung der einzelnen Subspezies in der Probe zu extrahieren. Zusätzliche AC-

SQUID Messungen konnten diese Ergebnisse qualitativ bestätigen und lieferten

eine Abschätzung der Lebensdauer des angeregten Zustandes von 50 ms. Dies

stimmt überein mit der erwarteten Lebenszeit, welche aus dem zugrundliegen-

den Intersystem-crossing Prozess am Chromiumion resultiert. Unsere Ergebnis-

se stützen daher die Existenz eines Spin-verbotenen Überganges im Einzelmo-

lekül Magneten Fe3CrSMe. Eine solche Veränderung in der Spinmultiplizität ist
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gleichbedeutend mit dem Schalten eines Qubits zwischen zwei seperaten Hilber-

träumen. Dieses Konzept könnte daher eine der fundamentalen Herausforderun-

gen in der Suche nach geeigneten Qubits lösen. Durch die Verwendung eines

Spin-verbotenen Überganges könnte ein einzelnes Qubit in einen angeregten Zu-

stand versetzt werden in welchen reale Quanten Operationen durchgeführt werden,

während der kohärente Grundzustand des Qubits erhalten bleibt. Solche Syste-

meigenschaften könnten durch genaue Messungen der Kohärenzzeit mittels tran-

sienter ESR Methoden tiefgreifender untersucht werden. Aber auch andere An-

wendungsgebiete würden von solch einem Schaltungmechanismus profitieren. Die

lichtsteuerbaren Moleküle könnten mit bereits existierenden spintronischen Bau-

teilen verbunden werden und mittels Lichtaktuation die Elektron- und Spintrans-

port Eigenschaften beeinflussen. Solche multi-funktionalen Systeme könnten mit-

tels plasmonischer Leitungsstrukturen oder Einzel-Photon-Emittern genauestens

angesteuert und ausgelesen werden. Dabei ist es von entscheidenden Vorteil, dass

sich Fe3CrSMe auch auf Oberflächen anbringen lässt und dabei seine Spineigen-

schaften im Wesentlichen beibehält. Dies könnte wiederum für hohe Speicherdich-

ten nutzbar gemacht werden, indem strukturierte Monolagen dieses Komplexes

erzeugt werden. Um die Ausrichtung und magnetischen Eigenschaften solcher Mo-

nolagen zu testen bedarf es neuartiger sensitiverer Messsysteme. Dahingehend ent-

wickelten wir ein neuartiges membranbasiertes Drehmomentmagnetometer dessen

Auslenkungen mittels eines faseroptischen Interferometers im sub-Angström Be-

reich detektiert werden können. Neben einer deutlichen Erhöhung der Sensitivität

und seiner für Monolagen geeigneten glatten Oberfläche ermöglicht der isolierende

Charakter der verwendeten SiN-Membran die Aufbringung zusätzlicher Messsy-

steme wie Nanokalorimetrie oder Vierpunkt Transportmessungen. Obwohl für ein

Erreichen der hier diskutierten möglichen Anwendungsgebiete noch viel Arbeit von

Nöten ist, existieren die benötigten Technologien bereits. Die Bereiche der Nano-

strukturtechnik, Plasmonik, Synthetische Chemie, Spintronik und Quantencom-

puter Forschung stellen gemeinsam die erforderliche Infrastruktur für die mögliche

Realisierung eines multifunktionalen Einzelmolekül Spin Quanten System, wel-

ches mittels eines photo-induzierten Spin-verbotenen Überganges geschaltet wer-

den kann um einen voranschreitende Miniaturisierung zu ermöglichen.

Eric Heintze
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1 Motivation

Technological innovation has always been achieved by pursuing the impossible. It

has been thought that computers would never make their way in every household

or find any application outside the scientific world. Technology experts thought

that the insignificant small electron spin would never play a role in our daily lives

until the utilization of the giant magneto resistance effect in modern hard drives.

Only a few were able to imagine that today each of us would carry a smartphone

in our pockets that is more powerful than supercomputers of 15 years ago. History

therefore tells us that technology is advancing at a rapid pace. Seemingly small

effects that appear in scientific papers at one day, could be realized only months

later and trigger the next technological revolution. One of the fastest developing

areas is definitely presented by magnetic nanomaterials as they seem to quickly

enter our daily world. Be it their exploitation potential for higher storage densities

or their utilization in the treatment of cancer, the range of current applications

is enormous. But magnetic nanomaterials hold even more potential as emerg-

ing fields such as spintronics or quantum computation foretell. New technologies

enable us to explore the spin and quantum properties of these low dimensional

systems and use them as a gate to the quantum mechanical world. Here one of the

central remaining challenges pivotal to accessing this world, is the search for suit-

able ways to control such system in a precise, fast and non-destructive way. A key

breakthrough here has been the optical control of spin transitions in semiconduc-

tors which now provides one of the fundamental pathways in quantum information

processing.

Another appealing class for quantum bits is provided by molecular spin systems as

they constitute perfectly-identical quantum units which can be tailored by chemi-

cal synthesis towards photo receptivity. Furthermore they can be linked to surfaces

creating spintronic hybrid devices or find application as high spin quantum pro-

cessing units. Such spin-quantum systems could be directly addressed and read

out via plasmonic guiding structures or single-photon emitters. However further

developments in this regard are hindered as a fine tuned wireless approach for ma-

nipulating spin states which simultaneously preserves the quantum coherent state,

is still missing. The use of spin-forbidden transitions is particularly tempting, as
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Figure 1.0.1: Schematic representation over the thesis content.

it allows connecting otherwise separated Hilbert spaces. This enables to operate

qubits in an excited state, without disrupting their ground state coherences. Such

spin-forbidden manipulation scheme had been proposed nearly thirty years ago

by the pioneer of molecular magnetism O. Kahn, but has remained unobserved

due to the considerable experimental difficulties involved. Within this thesis we

take on this challenge and demonstrate the optical manipulation of the spin state

of a magnetic molecular cluster via spin-forbidden transitions for the first time.

By using a custom-tailored magnetic molecule and a novel experimental technique

that combines optical excitation with mechanically-detected broadband electron

spin resonance we are able to overcome all experimental challenges involved in the

demonstration. We show shuttling of the spin state between two Hilbert spaces

within one potential qubit candidate. Comparison to dynamic magnetic suscep-

tibility measurements and theoretical calculations provides details of the electron

and spin processes involved. These results offer a novel way of controlling the spin

state of magnetic molecules with light, and open a new path to optically-controlled

molecular quantum gates and quantum buses. Furthermore such molecular spin

systems yield a novel perspective for creating nanoscale spintronic quantum de-

vices, in which spin currents can be directly manipulated by light.
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In the following chapters we want to give a comprehensive understanding of this

achievement by providing the theoretical and experimental framework in the needed

details as depicted in figure 1.0.1. At first we will introduce different ways of

spin control that are investigated within the field of spintronics. As molecular

nano-magnets hold the potential for optical spin control while simultaneously of-

fering single qubit characteristics, we will provide a thoroughly introduction of the

governing mechanisms inside these systems. Moreover we give a comprehensive

overview of the entwined field of optical control in molecular systems in order to

identify useful light induced processes. This first part of the thesis is intended to

clarify the theoretical background and concepts needed for a comprehensive un-

derstanding of the later presented results. In the second part we introduce several

newly devised as well as existing experimental techniques that have been applied

and considered to provide evidence of the spin-forbidden transition in molecular

spin systems. Herein we utilize novel compounds to test their applicability and

limitations in order to test their suitability. In the final part we merge the so

far acquired knowledge to show and discuss the existence of the observed spin-

forbidden transition in the molecular magnet Fe3CrSMe and thoroughly discuss

possible future applications.

”... quite often in research we are not able to face big challenges in one

shot, rather we have to identify achievable goals and work on those for

the final target” James Dewey Watson
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2 Introduction to a molecular future

This chapter is intended to provide a basic introduction to the exciting science of

spin control which in combination with electronics is known as spintronics. This

fruitful research field also includes molecular spintronics which hold the “key“ for

a molecular future. By using down scaled low dimensional ingredients new physi-

cal properties emerge. For making these effects applicable, basic research will be

crucial, concerning transport properties, new crafting techniques and taking new

relaxation pathways into consideration. By understanding the various influences

we can build robust devices and find different ways for manipulating the proper-

ties via external stimuli. Therefore the ultimate goal of spintronics is to create

multifunctional molecular based spintronic devices [1]. The success of this endeav-

our will depend on the efforts of chemist, physicists, surface scientist as well as

engineers to work together [2].

2.1 Spin as a new dimension

Until the 80‘s standard memory systems were based on varying externally triggered

electrical currents, as it is still the case for rudimentary electronic devices today.

In contrast to this, most driving technologies today utilize an additional degree

of freedom based on the magnetic property of the electron commonly known as

the spin. Although the consequences of this magnetic property is much weaker

than the electric one, the effect has already been acknowledged in 1936 by N. F.

Mott [3]. Within his “two fluid“ model the current in a magnet can be described

by two interacting fluids which are characterized by the opposite spin direction

of the electrons. 50 years later this idea had been exploited for the discovery of

the giant magneto resistance (GMR) effect by A. Fert and P. Grünberg [4, 5].

They demonstrated that by modifying the thickness of chromium layers within a

iron-chromium multilayer system, the electrical resistance shows spin dependent

properties as it is explained in figure 2.1.1. The effect is regarded as the birth of

the field of spintronics and was rewarded with the Nobel price in 2007. Although

spintronics still comprises a young research field it had a great impact in our daily

lives. The GMR effect was distinct enough to revolutionize the fast growing disk

drive industry. Until the emergence of the GMR effect the bottleneck for higher
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Figure 2.1.1: (a) Due to RKKY interactions [6, 7] the ferromagnetic layers couple either

ferromagnetically or anti-ferromagnetically dependent on the thickness of the paramag-

netic chromium layers. Between both configuration a distinct difference in resistivity is

observed which can only be explained by taking the spin properties of the electrons into

account. Anti-parallel oriented spins show a lower transition probability than parallel

oriented ones due to their population difference in the density of final states. Conse-

quently anti-parallel oriented spins are more scattered within the ferromagnetic layers

than the parallel oriented ones. In the anti-ferromagnetically coupled layer configuration

both spin orientations are scattered out which leads to a higher resistivity. (b) Systems

in which the resistance is controlled by reversing the magnetization of a layer are called

spin valves. (figure taken from [8]) (c) Such layered structures find vastly use as reading

heads in hard disk drives as they allow higher storage densities. (figure taken from [8])
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2.1. Spin as a new dimension

storage density drives has been the ferrite-oxide read out heads, which have been

only slowly replaced by thin film head technology. The GMR effect opened up

a new so far unthinkable precise way of reading and writing data, by using two

ferromagnetic layers of different coercivities which act as polariser and analyser [8].

Scientist now had to think again about new recording materials which offer higher

densities to exploit the new read and write technology. The fast success of GMR

triggered the promotion of another effect with even higher precision potential.

When replacing the chromium layer with a thin insulating layer the electrons

exhibit spin dependent tunnelling. Since the tunnel magneto-resistance (TMR)

effect utilizes quantum tunnel properties first experiments only showed a small

resistance change at liquid helium temperatures in 1975 [9]. With the renewed

interest in the field intensive research quickly improved TMR to match and surpass

the GMR effect [10, 11, 12] as can be seen in figure 2.1.2. Since then increases

in modern computational performance were achieved mainly by miniaturization.

This has been a successful route so far, but modern devices are reaching dimensions

in which quantum phenomena start to play a destructive role. Spintronic research

is therefore investigating new spin based effects which could ignite a third, fourth

or fifth generation of nano-electronics. Not all of these effects are understood yet

and neither do we know how they could be implemented. Still it is their great

potential that drives the intense research in this field. Hereby the perhaps most

interesting and least understood phenomena relate to the effects involving the spin

dynamics [13, 1]. With history repeating itself the relentless combined research in

the fields of spintronics, nanotechnology, computational science as well as modern

chemistry will lead to achieving this goal in tangible proximity.
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Figure 2.1.2: (a) When separating two ferromagnetic layers by a thin insulating layer

such as Al2O3 the electrons are able to tunnel through that barrier with their spin

orientation conserved. In the case that the magnetization on both sides of the barrier

is parallel more free states become available for the electrons to tunnel to as in the

anti-parallel case. (figure taken from [8]) (b) Transmission electron microscope image

of TMR-head cross section of a Seagate device. The tunnel barrier lies at the level of

the thin white horizontal line creating a vertical appearing tunnel junction stack with

a typical track width of 100 nm. The thick bent white lines are the insulating layers

between top and bottom contact. The grey top and bottom areas are the magnetic pole

pieces [8]. (figure taken from [11]) (c) The figure shows the sensitivity reached over the

past years for different generations of read-out heads. The huge increase is due to the

fundamentally lower noise contribution of TMR heads. (figure taken from [11])

2.2 Spin control

The control of spin and magnetism is a topic that has become important in a wide

range of materials and nano-structures. A great overview towards the various di-

rections in the field of spintronics can be found in the comprehensive review of

J. Sinova and I. Žutić from 2012 as part of a Nature review issue on spintronics

and provides the starting argument for this section [14, 15]. They identified the

developing subfields that attend to generate, control and detect spins as well as to

implement them into spintronic devices.
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1. Spin transfer torque

2. Spin Hall effect

3. Spin caloritronics

4. Silicon spintronics

5. Spintronics based on new materials

6. Molecular Spintronics
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Figure 2.2.1: Exemplary overview of spintronic subfields with (a) schematic device in-

terface for use of spin-transfer torque (figure taken from [13]), (b) n-doped silicon based

device geometry and energy diagram of a magnetic contact for spin polarized current

detection (figure taken from [16]), (c) sketch of graphene and topological insulator device

structure (figure taken from [17]), (d) sketch of spin caloritronic measuring device for

non-local detection of spin-dependent Seebeck effect (figure taken from [18]), (e) scheme

of Cooper-pair conversion from spin-singlet to spin-triplet state with superconductor

interface configuration for subsequent spin-charge separation (figure taken from [19]),

(f) scheme of inverse spin Hall effect using an optical pump-and-probe technique (figure

taken from [20]) and (f) spin valves based on molecular magnets for parallel and anti-

parallel configuration showing the different influences on the spin polarized currents.

(figure taken from [21])

Most of the subfields are concerned with new ways to generate and control spin

currents. Current induced spin torque or spin transfer torque is based on the an-
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Chapter 2. Introduction to a molecular future

gular momentum conservation. Thereby a rotation is exerted onto electrons with

a non-collinear orientation towards the magnetization of the conducting material.

Recent developments in this field are regarded as key elements in new memory

architectures or ultra fast tunable nano oscillators for wireless technology [22, 13,

23]. Other alternatives are based on relativistic spin orbit coupling interaction

utilizing the spin Hall or spin orbit torque effect [20]. Here the electrons turn

perpendicular to the current flow depending on their spin orientation. An effect

that has already been used to create spin field effect transistors [24, 25]. Spin

currents can also be induced by employing thermal gradients which generate cur-

rents that are spin dependent due to the spin Seebeck effect [26]. This phenomena

is exploited by the field of spin caloritronics [18] and is so far attributed to a

coupling between magnons (collective spin modes) and phonons (lattice excita-

tions). Next to the already mentioned subfields that are more engaged in the

generation of spin currents are others that are invested in spin transport prop-

erties of different materials, which allow the application of possible spin effects.

These approaches have shown that even the classical electronic material silicon

has promising spin transfer possibilities which would enable an easier implemen-

tation in known electronic architectures [16]. Further the field of spintronic is also

looking into new emerging materials such as graphene [24] or topological insula-

tors [17]. Their novel band structure properties protect their special conducting

states from non-magnetic disorder effects an thus creating long spin relaxation

times [27, 17, 28]. Also collective spin states such as spin-triplet Cooper pairs are

being investigated within the field of superconducting spintronics [19]. Eventually

research also focused on using organic molecules as a platform for spintronics by

conducting transport measurements on organic semiconductors [29, 30]. Despite

the late start molecular spintronics is already mature enough to demonstrate GMR

effects [31] in organic spin valves. An overview over the here mentioned subfields

is exemplary illustrated in figure 2.2.1 and shows the large variety of spin control

effects to choose from. All of these field offer various opportunities to create dif-

ferent device concepts, which can be partly divided into Mott, Dirac and Shockley

spintronic devices and are presented in figure 2.2.2. This classification is of course

not rigid since the different subfields merge with each other by using multiple spin

relaxation and spin transport effects in different materials within a combination

of device concepts. However it illustrates the plethora of phenomena and the rich

playground spintronic is offering [32]. The speed at which spintronics is develop-

ing is unparalleled and seems to be able to ignite the next disruptive technology

avalanche as it has been the case for the GMR effect. Many research groups are

focused on improving spin filtering and find better transport materials. Others

are focused to push the fundamental properties to make use of quantum prop-
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Figure 2.2.2: Working principle of different spintronic device concepts based under their

unifying morphologies, as Mott, Dirac and Shockley spintronic devices. (figure taken

from [15])

erties by implementing single molecule spintronic elements [33]. When organic

molecules emerged in spintronics new possibilities were offered in this regard and

the subfield was then named molecular spintronics [34, 35]. Here scientists want to

utilize the chemical tunability, the diverse properties of molecules as well as pos-

sible quantum features to create ultra small spin controlling elements. Although

this is a promising perspective there are still various basic questions pertaining

such as how to combine single molecules with transport devices, how to individu-

ally address them or even how to find the right candidates. Regarding the latter

a promising approach is offered by the use of molecular nano-magnets or single

molecule magnets (SMM) [21, 36]. These mesoscopic systems show magnetic prop-

erties as well as quantum effects and are known to be tunable with regard to their

deposition on surfaces and addressability. Over the past 10 years new spin effects

and interaction paths have been discovered which need further investigations with

new techniques to overcome novel challenges [21, 34, 1].

2.3 Functionalization and addressing of spin systems

The main focus within the domain of molecular electronics is to investigate what

happens when reducing parts of an electronic circuit down to a single-molecule

level [34]. Thereby the goal is to understand the interplay between the transport

through the single molecule junction and the molecular properties, including the

spin behaviour. To perform such challenging experiments three main approaches to

create hybrid devices have been followed and are explained in figure 2.3.1. The first
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Chapter 2. Introduction to a molecular future

way is to assemble molecules on a conducting surface and measuring the transport

properties using a scanning tunnel microscope tip. A second option is to create

nanometre sized break junctions in conducting materials and placing molecules in-

side. Another possibility is the use of reduced low dimensional conducting systems

such as carbon nano-tubes or quantum dots to which the molecules are attached

to.

b)

Surface

STM tip

 

a)

e-

e-

SMM

SMM

SMM

Source Drain

Source Drain
CNT-QD

Figure 2.3.1: (a) Reducing the size of electronic devices down to a single-molecule level

leads to quantization of energy effects in the conduction properties. (b) Three main

investigative approaches are used in molecular spintronics. At the top a STM tip is

used as a lead to measure the conduction through a molecule on a conducting surface.

In the middle the single molecule magnet is placed in between a break junction. The

bottom scheme represents a double-dot structure with a single molecule magnet placed

on a contacted carbon nano-tube quantum dot (CNT-QD). (figures taken from [34])

However such molecular based junctions hold more options than just pure trans-

port measurements. Probing multiple properties on such single molecule junctions

can make use of the afore mentioned different effects and creates various challenges

and possibilities as pointed out by a review of S. Aradhya and L.Venkataraman

in 2013 (see figure 2.3.2) [37]. As the spin properties of such nanometre sized

systems are not only affected by external stimuli but also by the interaction me-

diated through the bonding links, one needs to carefully disentangle the various

different influences. Therefore it is a goal to address the individual molecules in a

wireless way. Particular photons are suited for controlling such molecular linkers
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Figure 2.3.2: Different probing technique schemes for single molecule junctions. (a)

Measuring interatomic forces, (b) Performing electronic transport measurements, (c)

using light as external stimulus or as detection medium, (d) performing thermoelectric

measurements and (e) utilizing tunnelling properties. (figures taken from [37])
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in a precise and fast manner. Here researchers borrow knowledge from studying

traditional magnetic materials and combine them with new high precision mea-

surement techniques. This has led to unprecedented sensitive direct measurements

revealing even weak effects such as quantum transport features and their depen-

dence on spin coherence properties.

Concluding remarks:

In this chapter we showed the strong and fast impact of utilizing the spin de-

gree of freedom in our modern world by the implementation of GMR and TMR

effects in the readout heads of modern hard disk drives. However since then re-

search has been exploring additional polarization dependent spin relaxation and

spin transport effects as well as new applicable materials. These approaches can

be summarized within the field of spintronics. One of the most challenging goals

in this field of research is reducing the size of electronic parts down to the molec-

ular level by using single molecules. We further presented approaches on how to

integrate single molecules into nano-electronic circuits and ways on how to address

them. Here we mentioned the great potential of using photons as they constitute a

wireless approach which is a great advantage over traditional contacting techniques

which are limited at these small dimensions. The main concept of miniaturising

conventional electronic architectures needs to be thought over when reaching the

nano-metre sized regime where quantum mechanical effects play a more dominant

role. This is not only of interest for new device architectures and logics, but is also

interesting from a fundamental research perspective. New continuously advancing

materials and experimental techniques enable us to improve our understanding of

how spins can be controlled at the molecular scale. A great platform for investigat-

ing the interweaving of spins with their environment and controlling them is given

by creating hybrids based on molecular nano-magnets. They combine classical and

quantum properties with a unique tunability as well as addressability. The origin

and possibilities offered by this class of materials is thoroughly discussed within

the next chapter.
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3 Nanomagnets

In this chapter we want to provide the theoretical background needed for under-

standing the origin of the plethora of properties present in nano-magnetic mate-

rials. Thereby we will distinguish between classical magnetic nano-particles and

molecular nano-magnets to discuss their various magnetic characteristics. As the

magnetic bistability of any magnet is based on some kind of anisotropy, it will

provide the base of this section. Hereby we will follow the argumentation and

descriptions given in the works of L. Chibotaru and L. Bogani [38, 39]. Since

this work is focused on molecular magnetic materials we will go into much more

details considering their analytical treatment. In this regard we will introduce

the spin Hamiltonian approach following the argumentation of D. Gatteschi et.

al. [36]. This theoretical treatment is important to clarify the basic concepts

of molecular magnetism and place later presented results of this thesis into per-

spective. With this basic knowledge we want to explain the classical and quantum

mechanical behaviours that can be parallel observed within the family of molecular

nano-magnets.

3.1 From classical to molecular magnets

Classical magnetism as we know it from refrigerator magnets is based on neigh-

bouring magnetic sites which are cooperatively coupled. This exchange interaction

between numerous involved spins leads to collectively preferred oriented domains

that mutually result in what we know as magnetism [40]. Even when reducing

refrigerator magnets down to nanometre size the underlying origin of their mag-

netic behaviour does not change as there are still many domains present. The

preferential magnetization direction is therefore produced by ferromagnetic order-

ing and creates an opening in the magnetic hysteresis. The strength or quality of

magnets can be described by how well they preserve their magnetization against

external influences such as temperature or external fields. When reducing the

size of magnets, we also reduce the number of involved magnetic centres which

leads to a weaker overall exchange interaction. However even at nanometre sizes,

ferromagnetic behaviour can be observed below the Curie temperature. Still cre-

ating perfect magnetic nano-particles (MNP), with no size distribution fails due
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Chapter 3. Nanomagnets

to so called “Top-down“ production methods [41, 1]. In order to achieve bet-

ter mono-disperse systems, another class of small sized “Bottom-up“ synthesized

molecular based magnets arose in the late 1960‘s [42, 1]. A lot of research has

been conducted creating new molecular based magnetic materials, amongst them

the famous Mn12Ac [43]. But it took until 1993 that Mn12Ac became the first

known single molecule magnet (SMM), due the works of Sessoli, Gatteschi and co-

workers who described the hysteresis of this compound at very low temperatures

[44, 45]. The magnetism in these systems did not depend on coupling between

different individual centres, their magnetism was of pure molecular origin. As the

system was crystalline, mono-disperse and soluble it was thoroughly investigated

and became a platform for multidisciplinary research all over the world with the

distinguished expert O. Kahn at its front [46]. Eventually this research lead to

the discovery of quantum properties in the magnetism of these mesoscopic sys-

tems [47]. In contrast to MNP’s the hysteresis of nano-molecules is solely due

to molecular origin resulting from spin-orbit coupling [36]. The temperatures at

which the magnetic behaviour in SMM’s is observed is much lower then the one in

magnetic nano-particles since they are usually comprised of only a small number

metal ions. Of course chemists did not stop after the discovery of Mn12Ac and

comprised new materials to get the critical temperature up. Some are nowadays

compositions made out of many more atoms as for example Mn84, which is a gi-

ant ring with 1032 atoms [48]. Still its outer diameter is of only 4.2 nm and it

is only 1.2 nm thick, making it around the size of the smallest known magnetic

nano-particles [41]. Quickly also new classes of molecular based magnets arose

such as single chain magnets (SCM). The first example here was a cobalt based

chain synthesized in 2001 [49]. Continuing on the route to create molecular mag-

nets that work at room temperature scientist use even single ion effects to create

magnetic behaviour. Single ion effects were first observed in a set of lanthanide

based double-decker complexes in 2003 and compose now their own class known

as single ion magnets (SIM) [50]. An exemplary overview of the different classes is

shown in figure 3.1.1. It has been shown that even small changes in the surround-

ing ligands or an exchange of the lanthanide ions leads to drastic modification of

their magnetic properties [51, 52]. This chemical tunability potential is inherited

by all molecular magnets and holds various possibilities for numerous applications.

This section will provide an introduction to this topic in order to understand the

effects of the surrounding crystal field and involved magnetic centres on molecular

magnetism.
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Figure 3.1.1: Examples for different classes of molecular magnets together with a rela-

tive size comparison to magnetic nano-particles. (a) Structure of the archetypical single

molecule magnet Mn12Ac. (b) Structure of the first known cobalt based nitronyl nitrox-

ide single chain magnet CoPhoMe. (c) This lanthanide based double decker complex

structure represents the first known single ion magnet Pc2Ln
−1. (figure taken from

[53]) (d) One of the largest single molecule magnets, the famous Mn84 with a diameter

of only 4.2 nm. (figure taken from [48]) (e) For size comparison the TEM picture of a

couple of FeCo nano-particles. (figure taken from [54])
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3.2 Origin of magnetic anisotropy

Magnetic anisotropy can be seen as essential for magnetism as we know it. It

can basically be described by the simple fact that the magnetic properties show

a dependence on different directions in a sample. In the case of magnetic bulk

materials or even magnetic nano-particles the reasons for magnetic anisotropy

are usually found in their shape anisotropy, defining an energetically favourable

direction for magnetic ordering in such systems [38]. As we go towards lower

dimensional systems the determining contribution to the magnetic anisotropy be-

come different as in the case of molecular magnetic systems. Overall there are

three main sources of magnetic anisotropy that we can usually observe [39]. First

the exchange anisotropy that results from anisotropic interactions between neigh-

bouring spins. The second source is characterized by an anisotropic behaviour of

the g-value. Lastly the so called single ion anisotropy eventuates from the com-

bination of spin-orbit coupling and an acting crystal field. All of which find their

application in different magnetically anisotropic molecular systems. This molec-

ular based anisotropy not only leads to slow relaxation of the magnetization but

also incorporates the quantum nature of molecular magnetic systems explaining

distinct features such as macroscopic quantum tunnelling of the magnetization.

To understand the magnetic properties of an isolated ion one has to consider the

electrons in the unfilled electronic orbitals. Their spin S and orbital momentum

L are coupled together by the spin-orbit interaction, leading to an conserved total

angular momentum J = L+S for the system [55]. The combinations of the differ-

ent L and S lead to different J levels with a splitting determined by the spin-orbit

coupling parameter λ. The energetic relations of these levels are given by [55],

λL ·S =
λ

2
{J(J + 1)− L(L+ 1)− S(S + 1)} . (3.2.1)

where λ is strongly dependent on the atomic number Z of the considered system

(λ ∝ Z4). Each J level is represented by a term symbol 2S+1L, where L is histor-

ically named S, P,D, F... for L = 0, 1, 2, 3... with 2S + 1 as the spin multiplicity

which gives the number of possible spin states (1: singlet, 2: doublet,...). In what

order these J levels are filled and which one is considered to be the ground state

follows from Hund‘s rules and is based on minimizing electron-electron repulsion

while maximizing the orbital momentum [55, 56]. Being in a definite J state, such

as the ground state, the system has 2J+1 degenerate levels. Using an applied mag-

netic field H, these states are split into non-degenerate levels (Zeeman splitting).

The corresponding eigenfunctions of these levels are the individual components of

the multiplet J , with a definite angular momentum projection in the direction of

the applied field. In free ions or atoms this projection axis is determined solely by
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3.2. Origin of magnetic anisotropy

the magnetic field direction [38]. This means that the eigenfunction of the momen-

tum projection can be reproduced in its self by applying rotation operations on

the coordinate system. Therefore the magnetization behaves isotropic as it always

follows the magnetic field vector. This remains only the case as long as all the

eigenfunctions of the multiplet J correspond to the same eigenvalue and hence are

degenerate. Therefore perfect degeneracy is the necessary condition for magnet-

ically isotropic behaviour and lifting of the degeneracy of the J multiplets is the

sole reason for magnetic anisotropic behaviour [38]. This becomes clear when we

envision that the degeneracy of the orbital momentum of an lattice-ion can not

only be lifted by an external magnetic field H but also by the local environment.

When describing the effects of the environment field on the energy levels of our

system, we need to take the different atomic orbitals and their anisotropic electron

density distribution into account [36]. This means that the electrostatic inter-

actions between the electrons of the different orbitals and the surrounding ligand

field is strongly dependent on the symmetry of the environment and which orbitals

are involved. Hence due to the Coulomb repulsion some orbitals become energeti-

cally more favourable in certain directions under the influence of an environmental

field introducing an anisotropic behaviour. The interplay between the spin-orbit

coupling and the crystal field can be best shown when comparing transition metal

ions with lanthanide ion based systems. In the case of transition metal ions where

d-orbitals are usually involved, the orbital angular momentum is quenched leav-

ing only the spin magnetic moment and its isotropic behaviour. This means that

the resulting spin-orbit coupling is weak compared to an possible crystal field (see

figure 3.2.1) [36]. The electronic states of the J multiplets are therefore mainly

split by the surrounding crystal field that is perturbed by spin orbit coupling and

then influenced by an eventual applied magnetic field. The scenario is completely

different when looking at lanthanide based systems. Here the atomic number is

much higher and thus the spin-orbit coupling much stronger (see figure 3.2.1) [38].

Further the magnetic orbitals are comprised of the f -orbitals, which are closer to

the nucleus compared to the d-orbitals, and have therefore a weaker overlap with

the ligands. In order to describe the different levels that lead to spin multiplicity,

quenching of angular moments and anisotropy the following Hamiltonian must be

taken into consideration [36].

H = Hel−el +HLF +HSO (3.2.2)

Here Hel−el describes the electron-electron repulsion, HLF the ligand field influence

and HSO the spin orbit coupling interaction. To calculate the electronic structure,

especially for transition metal compounds, one can use density functional theory
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(DFT) techniques, which consider all of the above mentioned influences taken the

contribution of all involved electrons on each site into account [57]. Usually this

efforts a great amount of computational power and is therefore commonly used

for lighter systems with high symmetry. For example when describing the energy

spectrum of a ground state of an lanthanide ion, resulting from the crystal field,

one needs to consider already up to 27 crystal field parameters for complexes of low

symmetry [38]. As we can see from a practical point of view this approach hinders

the direct comprehension of most systems. Since the exact electronic structure of

a system is not always needed, a simpler but sufficiently complete approach has

been devised, the so called spin Hamiltonian approach (SHA).

∆ECF

ζLS ζLS

a) b)

Figure 3.2.1: Electronic energy level scheme of complexes within the (a) weak spin-

orbit coupling regime and the (b) strong spin-orbit coupling regime. Here ζ denotes

the spin–orbit coupling constant of the metal ion. Transition metal ions are typically

described in an orbitally non-degenerate electronic ground term well separated from the

excited states. In such an weak coupling regime the spin orbit coupling ζLS can be

treated as perturbation as it is much smaller than the crystal field splitting ∆ECF . The

situation is different when considering lanthanide based complexes. Here the low-lying

terms are less separated from the excited ones, so that therefore stronger spin-orbit

mixing cannot be treated as perturbation. (figure taken from [38])

3.3 Spin Hamiltonian approach

The spin Hamiltonian approach (SHA) is commonly used as a simplified but suffi-

cient short-cut to replace the complex full Hamiltonian which describes the kinetic
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3.3. Spin Hamiltonian approach

and potential energy of a many body problem [36]. Within this approach all or-

bital coordinates are replaced using the spin coordinates needed to explain only

the spin related interactions which are mainly determining the magnetic behaviour

of a system. Since this approach treats a complex problem in a simpler way it is

bound to approximations, such as for example the assumption that the orbital

momentum is quenched so that the spin-orbit coupling can be treated as pertur-

bation. The interactions that can be considered for molecular magnetic systems in

this approach are the Zeeman interaction, the single ion anisotropy, the exchange

interaction and the electron-nucleus interaction [36]. The latter is described by the

angular momentum operator I of the nucleus and the electron-nucleus interaction

parameter A. The influence of the magnetic nuclei on the surrounding electrons

is accounted for by three contributions such as the contact, the diplor and the

pseudocontact term which are characterized by energies in the millikelvin regime.

Therefore we will not discuss the term in full detail and focus on the other three

main terms that influence the magnetic behaviour discussed in this thesis [58].

The spin-orbit and Zeeman interaction on the other hand are strongly influencing

terms as they contain the chemical environment and the influence of the spin-orbit

coupling which we have discussed before. The magnetic response of these terms is

described using the spin coordinates S as well as the g and D tensor parameters

[39]. While S is the spin operator, the latter terms are represented in 3× 3 matri-

ces describing the polarizability of the magnetization along different directions in

terms of the Landé g value and the splitting of different spin levels at zero mag-

netic field, also known as zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameter D. Both tensors

are diagonalizable by choosing the right orthogonal base related to a symmetry

axis of the system [59]. Therefore, despite the fact that both tensors g and D

are not directly connected, their principal axes often coincide based on their sym-

metric connections. The so far mentioned terms describe already the magnetic

anisotropy originating from a single ion. For polynuclear systems we additionally

need to consider the exchange interaction term determined by the interaction pa-

rameter J . Herein described are the interactions between two spins of different

magnetic sites in the material. The interaction parameter J is also expressed as

a 3 × 3 matrix in order to represent the coupling of one spin site to the other in

all three spin coordinate directions and include the superposition of the involved

orbital wave functions. As relativistic spins are ignored and the diagonal values

of the matrix are usually much greater than the non-diagonal ones this matrix

can also be seen as a diagonal one. From these considerations we can write the

resulting spin Hamiltonian for a system of N spin centres with M nuclei in the

following expression [39]:
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H = −µB
N∑
i=1

Si · gi ·Hi −
N/2∑
i,k 6=1

Si · Jik ·Sk +
N∑
i=1

Si ·Di ·Si . (3.3.1)

Here the indices i and k run over the different spin sites while n indicates different

nuclei sites. The Zeeman interaction term is described by the Bohr-magneton µB,

the applied magnetic field H , a tensor g connecting magnetic field and spin vectors

and S as spin operator. The exchange interaction is characterized by the matrix

J, which describes the interaction between two spin centres. For ferromagnetic

interactions this will align the spins parallel to each other with J > 0. Anti-

ferromagnetic interactions on the other hand are denoted with a negative J . In

contrast to g also the tensor D can be negative, due to its nature as defined null-

trace matrix [39]. In order to express the magnetic anisotropy of a system using the

spin Hamiltonian approach, we have to take a detailed look at the three tensors

g, J and D which are mainly involved. In order to explain their involvement

we want to show how these tensors describe three limiting cases of anisotropy

shown in figure 3.3.1 [60]. If we want to describe these cases using the exchange

a) b)

Heisenberg XY Ising

c)

Figure 3.3.1: The ellipsoids represent the three limiting cases of anisotropy. (a) The

Heisenberg limit represents the isotropic case, while (b) shows the situation for the

XY regime with a small but non-vanishing component in the Z direction as perfect

anisotropy is never reached in real systems. (c) Presents the Ising case in resulting in a

axial anisotropy.

interaction we can break the spatial interaction down into its main components.

With this the Heisenberg limit is respected by allowing interactions in all three

directions when Jx = Jz = Jy 6= 0. When introducing the XY-anisotropy (plane

anisotropy), we limit the interaction in one direction to Jx = 0, Jz = Jy 6= 0.

Further restrictions are made for the case of the Ising type anisotropy, where we
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3.3. Spin Hamiltonian approach

consider Jz 6= 0, Jx = Jy = 0. We can therefore use J to describe all kinds

of anisotropies within these limits. A similar approach can be followed when

describing the magnetic anisotropy of a system using the g tensor. Considering the

effect of an external applied magnetic field on a spin system, which is described by

the Heisenberg model, we will see that the same magnetization is induced whatever

direction the field is applied. This isotropic case is described by gxx = gzz = gy =

ge. When limiting the g tensor in two directions the system will be in the Ising

limit, where the polarization of the system is only possible in one direction. In

order to describe the anisotropy created by crystal field and the spin-orbit coupling

we can use the main anisotropy tensor D. In principle we can follow the same

procedure to describe the three limits. But as we want to describe the anisotropy in

general along the axes, we assume the crystal field Hamiltonian to be of quadratic

form as introduced in equation 3.3.1. With D as a real and symmetric tensor we

can choose three coordinate axes to be parallel to the orthogonal eigenvectors and

diagonalize the term so it takes the form [36]:

HCF = DxxS2
x +DyyS2

y +DzzS2
z (3.3.2)

where Sx, Sy, Sz are spin operators. We can now rearrange this Hamiltonian as

described by D. Gatteschi et al. [36] and rewrite the Hamiltonian into an axial and

transverse part. Following these consideration the Hamiltonian takes the form of:

HCF = D

[
S2
z −

1

3
S(S + 1)

]
+ E

(
S2
x − S2

y

)
(3.3.3)

with

D = Dzz −
1

2
Dxx −

1

2
Dyy (3.3.4)

and

E =
1

2
(Dxx −Dyy) . (3.3.5)

In this we can describe the anisotropy along the main axes using the longitudinal

anisotropy parameterD and the perpendicular part using the transverse anisotropy

parameter E. When considering only axial symmetry for which we assume Dxx =

Dyy and therefore E = 0 we see that 3.3.3 is solely dependent on D, which is

needed to express different energies of the 2S + 1 spin levels of the S multiplet.

This splitting is also present when no magnetic field is applied. Therefore this

effect is known as the zero field splitting (ZFS). When considering the anisotropy

this situation leads to an Ising type system with a so called easy-axis in which

the system is easier to magnetize. Such an system then also possesses a XY
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plane for which it is hard to magnetize, also known as a hard-plane. Still in

real systems there is no perfect hard plan so that the system also shows non-

vanishing components of the spin vector in this direction despite the high energy

costs. However we can calculate the eigenenergies of the crystal field Hamiltonian

in equation 3.3.3 for such an axial symmetric system by using the eigenvectors |m〉
of the axial spin operators S as:

E(m) = Dm2 − S(S + 1)/3 . (3.3.6)

Thereby we make use of the spin projection quantum number m along the easy

axis. In this case the field splitting constant D is negative leading to the fact

that the level m = ±S are the ground states with the lowest energy. For positive

D values on the other hand the system would be of easy-plane type anisotropy

[36]. When including a non-zero E and therefore reducing the symmetry from an

axial to a lower one, the |m〉 and |−m〉 states remove their degeneracy for integer

values of S and stay pair-like degenerate for half-integer S. This is of importance

for phenomena such as the quantum tunnelling and a direct result of the time

reversal symmetry, for which the degenerate pairs are also described as Kramers

doublets [61]. Further by introducing E, the zero level splitting of ±1 levels is

larger than the one for ±2 ones. This is explained by looking at 3.3.3, where the

E term can be treated as a perturbation on the energies given by the D term.

While the ±1 levels are already split in the first order, the ±2 levels are only split

in the second order. A weighty relevance for the dynamics of the magnetization.

With this we can see that the crystal field Hamiltonian that we introduced in 3.3.3

is the simplest possible one. To determine the exact energy levels of a real system

one would have to introduce higher order terms. Again this is only possible to

manage when we are able to reduce the complexity using symmetry arguments.

In this regard we only have to consider even-order terms for states of the same

configuration as only they give non-zero matrix elements following the bra-ket

rules [36]. Further it is sufficient to consider only orders up to N = 2S, since it

is a good approximation that higher order terms are usually smaller than lower

order terms. A widely used tool to include point group symmetry consideration

for further simplifications is given by the use of Stevens operators [62].

HCF =
∑
i=N,k

Bk
N Ô

k
N . (3.3.7)

These simplified anisotropy elements can be geometrical represented in spherical

coordinates as can be seen figure 3.3.2. Here the sum runs over the indices N

until 2S with integer k satisfying −N ≤ k ≤ +N . The Ôk
N terms are called

Stevens operator equivalents and stand for the spherical harmonics as sum of
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Figure 3.3.2: Visualization of the simplified anisotropy elements expressed by the Stevens

operators. (figure taken from [1])

equivalent angular momentum operators. Which Ôk
N terms belong to the point

group symmetry and how strongly they contribute to our system is given by the

weighting coefficient Bk
N . To understand their universal applicability, we want to

consider all the terms that contribute to the axial anisotropy [63]. This can be

envisioned in such a way that each term represents the potential energy a classical

spin would experience from a certain crystal field contribution. When plotting

these different potentials in spherical coordinates we get the spherical harmonics.

So we would only consider spherical harmonics that contribute in this direction,

this includes all terms with k = 0. For a system with S = 3 value we can write

the crystal field Hamiltonian as:

HCF = B0
2Ô

0
2 +B0

4Ô
0
4 +B0

6Ô
0
6 . (3.3.8)

Hereby the first axial B0
2Ô

0
2 is equivalent to the aforementioned DŜ2

z term, with

Sz as the spin projection operator. The equivalence can be seen easier when we

write the same Hamiltonian in terms of the spin operators as [36].

HCF = αS2
z + βS4

z + γS6
z . (3.3.9)

Where α depends on D, B0
4 as well as S. While the higher order term coefficients

β and γ depend on their corresponding values B0
4 and B0

6 . When comparing the

energies described by the quadratic terms and the ones described by the fourth

order terms, one can find that the fourth-order terms are hundred times smaller

than the quadratic ones. The second order term creates a quadratic dependence

on the eigenenergies of the spin projection quantum number which creates a linear
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dependence of the zero field splitting between the different mS states. The higher

order axial terms on the other hand create an additional non-linear dependence

for these energies. So even when describing axial anisotropy in high spin-value

systems the energies can be given in very good approximation by only using terms

up to the sixth order. When leaving our simplified picture to include systems

that also show transverse anisotropy, we would need to also consider spherical

harmonics with transverse contributions for example terms with k = 2. The off-

diagonal terms such as B2
2Ô

2
2 are equivalent to EÔ2

2 with E as our transverse

splitting parameter that we have introduced before. This term usually gives only

very small contributions to the zero field splitting [36]. However they become more

significant when large transverse fields are present. The implementation of these

Stevens terms enables us to also effectively model different external effects such

as an additional field created by a nearby surface. This Hamiltonian approach is

precise enough for systems with weak spin orbit coupling, such as transition metal

complexes. Here the excited states are well separated from the groundstate, so

that the spin-orbit coupling can be treated as perturbation. Systems that show

strong spin orbit mixing as in the case of lanthanide based complexes cannot be

treated under this assumption. Furthermore they usually are complexes with no

point group symmetry [38]. Therefore the Hamiltonian involves up to 27 inde-

pendent parameters that have to be solved. Still for complexes with weak spin

orbit coupling the magnetic anisotropy can be well modelled using the crystal field

Hamiltonian based on the spin coordinates in combination with the Stevens op-

erator notation. As already mentioned and can be seen in the figure 3.2.1, the

spin Hamiltonian approach describes mainly the anisotropy in terms of the lowest

energy spin multiplet [64]. It is this multiplet that determines the low temperature

magnetic behaviour of such molecules for which the far distant excited states are

not populated. This circumstance allows the treatment of a cluster of magnetic

ions as one “giant“ spin. This is also called the giant spin approach (GSA) model

which is an important additional simplification as it reduces the number of needed

Hilbert spaces substantially. In the case for the SMM Mn12 the GSA approach

leads to a reduction in Hilbert dimensionality from 108 down to only 21, allowing

numerical calculations [65, 64].

When describing the magnetic anisotropy of a system there is no general approach,

as usually all types of anisotropy sources are somehow present g, J and D type.

Many simplification are made and can be justified when treating these systems

such as the SHA or the GSA. Even when we want to describe the system in more

detail by using the Stevens operator notation we use simplifications. When going

to a more precise way we need to use density functional theories (DFT) for which
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3.4. Blocking of the magnetization

we determine the electrostatic potential of each electron site. But despite the

arising parametric complexity it remains a difficult task to implement all kinds of

interactions within molecular systems, such as delocalization or spin polarization

effects or other coupling and exchange regimes. However the above described mod-

els are sufficient for explaining the experimental results and phenomena occurring

in the systems investigated within this thesis.

3.4 Blocking of the magnetization

One of the main features of any magnet is that it stays magnetized even after

turning off the initial polarization field. Along a certain polarization axis its mag-

netization simply stays blocked. This leads to the characteristic hysteresis be-

haviour as we know it from ferromagnetic systems with a coercive field HC needed

to reduce this remanence magnetization MR to zero. To keep such an magnetiza-

tion in a preferential direction they need an internal force given by the magnetic

anisotropy that prevents the random reorientation of the individual magnetic cen-

tres due to external influences such as temperature [66]. Classical bulk magnets

are magnetic because of the exchange coupling between a great number of mag-

netic centres. Their anisotropy is based on ferromagnetic exchange coupling with

numerous magnetic centres involved, therefore they will only loose their magne-

tization by melting them at very high temperatures. As we miniaturize magnets

the number of coupled centres reduces and the internal field resulting from the

exchange coupling gets weaker. Ultimately this means that the temperature at

which the ferromagnetic coupling is destroyed and the material becomes paramag-

netic decreases. The temperature at which the parallel orientation of the atomic

spins is becoming randomized is called the Curie temperature TC . Above TC the

temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility can be described using the

Curie-Weiss law. However even small magnetic nano-particles of only 10 nm size

still posses thousands of ions given them a TC close to the one of bulk materials.

However in the regime of around 1000 nm to 10 nm, such particles can already

become single magnetic domain particles [38, 67]. This means that all exchange

coupled spins rotate as one united magnetic moment. The field needed to flip

the entire magnetic moment of one particle is given by the critical field. This

switching field can be described using the energy barrier model [68]. The energy

barrier of an individual particle depends on the saturation magnetization of the

material MS, the particle volume V and the applied external field Hext [41]. This

energy barrier can be overcome by thermal energy which leads to a reorientation of

the particles magnetic moment. This also leads to a dependence on the measure-
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ment time scale, as for fast measurements the magnetization seems to be blocked

even at higher temperatures [41]. When performing hysteresis measurements on

mono-domain particles we can observe a size dependence on the value of HC as

illustrated in figure 3.4.1 [69, 54]. The size at which the opening of the hysteresis

disappears is called the superparamagnetic limit [36]. At this regime an ensemble

of mono-domain particles is originally collectively oriented but randomized due to

thermal fluctuation leading to a net magnetization of zero. Their magnetization

curve show an “S-like“ Hysteresis curve proportional to a Langevin function [66,

41]. However the same superparamagnetic particles can show a hysteresis when
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Figure 3.4.1: When reducing the size from the macroscopic to the nanoscopic regime

one can scale magnetic systems by their number of magnetic moments. The changes in

the magnetic origins lead to different types of magnetization reversals as can be seen in

the hysteresis loops. (figure taken from [69])

lowering the temperature. At a certain blocking temperature TB the relaxation

times will get so long that the magnetization will be blocked as a metastability

between the particles is created (see figure 3.4.2) [67]. At the nanometre regime

thermal fluctuation of some kelvin are enough to induce a random reorientation

of the magnetization vector leading to superparamagnetic behaviour. Such an

temperature, size and measurement time dependent magnetic behaviour can also

be found in molecular based nano-magnets with an anisotropy that does not de-

pend solely on exchange interactions and involves even less then 10 magnetic ions

[38]. The difference between magnetic nano-particles and molecular magnets lies

within the origin of their anisotropy. The axial anisotropic behaviour in a SMM
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Single particle Single particleMultiple particles Multiple particles

T<TB T>TB T<TC T>TC

Figure 3.4.2: Schematic representation of the difference between blocking temperature

TB and Curie temperature TC . In general it is true that TB � TC . Below TB the particle

net-spins align with each other while above it, they are randomly oriented. Below TC

the atomic spin within one particle align with each other leading to a net-spin of the

single particle, while above it they are randomly oriented creating a net-spin of zero.

(figure taken from [67])
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Figure 3.4.3: Schematic energy representation of a magnetic nano-particle as a function

of its relative magnetic moment orientation towards an external applied magnetic field

H. Due to mangetocrystalline anisotropy an energy barrier is created between the

parallel and anti-parallel state (with the anisotropy barrier ∆E, the particle volume V

and the saturation magnetization MS). The interaction between particles can lead to

a varying energy barrier dependent on the relative thermal energy in the system (with

the Boltzmann constant kB and the temperature T ). High thermal energy will lead to

a faster relaxation. (figure taken from [67])
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is of purely molecular origin without any long range ordering. The different spin

projection states mS along the easy axis, have distinct energy levels resulting from

their eigenenergies. When reorienting or flipping the spin, the system needs to

switch from one spin ground state |m〉 to the opposite one | − m〉. Both states

are degenerate in energy but as we want to turn the magnetization vector out of

the easy axis over the so called hard plane, back into the easy axis, we need to

overcome an energy difference. The energy barrier between two opposite ground

states is given by ∆E = DS2 [36]. In the archetypical molecular magnet Mn12

this potential energy barrier is of approximately 66 K and determined by the giant

spin ground state of S = 10 and an anisotropy value of D = −0.66K [70, 71].

The presence of this barrier leads to a slow relaxation of the magnetization at low

temperatures. In the case of Mn12 the initial magnetization is blocked for over two

years after switching off the initial magnetization field at temperatures below 2 K.

This means in molecular magnetic systems we can observe hysteresis behaviour of

purely magnetic origin due to the presence of the anisotropy barrier. The poten-

tial energy for the different magnetization direction in comparison to the easy axis

are usually visualized by a so called double-well potential see figure 3.4.3, which

represents the energy barrier. The obvious experimental difference between bulk

magnets, magnetic nano-particles and molecular systems lies in the temperature

regime at which these effects can be observed. As the energy barrier in SMM’s

is of molecular origin, hysteresis behaviour is usually only observed at sufficiently

low temperatures close to the liquid helium regime. To raise this energy barrier is

one of the fundamental goals in molecular magnetism research.

3.5 Relaxationdynamics of molecular magnetic

systems

However although the energy barrier is very small in molecular magnetic systems

they offer new features that bridge the classical world with the quantum mechanical

wonderland. It is therefore important to have a closer look at the relaxation

dynamics of these systems. The relaxation of bulk and nano-sized classical magnets

is commonly described by the Néel relaxation time τN [72, 66, 41].

τN = τ0 · exp
(
KV

kBT

)
. (3.5.1)

Here τ0 is a material characteristic time constant also known as the spin flip at-

tempt time. Usually it lies within the nanosecond regime meaning that every

nanosecond a spin tries to reverse its magnetization. Other material constants are
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the magnetic anisotropy energy density K and sample volume V which basically

determine the anisotropy barrier of the system. Finally the Boltzmann constant

kB and temperature T are introduced. Here we can see that at sufficiently low

temperatures T even small volume samples can keep their magnetization for longer

times. To describe the magnetization quality of a system by experimental means

the so called blocking temperature TB has been introduced. At this temperature

the magnetization state stays locked with respect to the experimental acquisition

time. However in real systems there are deviation in the magnetic behaviours

due to slight size broadening of the involved magnetic nano-particles, which have

been attributed to long range magneto static interactions between the particles.

However since SMM’s are basically perfect monodisperse nano-magnets we can

apply the same consideration for their thermal relaxation. Considering SMM’s

we find a similar expression for the relaxation time τ based on the energy barrier

∆E = DS2.

τ = τ0 · exp
(
DS2

kBT

)
. (3.5.2)

This description of the relaxation time is also known as the Arrhenius law and

describes the relaxation through phonon induced transitions with which the spin

“climbs“ up the mS states one by one due to the spin transition selection rule

∆mS = ±1 [36]. When going to even lower temperatures where the thermal

relaxation is diminished a second relaxation mechanism in SMM becomes more

dominant. This additional relaxation path is called the quantum tunnelling of

magnetization [73, 74]. An imperative for this effect to occur is the presence of

a transverse anisotropy as for example given by the transverse zero field splitting

parameter E. Thereby different |m〉 states are mixed due to the implementation

of ladder operators such as S± = Sx ± Sy. While a transverse magnetic field

will mix states with ∆mS = ±1, higher order anisotropy terms such as the ones

generated by the E parameter will split states with ∆mS = ±2. Even higher order

transverse terms will mix states with higher ∆mS values. This mixing of states

ultimately creates a superposition between |m〉 states of the same energy and some

delocalization of the spin states is found in the left and right potential energy well

[69]. This superposition of opposite states has now a certain probability to tunnel

through the energy barrier. The tunnelling is governed by certain selection rules

given by the involved anisotropy terms [38]. By tuning the magnetic field we can

shift the energy levels of the involved |m〉 states and therefore enable or quench the

phenomenon of quantum tunnelling of the magnetization, which leads to ”steps”

in the SMM hysteresis curve at low temperatures (see figure 3.5.2).
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Figure 3.5.1: Schematic energy level diagram for a SMM with S = 4. It becomes clear

that new additional relaxation paths appear. Here the different relaxation mechanisms

phonon driven relaxation, quantum tunnelling and the phonon assisted quantum tun-

nelling (QT) are shown as well as how they are influenced by environmental effects.

The hyperfine and dipolar contributions lead to an energy distribution around the single

molecule levels. (figure taken from [1])
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Figure 3.5.2: Hysteresis loops of the single molecule magnet Mn12Ac. Underneath the

blocking temperature TB = 4K an opening of the hysteresis loop becomes visible result-

ing from the slow relaxation of the magnetization. One can further observe several steps

in the curves due to resonant quantum tunnelling between degenerate energy levels. The

discreteness of the steps becomes temperature independent below 0.6 K originating from

quantum tunnelling at the lowest populated levels. By tuning the magnetic field one

can suppress or enable the tunnelling of the magnetization as can be schematically seen

at the side in the magnetically differently tuned double well potentials. (figures adapted

from [21, 75])
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A third relaxation effect is the results of a mixture of the previous mentioned

mechanisms and is called phonon assisted quantum tunnelling of the magnetiza-

tion [76]. This relaxation mechanism is almost not bound to any selection rules

and therefore of great importance when looking at the transition regime between

the two other relaxation mechanisms. Another prerequisite for such an effect to

occur is that the system has to have an integer value of S. As only in this sit-

uation the opposite states |m〉 and | −m〉 are slightly different in energy due to

level anti-crossing which creates the so called tunnel-splitting [69]. In half integer

systems the mS states stay pair-like degenerate even when transverse fields are

present, due to time reversal symmetry [36]. This can be the case for example in

single chain magnets (SCM), whose relaxation mechanisms are mainly determined

by temperature induced relaxation given by the Arrhenius law [39]. The individual

spin dynamics in these Ising-like systems can be described using Glauber dynamics

[49]. Here the anisotropy barrier is primarily determined by the exchange interac-

tion parameter J between the individual spin centres as well as the finite length L

of the spin chains. Here several cases for the starting of the magnetization reversal

process have to be considered as illustrated in figure 3.5.3 and discussed in [39,

77].

∆E=4J

∆E=2J

propagation

creation annihilation

collective
  reversal

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.5.3: Different magnetization reversal schemes for a spin chain described by an

nearest neighbour interaction parameter J . The reversal process can start at different

chain sites such as on a bulk spin (a) or an edge spin (b). The initial flip-processes

require different amount of energies. (c) After the initial creation of a spin flip the

reversal process for a whole segment can occur by the propagation of the newly formed

domain wall or by a collective reversal of the complete chain. (figure taken from [39])
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3.6 Nanomagnets as building blocks

As we have shown in our motivation new technology demands more powerful ways

to store and process data. Over that past hundred years the trend was always

set on miniaturizing the involved elements. In terms of the used magnetic data

storage the shrinking went already down to a MNP size of 3 nm. However even

this seemingly small sized particles contain roughly 1000 of metal ions implying

classical magnetization behaviour as it is known from larger classical bulk mag-

nets. Therefore their magnetic characteristics are defined in terms of long range

ordering effects created by exchange anisotropy. Still within this size regime the

surface to volume ratio is drastically reduced leading to new types of anisotropies

such as magneto-crystalline, shape, strain or surface anisotropy [78, 41, 79]. This

also creates new interaction pathways with the environment which have to be ac-

counted for and understood. The production of such small MNP’s can be achieved

using two kind of approaches the “Top-down“ and the “Bottom-up“ approach [80].

In the Top-down approach larger scale objects get reduced down to the nanome-

tre sized regime and usually involve methods based on thermal decomposition,

lithography, electro-chemistry or laser ablation [54]. Although these techniques

are easy to apply they show major drawbacks in the control of quantity, shape

and size of the resulting particles. Therefore Bottom-up approaches had been de-

vised where elemental building blocks such as atoms or molecules are assembled

into nano-particles. Examples are coprecipitation, sol-gel synthesis, hydrolysis

and organo-metallic synthesis [81]. These methods show good scalability and high

mono-dispersivity in size and shape [82]. Although the high quality of these nano-

particles using them in data storage or process devices would mean arranging them

in certain matrices [83]. Still periodic arrangement of the resulting MNP’s for ex-

ample on surfaces remains a difficult task [84]. Researchers also try to embed them

into matrix structures but their strong interactions with the environment make it

difficult to control their magnetic properties [78].

To gain more precise control in creating and positioning nano-magnets scientist

went all the way down to build nano-magnets atom by atom. Therefore they

utilized the tip of a spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscope to pick up in-

dividual atoms and place them at specific sites on their substrate. This has been

successfully shown by the group of R. Wiesendanger, using iron ions and placing

them on a clean copper surface [85]. The ions can be arranged in any imaginary

assembly such as chains, flowers or triplets (see figure 3.6.1). By using the spin po-

larized tip it is possible to change the magnetization state of each ion individually

to any wanted configuration. This method can create new artificial nano-magnets,
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3.6. Nanomagnets as building blocks

which can be used not only for application in data storage and processing but

also for exploring mechanisms such as magnetic frustration in order to understand

spin glass or spin liquid behaviour. The group of R. Wiesendanger already demon-

strated logic operations with their atom by atom build structures as can be see

seen in figure 3.6.1. Although its huge potential this technique is at the moment

more interesting for fundamental research due to high complexity and low scala-

bility. However even when going back to 30 nm sized barium ferrite nano-particles,
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Figure 3.6.1: a) Shows a collection of AFM images taken on arrays of individual atoms.

They represent magnetic images of anti-ferromagnetically coupled Fe-atom chains as

well as of so called flower and kagome arrays. (figure taken from [85]) (b) Shows a

device concept for an atomic-spin–based logic gate which has been realized in figure (c).

Here the tip is applied to a spin lead which has been switched to change the transport

characteristics. (figures taken from [86])

technology companies such as IBM can produce high density storage of 3Gbit/cm2

[87]. When going down to the size of molecules instead of atoms we can already

increase the potential storage density to roughly 30Tbit/cm2. Furthermore it is

believed that the future in storage and data processing will not lie in 2-dimensional

but rather 3D-Matrix based systems as lately developed by IBM and announced

in MIT technological review 2015. Another family of nano-magnets that have the

potential to fulfil all the required needs as a perfect building block for such appli-

cations is given by the SMM’s. While conventional magnetic nano-particles host

thousands of metal ions, SMM’s consist of only tens of transition metal ions which

form a magnetic core that is surrounded by an organic ligand shell [76, 69]. This

organic shell shields the magnetic center from the environment. Peripheral ligands

hold the potential to graft these molecules on to surfaces by leaving their magnetic
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features intact. As each SMM possesses such a shield the exchange interaction be-

tween these magnetic centres is negligible. This means their magnetic behaviour

is based on pure molecular origin given them their name as single molecule mag-

nets. Due to their small size SMM’s show quantum mechanical features, making

them also interesting as quantum bits for eventual quantum computation oper-

ations. Besides their small size SMM’s are perfectly mono-disperse and can be

created by synthetic approaches in large quantities even in 3-dimensional crys-

talline form. The perfect mono-disperse character prevents any broadening in the

magnetic properties due to size dispersion enabling the study of quantum features

in macroscopic samples such as Berry phase phenomena and quantum interference

effects [88, 89]. Of course there are also drawbacks with SMM’s as their critical

temperature, that marks the transition to superparamagnetic behaviour is very

low. But due to the high operator control by synthetic manipulation they offer

new routes for application which makes them appealing to many new fields. There-

fore by using new step-like synthetic approaches they can be chemically tailored in

terms of their functionality and combined with other materials. Thereby crafted

chemists can add different functional groups to integrate such systems on surfaces.

The first successful attachment of an SMM has been achieved by Mannini et.

al. [90]. Here the propeller like SMM Fe4 was extended with thiolate-terminated

aliphatic chains that attached the molecules onto a sulphur-gold surface. After the

deposition they were able to show that the magnetic properties of the molecules

were still intact despite the additional interaction mechanism resulting from the

surface. Still such a possibility does not only include gold surfaces. SMM’s can be

integrated in many different environments using the right linkers. This includes

carbon based material, single molecule junctions and other molecules, with high

control over the resulting exchange coupling [91, 92, 93, 94]. But controlling their

properties via linking groups can not only lead to new hybrids it can also be used to

add the possibility of new external control mechanisms. Nowadays we can create

molecules with a magnetic bistability that can be switched using external stimuli

such as pressure, temperature, magnetic field, electric current or even light [1, 95].

Concluding remarks

All discussed forms of magnetism can be understood in terms of their magnetic

anisotropic behaviour. In contrast to classical magnets we observe new and inter-

esting characteristics in the molecular magnets. This properties can now not only

be tuned by size but also by the very precise understanding of the influence of

the different types of magnetic anisotropy such as exchange interaction, Zeeman

and crystal field anisotropy. Ingenious chemical design has manufactured hun-

dreds of new molecular magnetic families that show intriguing phenomena of pure
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molecular origin. Two of the most characteristic features are given by the slow

relaxation and the quantum tunnelling of the magnetization combining quantum

mechanics and classical physics within one mesoscopic system. How these prop-

erties arise and how they are influenced by interactions within the molecules and

with their environment can be understood by using the spin Hamiltonian formal-

ism. This approach can be extended using the Stevens notation with which we

can model the anisotropic behaviour in detail by using higher order terms. One

central goal in this field of research is to develop room temperature molecular

magnetic systems with a magnetic bistabiltiy that can be switched using exter-

nal stimuli. This makes them perfect candidates as essential building-blocks for

nano-electronic devices. Within this thesis we will show results on Fe-oxide based

magnetic nano-particles and the archetypical SMM Mn12Ac. Here we will use the

spin Hamiltonian approach to model the magnetic anisotropy behaviour of SMM’s

and show the limitation of modelling MNP’s due to their broad size dispersion.

We also present new measurements on the SCM CoPhoMe for which the relax-

ation dynamics will be explained in terms of the Glauber-dynamics. Further we

will briefly discuss results on a light induced switchable Co-based coordination

compound that is understood using DFT-calculations. However the main focus in

this thesis will lie on the SMM Fe3Cr which is a derivate of the well known SMM

Fe4. Due to its CrIII centre this SMM holds so far undiscovered potential in terms

of switchability by light and gives the motivation for the next chapter.
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4 Photoinduced switching of spins

This chapter offers an overview over the different existing photo-induced magnetic

effects together with an exemplary description on their fundamental mechanisms.

We will therefore classify the known photo-active compounds as provided by the

reviews of P. Gütlich et al. [96] and O. Sato [97, 95]. We will further discuss

highlights in the research in optical control of magnetic properties with a special

focus on molecular magnetism. The chapter will point out challenges and possibil-

ities in the design as well as in the investigation of such systems. The introduced

concepts are needed to give a comprehensive understanding of the later shown

magnetic measurements under light irradiation, such as changed relaxation dy-

namics in the SCM CoPhoMe, the valence tautomeric changes in a new cobalt

based photo-switchable complex and the observed forbidden spin state switching

in the SMM Fe3Cr.

4.1 Controlling magnetization by external stimuli

At its core molecular nano-magnet research is focused on creating new compounds

with higher critical temperatures. But when looking one step ahead additional

considerations with respect to practical applications such as high density record-

ing and new fundamental science become important. For instance the development

of tunable nano-magnetic compounds. Focus hereby lies in ways to switch nano-

magnetism by means of external stimuli. Not only that this can lead to detailed

insights on the intrinsic mechanisms of such systems, but it is also seen as essential

for the usability of future molecular memory or switching devices [1]. Over the

past years chemist and physicist have developed new compounds and experimental

methods to show how magnetism can be switched by external control parameters

such as temperature [98], light [99], pressure [100], current [101] and by chemical

means [102]. Among these possible external stimuli the influence of the tempera-

ture has been studied to great extent [95]. But with the goal in mind to fabricate

multifunctional nanoscale-spintronic devices on the base of molecular magnetic

nano-materials, other ways are required that enable a ultra fast and precise way to

address them [21, 103, 35]. Light offers vast possibilities in this regard. There are

basically two ways how to switch the magnetization. One possibility is the use of
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intensive light-fields so strong that the switching mechanism is relying on restruc-

turing or re-polarization of the magnetic material after the energy is dissipated.

Examples for these kind of switching are given by the inverse Faraday effect or

the inverse magneto optical Kerr effect as explained in figure 4.1.1 [104, 105, 106,

107, 108]. Other switching mechanisms are based on sole heating of the magnetic

material as it is the case in Heat-Assisted Magnetic recording (HAMR) [109, 110]

which is already on its way to be implemented by hard-drive companies such as

TDK or Seagate (see figure 4.1.1). The second more precise way, with a much lower

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 4.1.1: The basic principle of the inverse Faraday effect relies on the Faraday effect

itself. As it describes a magneto optical phenomenon where light changes its polarization

proportional to the magnetic field component of the material with which it interacts. Is

the intensity of the incoming light very high this effect can also go the other way and

change the magnetization of the material. So it has been done in figure (a) by the use of

a pulsed high powered laser source to coherently control the spin dynamics in magnetic

materials. (figure taken from [111]) A similar approach has been followed to achieve a

inverse transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect. Again a pulsed laser with a 500W /µm2

has been used to induce a effective magnetic field of 100 Oe. (figure taken from [108])

HAMR on the other hand (see (c)) does not need such high powered laser sources but

relies on laser induced heating to lower the needed field to write and store data. A

sketch of the write head used by Seagate is shown in (d). (figure taken from Seagate

technology)

power consumption exploits switching mechanisms inside the magnet that rely on

changes in structure or electronic state. In the last years photo-induced control
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4.1. Controlling magnetization by external stimuli

of the magnetization with low laser powers has become a more important topic

as it offers a multidimensional range of potential ways to manipulate the state of

nano-magnetic systems in a precise way. Various methods of photo-control have

been explored and developed spanning from spin-crossover systems [112], charge

transfer complexes [113, 114], to photo-chromic molecules [115]. Figure 4.1.2 gives

a short exemplary overview over the mentioned complexes. The here occurring

mechanisms can lead to changes in spin-multiplicity [116], redoxstate [99] or struc-

ture [117] creating distinct changes in the magnetic properties. It is this more

refined approach which we want to follow up within this thesis.

a) b)

Fe II(LS)

Fe II(HS)

5T2

3T1
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Figure 4.1.2: Representative overview over the three main classes of photo control-

lable magnetic molecules. (a) Presents a scheme of a light induced spin crossover in a

FeII complex, in which a metastable state with different magnetic properties is created.

(figure taken from [112]) (b) Shows a simplified representation of spin state switching

within a NiII) complex based on a light induced photochromic reaction. (figure taken

from [118]) (c) Illustrates a photo-induced electron transfer creating the mixed-valence

photo-excited state of Mo(V)Cu(I)Cu(II)5. (figure taken from [119])
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4.2 Photo-induced magnetic state switching in bulk

magnets

There is a plethora of photo-reactive compounds in organic and inorganic chem-

istry [120], which change their structure or electronic properties under irradiation.

Such phase transformation can lead to significant changes in the magnetic prop-

erties. Some of these processes are only short lived ranging from nanoseconds

till milliseconds, others are stable even at room temperature for many days. In

a review of P. Gütlich et al. [96] the general situation is explained as shown in

figure 4.2.1. Many light active compounds are based on transition metals. In

E Ground
State:
S,Γ

λ Metastable
State:
S´,Γ´λ´

r(M-L)

Figure 4.2.1: Schematic representation of a ground state potential denoted by S and Γ

as well as a metastable state described by S’ and Γ’. Switching between these two wells

might be achieved by irradiation with light of the wavelength λ and λ’ which can be

accompanied with a simultaneous change in the bonding lengths r(M-L). (figure taken

from [96])

the groundstate (non-irradiated) such compounds possess a certain spin S and an

orbital momentum Γ. Under irradiation with a certain wavelength λ the system

converts into a metastable excited state with new S’ and Γ’ as well as with a higher

potential energy. Usually the excited state depopulates the weakly π-backbonding

molecular orbitals and at the same time fills the anti-bonding molecular orbitals.

This leads to a weakening of the metal-ligand bonds and results in a longer bond

length. Between the different potential wells exists an energy barrier which governs

the lifetime of the metastable state. Reversibility of this process might also be trig-

gered using light of a different wavelength λ’. Figure 4.2.1 illustrates compounds

in the strong ligand field limit. In the weak field limit the potential well of com-

plexes with the longer metal-ligand bond length would represent the ground state.

Over the years several classes of such light active complexes have been assigned
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4.2. Photo-induced magnetic state switching in bulk magnets

depending on which site the excitation occurs and what changes are accompanied

with it. Still nowadays there are many compounds which cannot be described by

only one class as they usually inherit a combination of different processes.

4.2.1 Charge transfer compounds

The essential process in photo-induced charge transfer compounds is that an ex-

cited electron is transferred from a donor site to an acceptor site within the com-

plex. This creates a new charge distribution which is described as a redoxreaction.

Such processes can also be found in a multitude of different materials such as semi-

conductors or biological systems. In transition metal complexes the classification

of the materials is determined by which orbital sites are involved in the electron

exchange. This divides the processes in metal to metal charge transfers, that occur

on the famous class of prussian blue analogs, metal to ligand charge transfers that

are present in nitroprussides and the class of valence tautomers, where the charge

results from a change in the bond-type, like in the catecholate complexes of CoII .

In this section we will explain the mechanisms on some of the most prominent

examples.

Prussian blue analoges

The first named example of a photo-magnetic system is usually a prussian blue

analog (PBA), which show labile redox-activity. Their name is based upon their

intense blue color and has its origin in an electron transfer between from FeII to

FeIII , which is triggered by absorbing light in the visible regime. By electrochem-

ical reduction of FeIII to FeII the color of these electrochromic materials can be

reversibly switched to colorless. However the different redoxstates also give rise to

a magnetic bistability, as labelled in figure 4.2.2. Many such mixed valence com-

pounds show such intervalence charge transfer processes. One example is given

by the mixed valence chromium cyanides PBA’s [121]. Here the critical temper-

ature at which such a compound changes from a para- to a ferrimagnetic state is

modulated through electrochemistry (see figure 4.2.2). Anyway such an change in

redoxstate can also be achieved using light. Here FeCo based PBA’s are the most

prominent examples to describe the involved photo-induced reversible magneti-

zation in more detail [122, 123]. At room temperature the cyanide bridged FeCo

system, illustrated in figure 4.2.2, is in its oxidation state A0.4C1.3 [Fe(CN)6] · nH2O

(A=alkali cation). This state is here expressed in a simplified way that is solely

focused on the spin state of the reactants involved in the redoxreaction. Therefore

the high temperature phase is described using its high spin (HS) characteristics as

FeIII-CN-CoII−HS. When cooling the system down it undergoes a charge transfer
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b)a)

Figure 4.2.2: (a) Represents the unit cell structure of a Prussian blue analog, where M

and M ’ denote metal ions. (b) Shows data of a field-cooled magnetization curve before

and after electrochemical reduction (solid symbols, right axis and open symbols, left

axis). The material magnetic property can be controlled by utilizing the redox ability

of the metal centres within the Prussian blue framework. (figures taken from [97])

that is coupled to a spin crossover (explained in the next section), resulting in

a low temperature phase that is described by the low spin (LS) expression FeII-

CN-CoIII−LS see figure 4.2.3. Such processes are also known as charge transfer

induced spin transitions (CTIST). The temperature at which this phase-transition

appears is dependent on the ligand field and energy level of the Co-ions. This can

be chemically lowered by increasing the number of vacancies on the [Fe(CN)6] sites

during the synthesis. The same FeCo PBA shows a charge transfer band around

400-600 nm corresponding to a charge transfer between the FeII and CoIII−LS sites

as can be seen in the UV/Vis spectra in figure 4.2.3. The described metal to metal

charge transfer with the resulting spin transition can also be induced by using light

with a wavelength of 532 nm. Irradiating the low temperature phase leads to a

transition to the high temperature phase which is trapped as a metastable state

at low temperature, see figure 4.2.3. The change in magnetization arises from the

fact that the lower spin state consists of a large number of diamagnetic centres

that prevent the interaction between the existing paramagnetic species. Upon

irradiation the number of paramagnetic species increases (see figure 4.2.3) and

the unpaired spins of the different orbitals can now interact through the cyanide

(CN) bridge. Here the coupling of the t2g between the Co and Fe centres lead

to anti-ferromagnetic interactions, while the ferromagnetic interactions originate

from a orthogonal coupling between the t2g of the Fe site with the eg orbital of

the Co site. The mixing of the two results here in a ferrimagnetic state. The

original ground state can then be recovered by heating the compound to its phase

transition temperature of 145 K.
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Figure 4.2.3: (a) Shows cubic structure of cobalt iron cynanide structure as deducted

from X-ray powder diffraction. (figure taken from [96]) (b) Shows light induced reversible

redoxreaction as well as the related t2g and eg sub-orbitals together with the magnetic

changes. (figure adapted from M. Verdaguer) (c) Shows field cooled magnetization curves

before light illumination (filled squares), after visible light (hν1) illumination (full circles)

and after near-IR light (hν1) irradiation (triangles). The reversible switching in the

magnetic behaviour is evident. (d) Shows the UV/Vis spectra with the two absorptions

peaks for the compound for which the switching has been achieved. (figures (c) and (d)

taken from [123])

A reverse process of the above described electronic state transition can be achieved

by irradiating at a second absorption peak around 1300 nm [122] see figure 4.2.3.

The overall photo-magnetic process is based upon a charge transfer process be-

tween the two metal centres which results in a spin transition.

Nitroprussides

Such reversible photo-induced charge transfers can also occur between a metal cen-

tre and a ligand as for example in the family of the nitroprussides. The prototype

system is Ni[Fe-(CN)5NO] · 5.3H2O (see figure 4.2.4) with a spin of S = 1 at the

Ni sites and S = 0 at the Fe centre ion around room temperature [124]. It shows a

paramagnetic behaviour with a very weak anti-ferromagnetic interaction between

the NiII ions through the NC-Fe2-CN bridge with no interaction between the FeII

and NiII ions due to the diamagnetic character of the FeII . When exciting the

complex with light of 475 nm at 5 K the magnetization increases immediately until
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it reaches saturation, see figure 4.2.4. The absorption is assigned to a metal to

b)a)

Figure 4.2.4: (a) Schematic structure of nickel nitroprusside, designed for molecular

switching. A MLCT from the FeII to the NO can be induced which changes the coupling

between the NiII -ions based. (figure adapted from [124]) (b) Magnetization curves for

different temperatures before and after illumination. The lower curve represents the

magnetic state of S = 1 before illumination, while the higher magnetic value curve is

assigned to the S = 5 cluster. The cluster is formed due to anti-ferromagnetic coupling

of the NiII ions which is triggered by the MLCT process at the FeII site. (figure taken

from [124])

ligand charge transfer (MLCT) between the FeII and the nitrooxide (NO) group.

This results in a charge transfer from a Fedxy orbital to an excited π∗ NO or-

bitals with antibonding character, which leads to an elongation of the NO bonds.

The created metastate of Fe(CN)5NO2− makes it possible for the electron density

around the central iron ion to rearrange and to change the hyperspace, generating

spins localized on the Fe and NO sites which ultimately affect the magnetiza-

tion. The before diamagnetic sites now obtain each a spin of S = 1/2 and couple

anti-ferromagnetically to each other. The changed coordination structure of the

nitrosyl group leads to a new ferromagnetic interaction between the Fe-ion and the

five surrounding NiII . This means that the MLCT process aligns five spin sources

to form a magnetically ordered cluster with a spin of S = 5. This magnetically

“on“ state can be switched “off“ by heating above the critical temperature of 200 K.

Valence Tautomerism

The discovery of valence tautomerism goes back to the works of R. Buchanan and

C. Pierpont in 1980 [125]. The process is also based on a intramolecular electron

transfer between the metal and organic ligand. The difference to other charge

transfer processes is that it changes its bonding (e.g. from a double to a single

bond) and therefore exhibits an interconversion between real redox isomers. Like

other charge transfer processes the phenomena is often accompanied by a spin
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4.2. Photo-induced magnetic state switching in bulk magnets

crossover mechanism on the metal ion due to the closely pact d-levels. The first

compounds that showed this effect are the Co-catecholate/semiquinone families

which still attract considerable interest [113, 99, 126, 127]. The process is well

understood and involves an electron transfer from the ligands that leads to an

interconversion between the low-spin (LS) CoIII-catecholate (CAT) to high-spin

(HS) CoII-semiquinone (SQ) triggered by the presence of redox-active quinone lig-

ands. The process is shown schematically in figure 4.2.5. The electron transfer

a)

b)

before irradiation
after irradiation
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Figure 4.2.5: (a) Graphical representation of the two-step redox-reaction for quinone

molecules. (figure taken from [113]) (b) Temperature dependent magnetization curve of

[CoII−HS(3,5-dbsq)2(tmeda)] before and after irradiation. A reversible photo induced

switching of the magnetization due to a valence tautomeric process can be observed.

(figure taken from [95]) (c) Schematic representation of the potential wells for the LS

and HS state as well as a illustration of the changes within the sub-orbitals. (figure

taken from [113])

is an entropy driven process which is favoured at high temperatures and induces

a change in the electronic configuration of the involved orbitals. At low temper-

atures the system is in a S = 1/2 ground state, which results from a LS-CoIII

(S = 0,t6
2g), a Cat (S = 0, π∗2) and a SQ (S = 1/2, π∗1). Upon increasing the

temperature the system undergoes the transition to a magnetic molecule formed

by an HS-CoII with unquenched orbital contribution (S = 3/2, t5
2ge

2
g) and two

SQ ligands (S = 1/2, π∗1). Theses individual spin centres can display ferro- or

anti-ferromagnetic coupling and change the magnetization character of the system.

Due to the antibonding character of the occupied eg orbitals in the high tempera-

ture phase the metal-ligand bond is prolonged. The weaker bonds lead to a lower
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energy barrier and a closer spacing of the vibrational levels. Such a ligand to

metal charge transfer (LMCT) can also be induced by using light. In the example

of [CoIII−LS(3,5-dbsq)(3,5-dbcat)(tmeda)] it has been shown that when irradiat-

ing the LMCT band at 532 nm, a charge transfer from the 3,5-dbcat ligand to the

CoIII−LS centre can be induced [128]. This then forms a metastable [CoII−HS(3,5-

dbsq)2(tmeda)] state. The compound shows distinct changes in their magnetiza-

tion which is also reversible as shown in figure 4.2.5. Over the years many more

of such compounds have been synthesized with extremely long lifetimes and high

transition temperatures. As for example dinuclear compounds that show hysteresis

at room temperature and also exhibit photo-induced valence tautomerism [129].

The research field is still very active as these compounds show photo-mechanical

effects [130] and a relaxation behaviour that involves quantum tunnelling [131].

Anyway charge transfer mechanisms are involved in many photo-switchable com-

pounds which change their magnetization. As already mentioned the process of

charge transfer is commonly accompanied by a so called spin crossover mechanism

at the metal ion, which we want to introduce in the next section.

4.2.2 Spin crossover complexes

Spin crossover (SCO) complexes usually involve first row transition metal ions

dn (n=4-7) that can have a spin transition between a low-spin and a high-spin

state. The magnetic bistabiltiy stems from a competition between the ligand field

which favours to occupy the level of the lowest energy (low-spin state) and the spin-

pairing energy which favours a parallel alignment of the d-electron spins (high-spin

state). By exciting such complexes we can change the electronic distribution of

the transition metal ion orbitals and therefore its interaction with the ligand field.

Such an excitation can be induced thermally, through pressure, chemically or by

light, known as light induced excited spin state trapping (LIESST) [132]. Spin

transition of this kind have been first observed in 1931 by Cambi and Szego [133]

and since then many different SCO compounds have been reported [134] with an

accompanied drastic change in their magnetization properties. Like charge trans-

fer processes, SCO is also an entropy driven transition determined by Gibbs free

energy originating from changes in spin multiplicity and the manifold of accessible

vibrational levels of the LS and HS states [135]. Contrarily light induced tran-

sitions usually prerequisite an optical excited metal to ligand charge transfer as

discussed in our first example of the prussian blue analogs. Figure 4.2.6 shows the

light induced SCO phenomenon for the well known FeII compounds exemplary

here Fe(ptz)6](BF4)2 for which the LIESST effect has been discovered using Möss-

bauer spectroscopy [132, 96]. The spin transition occurs at 135 K together with
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a) b)

Figure 4.2.6: Here the first observed LIESST phenomenon on [Fe(ptz)6](BF4)2 is recap-

tured. (a) Shows Mössbauer spectroscopy results, a suited tool sensitive to the difference

between FeII LS and HS species. Hereby the area fraction of the resonance signals rep-

resents the concentrations of the coexisting spin states. Initially the system is in a LS

state as the single resonance peak indicates. Upon irradiation and temperature increase

the signal undergoes dramatic changes towards a quadrupole doublet signal. Such signal

appearances are an evidence for conversions to HS spin states in these compounds. (b)

Includes the Jablonsky diagram for the photo-physical process of the LIESST effects

within the complex. Note that the potential wells for the LS and HS state are shifted

due to changes in the bonding strength. The excitation happens via a spin allowed but

parity forbidden transition to the 1T1,2g ligand states. These relax fast via inter-system

crossing processes to the stable 3T1,2g which is favoured by the spin-orbit coupling in

regard to the direct relaxation to 1A1g. Light-induced back conversion can be achieved

by exciting the metastable state into 5Eg which then decays fast to the 1A1g ground

state. (figures taken from [135])
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a change in color (from white (LS) to red (HS)) as well as a hysteresis opening.

This spin transition from LS to a HS state has also been achieved by using green

light with long lifetimes (several days) at low temperatures. When irradiating with

532 nm light a 1A1g to 1T1,2g transition is excited. By an intersystem crossing pro-

cess (ISC) [116] over a 3T1,2g intermediate state, the system populates a 5T2g state.

Over the whole process the system undergoes a transition from a LS 1A1g (t6
2ge

0
g)

state to a HS 5T2g (t4
2ge

2
g) state. Later it has been found that the same compound

shows the reverse spin transition when irradiated with red light [136] (see figure

4.2.6). So far the LIESST effect has only been observed in compounds based on

FeII and FeIII [137]. Still spin transitions have been frequently observed in charge

transfer compounds and called charge transfer induced spin transitions (CTIST).

The difference to pure spin crossover systems is that they are metal-centred spin

transitions with no ligand involvement.

Intersystem-crossing

Furthermore it is important to address the principle of Intersystem-crossing (ISC)

processes that play a fundamental role in spin crossover processes which almost

never appear directly but usually via intermediate short lived states inside the

system. ISC processes take place as radiationless transition between two states

of different spin multiplicity and are commonly present in transition metal com-

plexes (leading to transitions between singlet and triplet states). The change in

spin multiplicity means the spin of the excited electron is reversed, which vio-

lates the spin selection rule. Such an spin forbidden transition becomes possible

when the vibrational levels of the two involved states overlap. This overlap can

be achieved via spin-orbit coupling which softens the spin transition rules. When

looking at absorption spectra one can see that the nominally spin forbidden tran-

sitions are indeed much weaker. In transition metal complexes such transitions

are also called spin-flip transitions. Due to the spin-orbit coupling the spin selec-

tion rules only partially apply so that these radiationless ISC‘s are happening fast

(1012 s−1) compared to radiative spin forbidden decays such as phosphorescence

[116]. A combination of such ISC processes with internal conversion is utilized to

achieve population inversion in the famous ruby laser based on Al2O3 doped with

the luminescent active CrIII . The spin-forbidden transition from the 4A2 to the 2E

state is typical for CrIII ions in pseudo-octahedral environment with a moderate

ligand field strength (see figure 4.2.7). CrIII doped materials have been extensively

studied by spectroscopy and are thus well understood. In weak ligand fields the

ground state is represented by 4A2(t3
2g) with a lowest excited state 4T2(t2

2ge
1
g) of

same multiplicity [138]. In moderate ligand fields the lowest excited state is given

by 2E2(t3
2g) with different multiplicity but same orbital occupation. Together with
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4.2. Photo-induced magnetic state switching in bulk magnets

Figure 4.2.7: Schematic representation of the ground state potential an the lowest excited

ligand-field states. Further the scheme shows the change in energy from CrIII -ions

within a strong octahedral ligand field (left) and crystal field splittings due to a trigonal

distortion and spin–orbit coupling (right). (figure taken from [138])

energetically higher lying doublet and quartet ligand field states, Cr3+ shows rel-

atively strong absorption bands originating from spin allowed transitions (4A2 to
4T2,4T1 and 4T1). Additionally a weak transition is observed as a result from a
4A2 to 2E2. In the case of the 4A2 to 4T2 transition a electron is excited into

an antibonding eg orbital, which leads to an elongation of the metal-ligand bond.

While in the case of the 4A2 to 2E2 spin flip transition no structural changes are

observed (see figure 4.2.6). Still the 2E2 can be populated significantly by an ra-

diationless inter system crossing from the 4T2. While the ISC process is very fast

(nanoseconds) the radiative relaxation down to the 4A2 ground-state is typically

in the millisecond regime. Such processes can also occur in different systems and

are common in light excited spin transitions as for example in SCO complexes.

4.2.3 Photo-isomerization systems

In charge transfer systems we showed that the photo-mechanical effect is usually

affecting the bond length which can lead to drastic changes in the magnetism.

The strong influence of a changed environment on charge transfer processes has

also been shown chemically on the Prussian blue analogs by using polymerization

reactions or guest exchange which modulate the electronic structure. But also

structural isomerism can be induced by light, based for example on photo-chromic

reactions that eventually lead to an spin transition on the centre metal ion [139].
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Chapter 4. Photoinduced switching of spins

In contrast to metal-centred spin transitions in SCO’s another approach to in-

duce spin-transition has been followed up called ligand driven light induced spin

change (LD-LISC) and is illustrated in figure 4.2.8 [140]. Thereby the metal-ion

a) b) c)

T

Figure 4.2.8: (a) Simplified temperature dependent magnetic behaviour of the homolo-

gous complexes CA and CB. (b) The mechanism behind LD-LISC with CA as the SCO

complex with a photoactive ligand LA. After irradiation CA converts to complex CB

with the isomer LB. (figures taken from [140]) (c) Evolution of the magnetization before

[a] and after [b] irradiation. (figure taken from [141])

spin interconversion is the result of a change in the ligand field which is triggered

by a reversible photochemical modification of the ligand. This method has also

led to successful spin changes in transition metal compounds at room temperature

[141]. Light irradiation is used to initiate a trans-cis isomerization of the photo-

active ligands styryl- and azopyridines which changes the ligand field and thereby

the equilibrium between the competing HS and LS spin-states at the metal-ion.

Another way to gain control over the spin state is to induce a change in the co-

ordination number. This has been first demonstrated in 2001 by a group of the

university of Kiel in Germany. The approach is called light-driven coordination-

induced spin state switching (LD-CISSS). The most impressive advantage of this

method is that the reversible switching of the ligand coordination creates a high

magnetic bistability for the two resulting states even at room temperature [118].

This was achieved by using a NiII complex with a tethered pyridine ligand. In

the square complex (n = 4), NiII is diamagnetic due to its low spin state (S = 0).

In contrast, octahedral environments (n = 6) result always in a paramagnetic be-

haviour with S = 1. The coordination number can be controlled using a variation

in the ligands. Therefore they used a photochromic azopyridine ligand as a move-

able arm, which can be reversibly controlled using UV light of 365 nm (trans to

cis) and visible light of 455 nm (cis to trans). Upon this isomerization change the

ligand binds to the Ni-porphyrin and changes the coordination number (see figure

4.2.9). Surprisingly no fatigue or degradation has been observed, as it would be

expected for such substantial structural changes. Another great aspect of this work

is, that the effect is happening on a molecular basis by changing the ligand field,

a critical characteristic when considering nanometer sized switchable magnets.
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4.3. Challenges in switching nanometer sized magnets

Figure 4.2.9: Simplified structure representation to illustrate reversible light induced

switching by means of a photo isomerization process on a NiII complex. (figure taken

from [115])

4.3 Challenges in switching nanometer sized

magnets

As shown before, there are several approaches to achieve photo modulation of the

magnetic properties in molecular compounds. In general there are two ways on

how to manipulate the magnetic behaviour of such compounds, by either changing

their intra- or inter-molecular magnetic coupling or influence their bulk behaviour

by a photochromic sublattice, as stated by S.M. Aldoshin [142]. Thereby research

makes abundant use of the above mentioned mechanisms in all possible combi-

nations, developing pure and hybrid materials. The broad variety makes these

classes of multifunctional complexes interesting as building blocks for molecular

spintronics as they can be switched by light as well as other stimuli such as by

electric fields [143]. Not only do they show magnetic bistabilty with long lifetimes

but also changes in their electronic structure can lead to an electrical detection of

their different spin states [35]. The development of usable structures on the ba-

sis of prussian blue analogs or spincrossover systems has still to overcome certain

challenges for example with respect to magnetic stability on surfaces as they are

strongly dependent on their environment. Still in most of these compounds the

hysteresis opening at a certain temperature is related to a collective behaviour of

the molecules inside the bulk crystals, the alloy films or the nano-particle clusters.

Their properties are therefore not transferable to the single molecule level. How-

ever they present other interesting opportunities for application such as externally

controllable nano-junctions or other approaches where bulk materials can be of

use. Of course there are many examples of functionalized magnetic nano-particles,
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Chapter 4. Photoinduced switching of spins

by surrounding the magnetic core with a ligand shell. As for example making them

bio-compatible and multifunctional for medical applications. It is also possible to

optically switch the properties of granular thin films using different polarized light

[107] and there are many more processes connected to composite alloys [144]. Still

creating perfect monodisperse or even molecular sized nano-particles which show

a consistent magnetic behaviour is not possible by using these materials.

SMM’s are advantageous over conventional magnets as they offer more options in

the distinct control of their structure and magnetic properties. Further they show

new distinct phenomena such as quantum effects or magnetic state switching [145].

Such systems can not be achieved by simply trying to break down bulk magnets

into smaller pieces by the use of the top-down approach. The needed fine tuning

of the molecular sized magnets can only be achieved by a bottom-up synthetic

approach. So far bottom-up synthesized prussian blue analogs can be regarded as

bridging step between standard inorganic materials and single molecule magnets

[97]. Other classes of molecular materials showing photomagnetic behaviour, such

as the cobalt based valence tautomers do not present magnetic hysteresis behaviour

of pure molecular origin. But also prussian blue analogs loose their magnetic prop-

erties below a certain critical size limit. Single molecule magnets show the slow

relaxation of magnetization of pure molecular origin and are therefore not size

dependent. So far there are only few examples of SMM’s or SCM’s that show the

possibility of switching under light irradiation. This is probably due to the fact

that it is extremely hard to produce SMM’s in which the constituting atoms have

the right coordination geometry and disposition to undergo light-induces processes

which change their magnetic properties. Over the past years certain approaches

have been followed up on by creating hybrids using photo-switchable complexes

mentioned above together with single molecule magnets in order to achieve photo-

control over their magnetic properties to create the ultimate storage element.

4.4 Switching single molecule magnets using light

The discrete energy levels of SMM’s lie usually within the microwave regime.

Therefore pulsed or continuous microwave irradiation has been used to address

and probe different spin states in SMM’s, particular the ones of the classic SMM’s

Fe8 and Mn12. Thereby it has been possible to observe transitions between dif-

ferent spin states and follow their different dynamics [146, 147]. Although these

experiments are important for understanding the general processes within SMM’s

they do not match our understanding of photo-control. A real photo-induced con-
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4.4. Switching single molecule magnets using light

trol approach using visible light has been to our knowledge realized for the first

time on a SMM by Riviere et al. and for a SCM by Heintze et al. in 2010 [148,

149]. Thereby it has been shown that direct photo-control of SMM’s or SCM’s

does not imperatively require photosensitive receptors. Riviere et al. showed on

the archetypical SMM Mn12 that one can drive the system between different stable

magnetic states using low power light irradiation (405 nm) and certain magnetic

field conditions (see figure 4.4.1). Originally a discrepancy between SQUID and

X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) measurements has led to the consid-

eration that the spin state of Mn12Ac can be controlled by photons with energies

far greater than the spin energy levels by a two phonon process with high virtual

energy levels involving Raman relaxation. By that they were able to explain how

a very efficient demagnetization of the SMM takes place and why XMCD is not a

suitable investigative technique for the study of hysteresis in such systems [150].

Simultaneously the work of Heintze et al. showed that also the relaxation of magne-

tization in SCM’s can be directly controlled using visible light of 633 nm wavelenght

(see figure 4.4.1). Upon excitation alternating intrachain exchange interaction is

produced, so as to kick-off a domain wall which randomly runs across the SCM.

In contrast to systems that involve charge transfer processes, this principle can be

applied to any Ising network without the need of additional chemical attachments

[77]. Still purposeful design of SMM’s or SCM’s towards photo-receptivity holds

great potential. Light induced transfer processes critically depend on the ligand

field on the metal centres. It has been shown that this field can be chemically fine-

tuned in the case of a SCM based on CN-bridged FeII2 CoII double zigzag chain

system [151]. Thereby a light and heat induced metal-to-metal charge transfer

(MMCT) has been achieved adjusting the ligand field of the CoII centre by re-

placing weakly coordinated water molecules with long ditopic spacers with more

coordination sites. The final system enables a light induced transition from the dia-

magnetic FeIILS(µ-CN)CoIIILS to the paramagnetic FeIIILS (µ-CN)CoIIHS units, creating

an anti-ferromagnetic phase in the before paramagnetic system, see figure 4.4.2.

Such planned structured chemical design has also led to SMM’s or SCM’s with

implemented spin-crossover phenomena, such as the magnetically tristable SMM

[Fe(ptz)6](BF4)2 or the light actuated SCM [FeIII(Tp∗)(CN)3]2FeII(bpmh) · 2H2O,

as can be seen in figure 4.4.2 [152, 153]. Another successful route to change SMM’s

and SCM’s or even SIM’s into photoactive systems is the synthesis of hybrids by

combination with spin-crossover complexes (SCO)[154, 155, 112] or photochromic

ligands (PL)[156, 157, 102]. Challenges and perspectives in the creation of such

multifunctional molecular magnets are discussed in the perspective article of I.

Jeon and R. Clérac [93]. Hereby photochromic, charge transfer or spin crossover

complexes are used to act as functional linkers in order to change the electronic
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Figure 4.4.1: (a) Represents the basic principle to achieve photo-control over a Mn12Ac

nano-magnet. Here photons open a new relaxation path by exciting higher energy levels

to overcome the energy barrier. At the bottom the resulting photo effect in the magnetic

relaxation curves is shown, which can be fitted using stretched exponential functions.

(figures taken from [148]) (b) Illustrates the domain-wall kick-off model which is used to

model the photo-control over the SCM CoPhoMe. In a polarized system nucleation of

a domain wall starts at an interaction dependent energy cost. By photo absorption the

interaction between neighbouring molecules can be reduced by the creation of an Frenkel

exciton. For the duration of this excitation the nucleation energy costs are lowered, and

thus a faster relaxation is expected. The bottom picture shows this switching of the

magnetization dynamics at 5 K. Grey and Black curves are measured with no light. Red

curves show the photo effect upon irradiation. (figures taken from [77])
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Figure 4.4.2: (a) Shows the structure of the FeII - FeIII chains with their CN bridges.

Below that the magnetization curve at 1.8 K before (blue) and after (red) irradiation is

displayed. (figures taken from [153]) (b) Represents magnetic tristable mechanism for

molecular salts including FeII complexes in an octahedral environment which can be

switched using light. Below the scheme a excitation-deexcitation cycling measurement

is shown. One can observe the discrete switching between LS and HS state induced by

light. (figures taken from [152])
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or structural environment at the magnetic core centres, which can lead to changes

in spin states or modify the intermolecular interactions. This makes SMM’s and

SCM’s to potential low dimensional magnetic building-blocks which can be made

controllable by light. Still such hybrids continue to have the same drawbacks as the

used SCO’s or photo-ligand groups by themselves. Although many SCO complexes

have been reported most of them are based on FeII or FeIII . Their relaxation tem-

perature is typically below 80 K and their magnetic properties are very sensitive

to the environment, such as surfaces. Photo-ligands have the disadvantage that

the photo-isomerization processes require free space which is not available in the

solid state. These weak points regarding the practical implementations can be

overcome by for example preparing them in organized medias such as Langmuir-

Blodgett films [158]. Overall the environmental control on surfaces, in polymers

or Langmuir-Blodgett films, will play a very important role for the liberation of

switchable magnetic characteristics of photosensitive SMM’s and SCM’s (see figure

4.4.3). But also to combine different external stimuli such as light and electric field

is presenting new challenges [159]. However besides the challenge to chemically

Figure 4.4.3: Environmental implementation plays an important role in gaining photo

control over spin systems. Chemical tailoring of molecular magnetic clusters towards

different structured environments as shown here (Langmuir–Blodgett films (left), poly-

mers (center) and Au surfaces (right)) will play a significant role for making switchable

magnetic applicable. (figures taken from [1])

synthesize and fine tune such systems one also needs suitable experimental tools

to understand the underlying processes and to characterize these systems. In the

next section we will summarize common measurement techniques that are used

within this research field and outline the typical investigative steps as well as their

limitations.
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4.5 Measuring photoinduced magnetization effects

After multiple complex synthetic steps a photo-magnetic compound is commonly

present in a crystalline or solvable form. An elemental analysis can be performed

using mass spectroscopy [66]. To identify and verify the compound structural

properties, as intended by the original chemical design, one usually relies on crys-

tallographic methods. Here a broad variety of methods are available depending

on what systems are being investigated, commonly X-Ray diffractometry [154]

or neutron scattering methods are used. To determine the optical properties of

the compounds at different temperatures spectroscopic methods come into play.

The optical excitation bands, isosbestic points or color changes can be identified

using UV-Vis or X-Ray absorption spectra [141]. Systems typically undergo struc-

tural and electronic changes under the influence of light or temperature which

can be observed by numerous methods such as, Mössbauer spectroscopy, infrared-

spectroscopy, reflectivity measurements, nuclear resonances scattering techniques,

Positron annihilation spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, electron spin reso-

nance and many more [135, 160, 76, 161]. Using these techniques holds a manifold

on possibilities such as to observe changes in spin states, electron density, re-

laxation dynamics and radical building. Which one is the right one to be used

depends on the system and its properties, especially with regard to the time-

domain. The given references to the techniques guide the reader to what system

which technique is applied to. As already mentioned in the sections before some

photo-induced mechanisms are entropy driven and therefore require knowledge

of thermodynamic quantities such as the enthalpy which can be measured using

heat capacity measurements. Increases in computational power have led to an in-

evitable importance of density functional theory (DFT) calculations to determine

the electronic state of a many body system from its structure. It can also be used

to calculate the excited states of a complex and predict the resulting energy levels

and structural changes. Although the different models assume simplification of the

systems, they give reliable results on the electronic and structural changes between

the ground and excited states [36]. All of the here mentioned methods can also

be used to investigate changes in the magnetic behaviour under the influence of

external stimuli. However we want to measure the magnetization directly and how

it is influenced by different external parameters without the need of remodelling

our experimental method for each new sample.

Several studies have been devoted towards this goal and so far the magneto-optical

Kerr effect (MOKE) is the most commonly known magnet-optical phenomena as

it is used to read out magneto optical recording materials. The Kerr-effect rotates
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the plane of the polarization of light by less then one degree, needing a compli-

cated read out method. Groups are working on developing materials with larger

magneto optical effects [162]. Also a combination with first-order reversal curves

and MOKE lead to a faster acquisition and higher precision [163]. However not

all sample structures, especially with regard to their surface, are suited for such

studies. Another even longer known effect which is the base of magneto optical

measurements is the Faraday effect. However both effects are not very suited to

investigate the influence of the light as external stimuli on the magnetization since

the detection wavelength might overlap with the exciting wavelength. Therefore

we rely on the direct magnetization measurements which are usually conducted by

using either superconducting interference devices (SQUID), Hall probe techniques

or torque magnetometers. Experimentalist have miniaturized these system in or-

der to achieve higher sensitivities for example by creating micro-Hall probes [164].

Methods such as nano-Squids are reported to be able to detect single electron

spins [165], while miniaturized magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) can

even detect single nuclear spins [166]. Other techniques such as electron spin reso-

nance (ESR) or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) can also be used to investigate

the energy levels of the different magnetic states [36]. There are certainly more

magnetometry approaches to be added to this list, but the ones mentioned are

most commonly available. In regard to study the influence of external stimuli such

as irradiation, thermal quenching, external pressure, electric and magnetic field,

the above listed experimental magnetometric techniques need to be extended or

adapted. This can be achieved by combining fibre and laser optics for different

wavelength regimes with sensitive but macroscopic magnetometer setups working

at cryogenic temperatures and high magnetic fields. The realization of such com-

bined measurements techniques and procedures which are applicable to the broad

variety of photo-active magnetic samples is a core topic within this thesis and will

be thoroughly discussed in the next chapters.

Concluding remarks:

In the last chapter it has been shown that by changing the electronic or struc-

tural molecular environment, we can switch the magnetic properties of a material.

There is a great variety of how we can control magnetism using external stimuli

such as temperature, pressure, currents, magnetic field, chemistry or even light.

The ability to control molecular magnetic nano-materials by external means is an

essential part in designing future applicable multifunctional nanoscale-spintronic

devices. Therefore, we want to exploit photons as an ultra precise and fast way

to manipulate magnetic states. In the future ultimate control could be achieved

by using plasmonic nano-antennas, as then not only compounds could be synthe-
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sized towards light but also the photons could be tailored towards the molecular

compounds or devices. Together with the field of spintronics this can lead to a

new emerging fields such as optospinics, which makes use of the synergistic inter-

play between light, spin and electronic behaviour [97]. There is a great variety

of photo active compounds that change in their magnetic properties under irra-

diation. The underlying mechanisms are usually a combination of spin-crossover,

charge transfer or photochromic processes. Although some successes have been

made, the challenge remains to create real nano-magnetic materials which show

magnetism at the molecular level even at room temperature together with possible

switching effects. Systems with such properties can be implemented in solid-state

devices. Developing such materials requires an ingenious chemical design as well as

a long breath. This can only be stemmed by cooperation efforts between chemists,

physicists, surface scientists and engineers. In a perspective by different nanotech-

nology scientists the current status of molecular electronics is seen at a very early

stage in its development [2]. More experimental insight and fundamental research

is needed to realize such devices in the future.

In order to investigate such materials various methods are commonly performed.

In the next chapters we will introduce techniques that have been applied within

this thesis and have been extended towards investigation under light irradiation in

a qualitatively as well as quantitative way. To test the partially novel and unique

techniques we utilized photo-switchable compounds that are similar to already

known systems. We use them to show not only the working principle of the setups

but also how they can support us with additional informations. We will show how

we can disentangle the different contributions to the changes in magnetization es-

pecially with respect to simultaneous thermal effects. One goal was it to not only

measure with numerous techniques but also to develop and improve their sensitiv-

ity while staying at macroscopic sizes. However the main challenge remained to

extend all systems by the option to irradiate the samples using light.
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5 Magnetic torque for detection of

spin control

A central role in our experimental toolbox is played by magnetic torque measure-

ments. This chapter introduces the main concept of magnetic torque methods and

explains the detailed adjustments with respect to photo-control, sensitivity and

measurement protocols. Thereby we will present two worldwide unique experi-

mental techniques namely Photon excited Torque Magnetometry (PheToM) [77]

and a Membrane based Torque Magnetometer (MTM) [75]. The MTM has been

developed in the master thesis of M. Blankenhorn and improves the previous devel-

oped Cantilever Torque Magnetometer (CTM) of F. El Hallak [167] in sensitivity

and acquisition speed. Both systems enable angle, temperature, field and optical

dependent measurements with sensitivities up to 10−13 Am2 and 10−11 Am2 respec-

tively and are orders of magnitude higher than the commercially available standard

MPMS SQUID of Quantum Design with a sensitivity of 10−8 Am2 [168]. PheToM

on the other hand describes an extension to the above mentioned techniques, by

allowing irradiation of the samples with light of different wavelengths. These novel

techniques have been tested and demonstrated with the help of several suitable

samples. In this regard we will present results obtained on the photo-controllable

SCM CoPhoMe. Further an example of possible different applications of these new

techniques within condensed matter physics will be shown on measurements using

the MTM. As magnetic torque measurements are already well described, the fun-

damentals needed for a comprehensive understanding, will be explained following

the thoroughly detailed description of D. Gatteschi et al. [36]. The explanation of

the MTM shows how the CTM setup can be extended and is based on the work

of M. Blankenhorn [75] while the PheToM technique is presented as an example

for how molecular magnetic systems can be controlled via light.

5.1 Cantilever torque magnetometer

To determine the magnetization behaviour of a system directly, researchers have

numerous techniques available including Vibrating Sample Magnetometers (VSM)

[169], Alternating Force Gradient Magnetometer (AGM) [170], Superconducting
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Interference Device (SQUID) [171], Magneto optical Kerr-effect magnetometer

(MOKE) [172], Hall effect magnetometer (HE) [173] as well as torque magne-

tometer (TM) [36] to just name a few. These experimental techniques all differ

in sensitivity, applied magnetic field, temperature range, accessibility by external

stimuli as well as in limitation on sample size and morphology. Over the past

years ingenious designs have let to new combinations and miniaturization of these

techniques making them more sensitive and practical in use. Among the com-

monly applied methods, torque magnetometry offers already some advantages in

sensitivity and flexibility in usage. There are basically two different approaches

for torque measurements by either using a cantilever beam [36] or a torsion wire

[174] as a force sensors. Available Torque meters differ further in design, size and

the applied detection method. Since we use a cantilever approach in this thesis we

will focus in our explanation on these types of torque magnetometers. Hereby the

sample is mounted on a miniature lever which is then placed inside a magnetic field

with a known gradient. By measuring the deflection of the lever one can determine

the force acting on the sample and therefore calculate the magnetic moment. The

sensitivity of a torque meter is defined by the stiffness of the lever, deflection sens-

ing method and applied magnetic field. Over the years these designs have been

greatly improved up to a level at which single nuclear spins can be detected using

a method called magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) [166, 175], as to

illustrate here the possibilities that can be achieved using CTM based measure-

ment methods. Due to such high degrees in sensitivity and their adaptability to

different kinds of experimental needs, CTM is used in a wide range of research

fields such as studies on superconductors [176], magnetic thin films [177], metallic

multilayers [178], topological insulators [179] and of course molecular nanomag-

nets [70]. In this thesis most of the investigations were performed on molecular

nano-magnets using a CTM-setup in which the deflection is capacitively detected.

One of the main goals was it to control the magnetization of such nano-magnets

using light, therefore a design that offers direct optical access to the sample for

irradiation purposes for microwaves as well as visible light had to be developed.

In this section, we will give the theoretical background and a detailed description

on the CTM-setup to understand its potential and limitations.

5.1.1 Theoretical background

In order to understand what forces play a role for magnetic samples inside mag-

netic fields we will talk about the two main contributors the magnetic torque and

the Faraday force. While the use of magnetic torque requires anisotropic samples,

Faraday force based approaches require only a known field gradient.
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Magnetic Torque

While other above mentioned methods such as SQUID or Hall-probes measure

the magnetization directly, torque magnetometry measures the magnetic torque

τ acting on the sample magnetization vector M as a result of an non-collinearity

to an applied uniform magnetic field B. The fundamental underlying principle

in magnetic torque measurements is the same as the one that is acting on the

needle of a compass. The magnetization of a single crystal is comprised of all the

magnetic moments of the individual magnetic centres contained within the sample

and can be written as a summation of them.

M =
n∑
i=1

mi (5.1.1)

In magnetically isotropic samples the total torque value acting on the randomly

aligned individual magnetic moments will be zero. This can only be overcome by

using an inhomogeneous field to create the so called Faraday force which depends

on the applied magnetic field gradient and will be discussed later in this section.

In magnetic anisotropic samples on the other hand all individual magnetic mo-

ments are ordered creating a preferential direction of the magnetization along a

distinct direction. Non-collinearity between M and an external magnetic field B,

will induce a magnetic torque τ that tends to align M along B. The induced

torque vector can therefore be expressed as the crossproduct of magnetic field and

magnetization vector.

τ = M ×B = MB sinα (5.1.2)

The resulting torque vector τ is perpendicular to the plane of M and B with an

angle α between each other and forces M to align with B (see figure 5.1.1). The

systems mostly investigated in this thesis are different types of molecular magnets.

They usually possess a high magnetic ground state S and an isotropic g value giving

each molecule a strong magnetic moment. They also feature the required magnetic

anisotropy resulting from a crystal field anisotropy, which is described by the axial

anisotropy parameter D and the transverse anisotropy term E (see section 3.2).

Due to the nature of molecular magnets, all magnetic moments are aligned and

can be expressed by the bulk magnetization vector M = (Mx,My,Mz). Together

with the magnetic field vector B = (Bx, By, Bz) and by the assumption that both

vectors lie in the xz-plane as shown in figure 5.1.1, we can write the resulting

torque in the y-direction as,
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y

M

B

z

x τ = M×B

Figure 5.1.1: Orientation of magnetic field B, the magnetization M and the resulting

torque vector within a chosen coordinate system where the easy axis is aligned with the

z-axis. (figure taken from [36])

τy = MzBx −MxBz = B2

(
Mz

Bz

− Mx

Bx

)
cos θ sin θ . (5.1.3)

With θ as the angle between B and the magnetic anisotropy-axis z, equation

5.1.3 shows that the effective torque depends on the axial Mz and transverse Mx

components of the magnetization, which are connected to the applied magnetic

field by the susceptibility M = χB = (χxxBx, χyyBy, χzzBz) and contains the

magnetic anisotropic character of the sample. For further analysis we distinguish

between the weak (gµBB << kbT ) and the strong (gµBB >> kbT ) field limits.

In the weak field limit the susceptibility χ is field independent and is of constant

value, while in the high field limit the susceptibility χ becomes field dependent.

Due to the constant value of χ in the weak field limit the magnetizationM increases

linearly with the external field B, leading to the following expression of equation

5.1.3.

τy = B2 (χzz − χxx) cos θ sin θ (5.1.4)

Where τy is the torque component in the y-direction and θ the angle between B and

the magnetic anisotropy-axis z. In this limit the torque is quadratically dependent

on the applied field and also reliant on the difference between xzz and xxx, which

is a direct measure of the magnetic anisotropy in the xz-plane. As we can see here

the torque value is zero when xzz = xxx, which means the absence of magnetic
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5.1. Cantilever torque magnetometer

anisotropy in this plane. This is coinciding with our previous statement that the

torque will be zero in an isotropic sample with no anisotropy. But as we take a

closer look at the expression 5.1.4, it becomes clear that the torque also vanishes

for certain angles θ = nπ/2, with n as an integer value. Meaning that whenever

the applied field B is parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic anisotropy-axis z,

the torque value will be zero (see figure 5.1.2). Intuitively this can be understand

that if the field is parallel to the anisotropy-axis, the spins bound to the samples

anisotropy are already aligned and no torque is needed to align them with the

field. While in the perpendicular case the net torque resulting from all spins in

the sample is zero since the same amount of spins will point up the field as there

will be spins pointing down the field. All of this is valid in the weak field limit,

Figure 5.1.2: Simulated angular dependence of magnetic torque acting in the y-direction.

The values for the modelled system were set for a system with a spin S = 5 with

anisotropy parameters of D/kB = −0.58K and E = 0. Here θ denotes the angle

between external applied magnetic field and the molecular easy axis (denoted as z-axis

in figure 5.1.1). (figure taken from [36])

but the behaviour changes drastically when applying higher fields in which the

susceptibility χ becomes field dependent and is no longer constant. In this case

the quadratic field dependence breaks down and more spins will start to point in

the direction of the field disregarding the magnetic anisotropy axis, until all spins

are aligned with the field. This results in a saturation value of the magnetization

M and the vanishing non-collinearity with B results in a decrease of the torque

with the square of the magnetic field 1/B2. Although all spins are in line with

the magnetic field the torque is not zero (for θ 6= nπ/2) as it would be the case
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for an isotropic system. This is because the magnetic anisotropy axis is still not

in line with field as it is coupled to an crystallographic axis which pulls on the

spins with its internal crystal field. This is also the reason why the limiting value

of the asymptotic torque behaviour at high fields is determined by the internal

anisotropy parameters D and S as shown in the following expression,

τyB→∞ = −2DS

(
S − 1

2

)
cos θ sin θ . (5.1.5)

Although the magnetic torque value can be described in the weak and strong field

limit, there is no analytical description given for the intermediate case. This is

why the torque value is usually derived numerically by differentiating the magnetic

energy Em by the angle θ between the magnetically anisotropic system and the

uniform magnetic field.

Faraday force

While in a uniform magnetic field only an aligning magnetic torque is present,

the case is different when applying a magnetic field gradient. In this case the so

called Faraday force is acting on the magnetic moment along the magnetic field

gradient as F = M · ∇B, where M is the magnetization of the sample and ∇B
the magnetic field gradient [180]. Experimentally there will always be a small

field gradient, due to small misplacements of the sample leading to an additional

value in the torque signal. Although this contribution is very small it can become

significant for small torque values or large crystals. Accounting for this unwanted

force value is difficult, considering that the Faraday force behaves also quadrati-

cally with the field in the weak field regime. Therefore we utilize the fact that the

Faraday force is directed solely along the magnetic field gradient. By applying a

field for example along the axial direction (z-axis) we can neglect the gradients

along x and y leaving only a force component along z. By further assuming the

weak field limit we can decompose M in terms of the susceptibility into a isotropic

χI and an anisotropic part χA as

F = Fz = B
∂B

∂z

(
χI + χA cos2 θ

)
(5.1.6)

where θ again describes the angle between the applied magnetic field and the

magnetic anisotropy-axis [181]. Hence the force component will be maximal in

the perpendicular case and insignificantly small for the parallel case. This angular

dependence and its uni-axial direction along the field gradient can be used to

calculate the contribution to our overall torque signal.
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5.1.2 Features in magnetic anisotropic samples

When conducting CTM measurements on anisotropic magnetic systems, by vary-

ing angle, temperature and applied field, we can gain informations on magnetic

transition and anisotropic behaviour as well as on the relaxation dynamics in dif-

ferent temperature and field regimes. Here we want to introduce some of the key

features which were measured during this thesis and are used in our investigations.

Breaking field and saturation at high fields

In the previous theoretical background section it has been mentioned that at high

fields the torque behaves independent from the magnetic field, this is because

the magnetic anisotropy of the sample is “weaker“ than the magnetic field and the

spins in the system align with the field, independent from the anisotropy axis. This

field strength in which the “built in“ field that keeps the spins aligned with the

anisotropy axis is “broken“ by the external magnetic field is called the “breaking

field“. Therefore the stronger the magnetic anisotropy the higher the breaking

field position will be. Once the magnetic anisotropy is overcome, the measured

torque decreases asymptotically with increasing field to a saturation limit given

by the expression 5.1.5. This non-zero value of the torque is the result of the

restoring force by the crystal field, which is acting on the spins trying to realign

them with the systems magnetic anisotropy axis the so called easy axis. However

in field-torque measurements this maximum is not only very sensitive to the angle

θ as can be seen in figure 5.1.3, it also only occurs in the perpendicular case for

θ close to 90 ◦. For angles close to 0 ◦, when the anisotropy axis is almost parallel

to the field, the torque curve is continuously increasing to the limiting saturation

value given by equation 5.1.5. Both cases are illustrated in figure 5.1.3. The dif-

ferent behaviours of the two limiting cases are very useful in experiments, as it

enables us to distinguish between perpendicular and parallel orientation for angu-

lar dependent measurements as both can be indistinguishable. On the other hand

it helps us to get a relative estimation of the saturation value even without having

high fields available. Because as shown in equation 5.1.5 both torque signal for

angle close to 90 ◦ or 0 ◦ should saturate to the same torque value, but as one can

see this would prerequisite very high fields. One can now locate the saturation

asymptote by using the symmetric middle between both torque curves and deter-

mine axial transverse anisotropy value D according to equation 5.1.5, but only

with an insufficient degree of accuracy. Another drawback is that this saturation

value approach does not take the transverse anisotropy value E into account.

As we stated in the beginning, the breaking field position is also an indicator for

the strength of the magnetic anisotropy and hence in theory at least also yields the
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Chapter 5. Magnetic torque for detection of spin control

Figure 5.1.3: Field dependence of the magnetic torque simulated for a S = 5 system

with the anisotropy parameters of D/kB = −0.58K and E = 0. Here θ denotes the

angle between external applied magnetic field and the molecular easy axis (denoted as

z-axis in figure 5.1.1). (figure taken from [36])

possibility to determine the anisotropy parameters. Therefore the anisotropy pa-

rameters can be extracted when fitting the maximum in the breaking field curve.

Still one runs into problems due to the natural angle sensitivity of the torque

signals close to 90 ◦ and other unknown extrinsic forces which contribute to the

torque signal such as the afore mentioned Faraday force, lateral torque compo-

nents or magnetic impurities on the cantilever. The effect of these attributions

can be estimated using the expected symmetric behaviour of the torque signal

around the perpendicular position versus the non-symmetric effect of the extrinsic

contributions such as the Faraday force given by equation 5.1.6 as the main source

of error. These considerations will concern angles θ close to 90 ◦ which makes the

anisotropic part of the Faraday force negligible small so that we can assume that

the change in the measured torque is given by,

∆τmeasured(B, θ) ≈ τy(B, θ) +B
dB

dz
χI . (5.1.7)

By taking this symmetric argument into account that if we measure two torque

signals around θ = 90 + θ0 and θ = 90 − θ0 for sufficiently small θ0 we can state

that,

τy(B, 90− θ0) = −τy(B, 90 + θ0) . (5.1.8)
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5.1. Cantilever torque magnetometer

When measuring the torque at small angles θ0 around θ = 90, and subtract both

signals from each other we can isolate the Faraday contribution as shown in equa-

tion 5.1.9,

∆τFaraday = ∆τy(B, 90− θ0)− (−∆τy(B, 90 + θ0)) = 2f(B) . (5.1.9)

This procedure has been performed in the works of F. El Hallak [167] and E.

Heintze [149] illustrated in figure 5.1.4 and underlines how sensitive CTM mea-

surements are. Even small extrinsic contributions such as the Faraday force re-

sulting from small misalignments of the sample inside the external field produce a

measurable difference. Even though we placed the sample in all experiment at the
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Figure 5.1.4: Measured breaking field torque data measured at 2.5 K via a capacitative

method, for the SMM Fe3Cr (see section 8.1). (a) shows the raw data ∆C, (b) overlays

the raw data ∆C(90− θ0) with ∆C(90 + θ0), (c) shows the averaged curve values to give

the median breaking field position and (d) shows the calculated difference for each pair

giving the Faraday contribution.

center of the field the contributions of the above mentioned extrinsic effects are

showing up in our torque signal and have therefore to be taken into account. De-

spite the careful data treatment, the overall method for determining the anisotropy

parameters by fitting these field dependent curves, lacks accuracy as it has been

described in [182, 167]. Therefore these kind of measurements are more important

for a qualitative analysis of the system to identify the applied angle between the

anisotropic axis A and the magnetic field B. To determine the spin Hamiltonian

parameters other methods such as ESR are more accurate as described in a later

chapter within this thesis.
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Chapter 5. Magnetic torque for detection of spin control

Angle resolved magnetic torque

One of the main features of the CTM setup are angle dependent measurements at

different fields and temperatures. Therefore one can determine the sign of the ax-

ial anisotropy parameter D, the anisotropic character as well as the orientation of

the sample in the external applied field and further investigate multiple easy axes

systems. This of course requires a precise orientation of the sample onto the can-

tilever in order to map the acquired information on the molecular structure. Figure

5.1.5 shows a usual angle-dependent torque measurement for samples of all three

molecular magnets classes. By using this technique we can not only determine if
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Figure 5.1.5: Angle-dependent torque data measured at 20 K and 1 T for three different

types of crystalline molecular magnets. θ denotes the angle between easy axis and

external applied field. The different behaviour for each type is evident and depends on

their anisotropy type and number of anisotropy axes.

the crystallographic axes fall in line with an easy, intermediate or hard magnetiza-

tion axes but also observe differences between certain types of molecular magnets,

as shown in figure 5.1.5 on the SMM Fe3Cr, the SCM CoPhoMe and the SIM

Dy(dbm)3phen. As one can see the different structures and anisotropic characters

of the individual samples are reflected in the angle-dependent measurements. Ac-

cording to equation 5.1.4 the signal intensities behave proportional to the applied

field strength. This is only true in the weak magnetic field regime where no real

magnetic phase transitions or saturation effects take place. Other changes in the
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5.1. Cantilever torque magnetometer

angle dependent torque curves can be observed upon changing temperatures. The

Fe3Cr and Dy(bpm)3phen samples show a continuing sinus-like behaviour with an

increase in the their maximum signal as well as a slight shift of the peaks towards

the 90 ◦ position (see figure 5.1.2). The CoPhoMe sample on the other hand gives

a similar but much more complex curve as can be seen in figure 5.1.6. We hy-
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Figure 5.1.6: Angle-dependent torque data for the SCM CoPhoMe measured at 2 T for

different temperatures. At 60 K the curve behaves as a typical easy axis system and

upon decreasing temperature the signal maxima shift closer towards the 90 ◦. At 30 K

an additional feature between 20 ◦ and 30 ◦ set in which becomes more pronounced on

further lowering the temperature until a new peak arises. Further one can see the effects

of the slow relaxation of the magnetization appearing below 5 K as the magnetization

stays frozen in even after passing the 90 ◦.

pothesize that the additional peaks at lower temperatures are connected to the

helicity of the CoPhoMe spin centres, creating multiple intermolecular easy axes.

First considerations on the number of observed peaks lead us to the assumption

that there are four of such axes present based on simulation for other SMM sys-

tems [183]. Still a comprehensive theoretical model is still missing to explain this

behaviour in detail and is subject to further investigations. In order to gain more

insight on the magnetization axes within the molecules one can also perform 3D

angle dependent measurements as it is commonly used in SQUID measurements

[184]. For such measurements the sample needs to be realigned in all needed co-

ordinate directions to characterize the different crystal axes, as shown in figure
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5.1.7 for the two main axes in the CoPhoMe needle. For the CoPhoMe measure-
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Figure 5.1.7: Angle-dependent torque data for the SCM CoPhoMe measured at 2 T at

10 K. The measured data shows angle dependent measurements along the easy axis (blue)

and the hard axis (red) orientation. while the blue curve features the so far unexplained

multiple peaks the red curve shows a 60 ◦ dependence as expected due to the 60 ◦ helicity

arrangement of the Spin centres around the crystallographic axes of the SCM as can be

seen in the structural arrangement within the inset. Please note that the measurements

along the easy axes were performed on a stiffer cantilever as the one used for detecting

the small signal the hard axis measurement. These circumstance have to be considered

for a quantitative analysis.

ment one can observe the 60 ◦ helicity arrangement of the spin centres around the

crystallographic axes of the SCM, thus giving a good example of the sensitivity of

this method. Such investigation become very important if one needs to place the

sample in a very precise position as prerequisite for further experiments as will be

introduced later.

Relaxation time measurements

In the angle dependent temperature behaviour of CoPhoMe in figure 5.1.6 one

can observe a non zero torque signal below a certain temperature at the 90 ◦ posi-

tion. This feature originates from the afore mentioned slow relaxation behaviour

of molecular magnets and appears below the so called blocking temperature (see

section 3.4). The requirement to observe this behaviour is that the measurement
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5.1. Cantilever torque magnetometer

time is much faster than the actual magnetic relaxation time of the system, which

usually happens at low temperatures. Hereby it is important to cool the sample

below the blocking temperature and to know the exact position of the easy axis

in respect to the field. With these premises one can now magnetically saturate

the sample parallel to the field and then turn it to the 90 ◦position to measure

the demagnetization time at lower field. With these measurements we can extract

the energy barrier of the system by plotting the relaxation times in a so called

Arrhenius plot, see figure 5.1.8. In figure 5.1.8 we can assume the thermally acti-
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Figure 5.1.8: Relaxation data and linear Arrhenius plot for CoPhoMe obtained by torque

measurements as described by Heintze et al. [77]. The exemplary temperature dependent

relaxation data of the inset can be fitted by using the Arrhenius law according to equation

5.1.10. The resulting relaxation times can then be plotted in a logarithmic scale so that

the value of the linear incline represents the energy barrier ∆E. (figure adapted from

[77])

vated regime and therefore utilize the Arrhenius law to describe the relaxation of

the magnetization with the expression for the relaxation time τ . With this we are

able to fit the demagnetization curves in the inset of figure 5.1.8 and ultimately

determine the energy barrier ∆E.

τ = τ0 exp

(
∆E

kBT

)
(5.1.10)
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The exponential expression 5.1.10 includes τ0 as the inverse of the spin flip attempt

rate and kBT as the product of the Boltzmann constant and the temperature. By

transcribing the Arrhenius law in its logarithmic form one gains equation 5.1.11,

which shows the linear character in which the inclination is determined directly

by ∆E.

ln(τ) = ln(τ0) +

(
∆E

kB

)
·
(

1

T

)
. (5.1.11)

Fitting equation 5.1.11 to the Arrhenius plot delivers us therefore the energy bar-

rier. This parameter holds informations about the magnetization dynamics of the

system. In the case of CoPhoMe, ∆E depends on the anti-ferromagnetic exchange

interaction parameter J , which describes how strong the magnetic centres in the

ferrimagnetic chain-structure interact. These informations on the relaxation be-

haviour and the one-dimensional character of the SCM enabled us to first observe

and model Glauber dynamics in a real experimental accessible system [77]. Further

an extensive study on how finite size effects influence the magnetization dynamics

can be performed which results in valuable informations on how to manipulate the

system by chemically tuning the interactions inside the chain in order to obtain

materials with higher blocking temperatures or to develop new mechanisms on

how to control the magnetization dynamics in SCM’s via external stimuli such as

temperature, pressure, current or even photons [39, 77].

De Haas-van Alphen effect

The de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect is commonly used to measure the Fermi

surface of conducting materials [185]. It was found that in different materials the

differential susceptibility dM/dH behaves in an oscillatory manner. Such a be-

haviour has also been observed in conductivity (Shubnikov-de Haas effect) and in

magnetostriction. By using a torque magnetometer we can measure the oscillations

at an angular position as the field H and the magnetization M are increased, by

the dHvA effect. The oscillating behaviour is direction dependent, as most Fermi

surfaces are anisotropic. The dHvA effect results out of the quantized energy levels

of the free electrons near the Fermi surface, which are called Landau levels. The

energy difference between the Landau levels can be influenced by applying different

magnetic fields. When the highest lying Landau level crosses the Fermi surface,

its inherited charges are redistributed between the lower levels. As the magnetic

torque results from the different orbital momentum contributions of these levels we

can observe these oscillations directly in the torque signal. By measuring the angle

dependence of these oscillations we can directly map the electronic structure of the

Fermi surface. When plotted in 1/B, the oscillation period is directly dependent
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on the extremal orbit area S of the Fermi surface. The oscillation frequency fS is

described by the Onsager relation as,

fS = ∆

(
1

B

)
=

~
2πe

A (5.1.12)

with A as cross section of the Fermi surface in the direction of the applied field B.

Highly sensitive torque setups at low temperatures and high magnetic fields have

been employed to observe such oscillation in topological insulators [186], heavy

fermion compounds [187, 188] and other correlated electron systems [189, 190]. For

such measurements the sample quality has to be extraordinarily high. Topological

insulators present one of the material groups that could profit from extensive

studies via torque magnetometry. One of the main feature of these materials is that

they are insulators with conducting states on their surface. Thereby they show an

energy gap with the Fermi energy situated between valence and conduction band,

which is bridged by the surface state Dirac cones [191]. Similar to other anisotropic

behaving materials their surface states originate from strong spin-orbit coupling

and are protected by time-reversal symmetry. This means that the insulating gap

can only be overcome by a time-reversal breaking perturbation such as a magnetic

field. After their prediction in 2007 [192] the first observed 3D-topological insulator

has been discovered in 2008 [193]. Over the years more potential topological

insulator have been discovered amongst them Sb2Te3 also known as Antimony

Telluride. Magnetic torque measurements on these systems have already shown

the oscillations in the magnetic moment [179]. Usually this requires high magnetic

fields and very low temperatures. Therefore observing such oscillations already at

temperatures of 10 K and at fields of 4 T (see figure 5.1.9) shows the high quality

of the samples as well as the high sensitivity of the CTM setup. When performed
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Figure 5.1.9: Quantum oscillations of the magnetization measured on the topological

insulator Sb2Te3 obtained by CTM measurements. (a) Field dependent torque data at

2 K. The quadratic torque background is clearly visible and can be subtracted by using a

smoothing function. (b) De Haas-van Alphen oscillation after background subtraction.
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for different angles a shift of the oscillation-phase can be observed with a small

change in frequency. The data provides hints on the Fermi surface structure,

effective mass and Dingle temperature, similar results have been obtained by G.

Li et al. [179]. A comprehensive summary and a detailed analysis of the complete

results for different angles, temperatures and etching times is published by Y. Yan

[194]. However despite the interesting character of these measurements they do not

play a central role within this thesis. We will use them solely to demonstrate the

sensitivity of the introduced setup compared to other methods. Most of the above

mentioned features can also be observed in modern superconducting quantum

interference devices (SQUID), but with drawbacks in sensitivity and experimental

flexibility as for example for additional external stimuli such as microwaves and

light. To show the advantages of the CTM setup used in this thesis we want to

give an explicit description on its design.

5.1.3 Design of the cantilever torque magnetometer

The fundamental setup in this thesis has been developed by F. El Hallak and

partially modified with regards to temperature control, practicality as well as ex-

perimental flexibility [149]. The description of the capacitative detected Copper

Beryllium cantilever shown here can be found in more detail in the work of F. El

Hallak [167].

Cantilever torque meter design

The torque meter consist of a cantilever-beam which is screwed on top of a support

base, made of a copper plated epoxy piece with spacers in between to ensure a

small controllable distance between the cantilever-beam and the copper-baseplate

as shown in figure 5.1.10.

Baseplate

Spacer

Cantilever

Support

4.5 mm
3 mm

4.5 m
m

Figure 5.1.10: Cantilever torque meter and its fundamental components as it has been

used throughout this work.
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The used cantilever shown schematically in figure 5.1.10, is chemically etched and

made of Copper Beryllium alloy (Cu: 98 %, Be: 2 %). The CuBe metal foil is com-

mercially available with different thickness down to 5µm, from which we choose

the thicknesses of 25µm and 80µm for the cantilever and 30µm for the spacers.

The cantilever structure was then chemically etched by Metaq, a company for

metal foil and thin plate processing, who manufactured a lithography mask ac-

cording to the dimensions in figure 5.1.10. CuBe was used due to its high fatigue

and elastic strength, its ability to keep its shape even at low temperatures, its

non-magnetic behaviour and its relatively low price compared to other materials

with similar properties [167]. The support consist of an epoxy slab with a 300 nm

film of copper on top and fixed onto the in house designed Spectromag-insert using

two-component epoxy glue. The epoxy-base is non-conducting and a fairly poor

heat-conductor. In order to determine the temperature, the sample is directly

inserted in the Helium stream as well as the temperature sensor and will therefore

end up having the same temperature as the sensor shows, with only a small offset.

The cantilever proportions (see figure 5.1.10) have been chosen to support large

crystals and that it sits in middle of the hosting area in the center of the mag-

netic field where inhomogeneities are small. While the double-arm lever minimizes

lateral forces the narrow dimension of the arms reduces the stiffness of the can-

tilever, enabling us to cover a wide range of torque sensitivities from 10−6 Nm to

10−11 Nm. Further the eigenfrequency of the lever design has been estimated to be

between 100 Hz and 500 Hz which is important for the chosen detection method of

the deflection of the beam. The chosen capacitative method is also the determining

factor of the sensitivity of the torque set-up. Overall the torque meter dimension

make the setup very sensitive but at the same time relatively easy to handle and

robust to work with at cryogenic temperature.

Capacitative detection

The deflection of the cantilever beam can be detected in various different ways

such as piezo-resistive [195], piezo-electric [196], capacitative [197] and interfero-

metric methods [198]. This setup has been designed with respect to a capacitative

detection method. Hereby a capacitance bridge (model Andeen Hagerling 2550A)

determines small changes in the capacitance between the cantilever and the base-

plate, which act as an ideal plate-condensator and is therefore highly sensitive to

changes in the distance between them, following the equation 5.1.13 of an ideal

plate-condensator.

C =
εA

d
. (5.1.13)
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With C as the capacitance, ε the permittivity of the dielectric material between

the condensator plates, A as the area of the cantilever beam and d as the sepa-

ration distance between cantilever and baseplate. This means that forces acting

perpendicular to the cantilever surface will lead to a deflection of the cantilever

by a certain value ∆d which will consequently lead to a change of the capacitance

value ∆C. The relation between a small change δd to the resulting change capaci-

tance can be expressed by a Taylor series expansion for small deviations δd around

d0 as,

∆C = C(d0 + δd)− C0 = −C0

d0

∆d+
C0

d2
0

∆d2 − C0

d3
0

∆d3 + ... . (5.1.14)

This small change in Capacitance can be measured by the capacitance bridge with

a resolution of 0.8 aF and up to capacitative values as high as 1.5µF. The working

principle of the bridge for small capacitative value, is that it applies a 1 KHz AC-

voltage of 15 V across the condensator and measures the capacitance in a single

shot measurement or averages over a number of repetitively measured points. Fur-

ther it has the option to apply a DC-voltage up to 100 V, which is an interesting

feature in order to minimize the later discussed non-linear response by keeping a

constant capacitance value and measure the applied voltage.

Non-linear response

As mentioned before the relation in equation 5.1.14 is a non-linear one, which

means that as δd increases, higher order terms become more significant. To gain

a qualitatively relation between ∆C and the torque τ one has to correct for these

non-linear terms. Therefore we assume that the small torque values applied on

the cantilever are within the elastic limit [167], so that we can presume that ∆d

and τ are in a relation defined by a linear constant K.

∆d = Kτ . (5.1.15)

To get the qualitative torque value from the capacitance, we can express the ab-

solute change in capacitance ∆C with respect to ∆d as,

∆C = C(d0 + ∆d)− C(d0) =
εA

d0 + ∆d
− εA

d0

. (5.1.16)

Together with equation 5.1.15 this results in

τ =
−d0

K

∆C

C0 + ∆C
. (5.1.17)

By setting d0/K to 1, we retain the correction of the qualitative value of τ , even

for larger deflections ∆d. A prerequisite for this correction procedure is the exact
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5.1. Cantilever torque magnetometer

determination of C0, since the influence of the non-linearity increases with de-

creasing d0. With this approach eventual non-linear effects can be corrected and

estimated as it has been shown in the thesis of F. El Hallak [167]. As the signals

later treated in this thesis only span over the range of a few tens of fF we will not

resort to these considerations. However the non-linear behaviour of the CTM can

be used to our advantage as we will explain in the next paragraph.

Calibration

To extract the quantitative torque value out of the capacitance measurements we

need to calibrate the torque meter with a known force. The calibration procedure

utilizes the option of the capacitance bridge to apply a DC-bias-voltage in order

to create an electrostatic force between the plates and to detect the change in

capacitance simultaneously. The derivation of the fitting curve used for the cal-

ibration shown here is also abbreviated from the work of F. El Hallak [167]. By

applying a DC-voltage U between the plates, which are in a distance d, we create

an electric field E defined by the charge density σ and the electrical permittivity

ε as expressed in equation 5.1.18.

U = Ed =
σ

ε
d . (5.1.18)

The electric force that is exerted by the baseplate on the cantilever with the area

A can then be written down as,

FE = QcantileverEbaseplate = σA
U

2d
=
εAU2

2d2
. (5.1.19)

This force acts over the average length L of the cantilever arms creating a torque

given by,

τelectric = LFE = L
C2
i U

2

εA
. (5.1.20)

Where Ci is the capacitance for an ideal parallel capacitor. The measured capac-

itance is a combination of this Ci and a correction term Cf that takes the finite

size of cantilever design into account. If we now take the linear relation between

∆d and τ together with the non-linear influences on ∆C into account, we end up

with the expression shown in equation 5.1.21 derived in [167].

∆C = LKc
C2
i U

2

εA
(1 + LαKc

C2
i U

2

εA
) . (5.1.21)

By measuring the change in capacitance ∆C over the applied Bias voltage U (see

figure 5.1.11) we can use this equation to fit the curve and extract the fitting

parameters Kc and α, with Ci calculated by subtracting Cf from the measured
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Figure 5.1.11: Calibration curves for different CTM configurations together with a

scheme of the used calibration setup. (Inset figure taken from [167]) The numbers in

the legend stand for the cantilever thickness (25µm or 80µm) and for the used spacer

thickness (30µm, 60µm and 90µm). As one can see the closer and thinner the cantilever

beam is to the baseplate the earlier a non-linear response can be detected.

capacitance value at zero applied field. These curves also show us that by applying

a continuous force strong enough to shift the working point of the CTM into the

non-linear regime we can utilize the increased sensitivity to detect small changes

in the magnetic torque.

5.1.4 Other instrumentation

All torque measurements were carried out using a ±7 T superconducting bipolar

split coil magnet by Oxford Instruments (SM7000). The Magnet is fitted with

an variable temperature insert (VTI) that enables us to perform measurements

in a temperature range between 300 K and 1.7 K. It further features four uni-

axial Mylar windows, which provide direct optical access to the sample chamber

in the visible as well as in the microwave wavelength regime (see figure 5.1.12).

The sample insert is designed to minimize the heat load from room temperature

environment and is equipped with a 0.1 ◦ precise stepper motor by Faulhaber, a

30 W Watlow heater, a Cernox AA temperature sensor, two low noise coaxial cables

(Axon RGL196) and a horizontal rotating stage that holds the torque meter (see

figure 5.1.12). All instruments were controlled and monitored via Labview virtual

instruments programs [167], which enabled us to access the capacitance bridge,

temperature controller (Oxford ITC503), stepper motor and the magnetic power

supply (Oxford IPS120) simultaneously.
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5.1. Cantilever torque magnetometer

b)a)

c)

Figure 5.1.12: Overview over main parts of the utilized setup to perform CTM measure-

ments. (a) Scheme of Oxford Spectromag cryostat. (figure taken from [199]) (b) Used

Andeen Hagerling AH2550A capacitance bridge and scheme of CTM. (figure adapted

from Andeen Hagerling Inc.) (c) AutoCAD drawing of all components of the developed

rotating sampleholder. (figure taken from [75])

Magnetic field

The superconducting magnet can be driven via the IPS magnet power supply be-

tween -7 T and 7 T with an accuracy of 1 mT. However due to the high sensitivity

of the torque setup and the importance of the accurate determination of C0 for a

exact calibration of the cantilever one has to consider the remanent field effects

which occur in superconducting magnets due to trapped flux lines. This remanent

field value can be accounted for by either performing cyclic magnetic field drives

around 0 T or by placing a teslameter inside the field. In any case both approaches

are not very practically to be performed prior to each measurement. Another way

is to utilize the sensitivity of the torque meter by itself to determine the remanent

field value after a field drive. In this setup the maximum remanent field value has

been determined to be 84 Gauss [167]. Other aspects of the field such as inhomo-

geneities at the sample position are negligible small and can be accounted for by

correcting the signal by the Faraday correction procedure outlined before. One

mayor drawback of the system is the high evaporation rate of the magnet. This

has been improved by installing copper shields to reduce the thermal radiation

entering through the large Mylar windows.
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Chapter 5. Magnetic torque for detection of spin control

Insert

The insert and its rotating stage were originally designed by F. El Hallak [167]

and improved with regard to temperature and noise control [149]. Hereby the

insert was build up with a thinner insert rod and fitted with heat shields to re-

duce the external heat load. Further we thermally decoupled the rotating rod that

connects the rotating stage with the stepper motor by implementing a insulating

Delrin piece in the middle. The sample head holds the rotating piston in place as

can be seen in figure see 5.1.12. The piston can be adjusted in height to perform

extended measurements such as torque detected ESR (section 7.2.1). Instead of

home-made coaxial cables we used commercially available low noise Axon coax-

ial cables (RGL196) with an outer diameter of 2.03 mm and a 50 Ω impedance.

The cables are non-magnetic and highly flexible even at low temperatures. At the

same time the cable design has been chosen with regard to screen audio noise due

to oscillations and vibrations. Finally a 0.1 ◦ precise stepper motor by Faulhaber

with a maximum continuous torque of 700 mNm has been implemented. The in-

sert design also ensures that the Cernox temperature sensor is situated close to

the sample position, with the sample between sensor and heater. This guarantees

a precise temperature control.

Temperature control

The temperature sensor has been calibrated between 1.3 K and 300 K in a four-

point probe DC-resistivity setup. Temperature sensor and heater are operated via

the Oxford IPS temperature controller. The cool-down is realized by decreasing

the pressure in the VTI using a rotary pump by Edwards to suck in liquid helium

from the reservoir of the magnet chamber through a capillary for which the flow

is controlled manually by a needle valve (see figure 5.1.12). Temperatures above

4.2 K can therefore be regulated easily by increasing or decreasing the flow through

the needle valve and stabilized using the implemented PID-method of the ITC to

control the heater output. To cool down below 4.2 K one needs to condensate liq-

uid helium inside the sample chamber to reach lower temperatures even below the

Lamdapoint of 2.17 K down to 1.7 K at which the super-fluid state of liquid helium

takes place. For this we open the needle valve fully at 4.2 K to let liquid helium

inside, by closing the needle valve almost completely the helium still streams into

the sample chamber but at a much lower rate and the rotary pump decrease the

pressure on top to reach 1.7 K. With the aid of the heater we can now tune the

temperature in this regime in a precise way. This procedure has certain effects on

the capacitively detected torque meter. One advantage is that once liquid helium

covers the torque meter and the temperature sensor perfect thermal coupling is
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ensured, diminishing the discrepancy between sensor and sample. On the other

hand liquid helium behaves as a normal liquid, producing bubbles around the sen-

sitive cantilever which therefore induces lots of noise in the measured signal, but

this behaviour stops once the liquid helium goes into the super-fluid state. Still to

measure the capacitance at temperature between 2.17 K and 4.2 K remains exper-

imentally challenging since one needs to condensate just enough helium in so that

the torque-meter is not immersed in it. However one can utilize temperature de-

pendent change in the dielectric constant at low temperature to check the validity

of the temperature sensor calibration.

5.2 Photon excited torque magnetometry

The cantilever setup mentioned before provides optical access, which is utilized to

measure the magnetization via torque magnetometry under external laser stimula-

tion. By combining the CTM-method with a laser setup for the first time we were

able to investigate photo induced effects on the relaxation dynamics of magnetic

nano-materials.

5.2.1 Basic principle

In order to investigate the magnetic torque of molecular magnets under irradiation

of light we use a new specialised experimental technique called Photon excited

Torque Magnetometry (PheToM) [77]. Here we advanced the above described

capacitative detected CTM with an optical setup. For this we utilize the four

uniaxial acetate windows of the Spectromagnet, which provide direct optical access

to the sample chamber. The design of the probe head enables us to focus the beam

of the used laser directly onto the sample using an optical collimation setup with

two collective lenses (f1 = 16 cm and f2 = 12 cm). To change the irradiation

intensity, different neutral density filters (Thor-labs 201 series) are placed in the

light path. With this the transmitted intensity can be varied between 0.01 % and

100 % of the original light source output power (see figure 5.2.1). In order to vary

the irradiation wavelength we have three different laser sources (a 1 mW, 633 nm

Melles Griot laser; a 15 mW, 532 nm QW diode laser; a 0-60 mW, 705 nm diode

laser) as well as a 150 W Xe arc lamp of Quantum Design which can be varied
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Figure 5.2.1: Sketch of the Photon excited torque magnetometry (PheToM) setup with

its fundamental components.

in wavelength using bandpass-filters between 200 nm and 2500 nm. In this ad-

vancement of the CTM setup it is convenient that the CuBe-Cantilever acts as

a reflecting and non-absorbing sample carrier with very good heat conducting

properties. Therefore we could exclude that the laser light affects the cantilever,

as it has been experimentally verified [77]. Still a central challenge for irradia-

tion dependent low temperature experiments that remains, is the quantification

of the light induced heating effect within the sample. In practice this means the

higher the laser intensity the more heat is induced in the sample which then has

a unknown higher temperature than the one shown at the temperature sensor.

To obtain the actual sample temperature one can measure the magnetic moment

of the sample at different temperatures with and without irradiation by using a

SQUID magnetometer or perform heat capacitance measurements off resonance.

Both approaches are valid but most of the time impractical since one needs to

know the temperature in the specific setup under usage. It is therefore convenient

to use the temperature dependent magnetization of the samples as an intrinsic

temperature sensor. This approach needs a more experimentally bound and sam-

ple specific treatment in order to quantify the heating effect, as it will be be shown

on the example of CoPhoMe and later on Fe3Cr.

5.2.2 Example of a single chain magnet

With this extended CTM-setup, we are able to monitor the magnetization be-

haviour of a magnetic sample under light irradiation. One of the first systems

investigated using this technique was the first ever discovered SCM CoPhoMe

[49]. Here we investigated the demagnetization dynamics under light irradiation
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for varying temperature and light intensities with different wavelengths. By these

measurements we were able to show that the dynamics of an Ising chain sys-

tem can be controlled using an external stimuli by locally altering the exchange

interaction. Thereby the experimental clean stochastic dynamic process were de-

scribed by Glauber dynamics and a so called Kick-off model (see figure 5.2.2), has

been implemented. [(Co(hfac)2(NIT-PhOMe)] CoPhoMe (see figure 5.2.3) con-

a) b)

Ti
m
e

Domain
Wall

Absorption

J
JexcJ J J J

Figure 5.2.2: Scheme of the (a) standard Glauber dynamics for which a domain wall is

created at an interaction (J) dependent energy cost and is then free to propagate along

the chain. (b) Kick-off mechanism for which the nucleation energy cost is reduced by a

photon absorption at a chain site due to a reduced Jexc value in the excited state. (figure

taken from [1])

tains CoII magnetic centres with an effective spin SCo = 1/2 and Landè factor

gCo ∼ 7, at low Temperatures. The magnetic centres are surrounded by hfac =

hexafluoroacetylacetonate molecules and connected via the organic radical NIT-

PhOMe = 2-(40-p-methoxyphenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-1-oxyl-3- oxide

(isotropic SR = 1/2 and gR = 2.0 centres). The unit cell contains three repeating

units and the chain crystallizes in a P31 space group. The chain winds along the

crystallographic c-axis in a hexagonal fashion [24]. Light irradiation of 633 nm

at the lower end of the UV/Vis spectra induces an excited triplet state changing

the coupling interaction between the NO radical and the CoII magnetic centres.

This leads to a temporal lowering of the interaction parameter J from 163.5 cm−1

to 126.0 cm−1 (details can be found in [77]). This should then reduce the energy

cost needed for initial nucleation at photon absorbing spin site and thus lead to

faster relaxation dynamics in the magnetization. To prove the model we placed a

CoPhoMe needle in the PheToM setup (see figure 5.2.3). The magnetization dy-

namics measurements were performed by fixing the sample with Apiezon vacuum
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a) b)

d)

c)

Figure 5.2.3: (a) CoPhoMe needle placed on CTM, (b) Unit cell structure of CoPhoMe,

(c) Illustration of photon absorption at a chain site, (d) UV/Vis spectra of CoPhoMe.

(figures adapted from [149, 77])

grease with its easy axis parallel to the cantilever. Subsequently the sample was

then cooled down below its blocking temperature of 4.3 K and positioned parallel

to the external magnetic field direction. After magnetically saturating the SCM

at 25 kOe we swept the field back to 5 kOe and rotated the cantilever by 90 degree,

where we measured the magnetization decay for varying temperature and light

intensities with different wavelengths, such as 633 nm and 532 nm. CoPhoMe only

shows slow relaxation for the magnetization along the easy axis (c-axis), while

the magnetization perpendicular to this axis (in ab-plane) behaves like a param-

agnet. The system thus shows an Arrhenius law behaviour like the one obtained

in zero field, even if an external transverse field of 5 kOe is applied during the

measurement. To show the validity of this approach, SQUID magnetization mea-

surements were performed using Quantum-Design MPMS-XL SQUID system at

different temperatures. As one can see in figure 5.2.4 both experimental methods

show the same results on the non-irradiated samples. While the non-irradiated

data can be fitted via a mono exponential decay the irradiated data fitting is not

satisfactorily using the same approach. Here one can find first indications that a

considerably fraction of the chains behave differently under illumination, leading

to a magnetization decay which consists of two different regiments. The irradiated

data therefore presents a bi-exponential decay while the non-irradiated one follows

a mono exponential decay. These measurements showed that under irradiation the

fraction of the sample which absorbed the photons, demagnetized much faster and
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a) b)

Figure 5.2.4: (a) Relaxation curves of the magnetization under continuous irradiation

for different temperatures (blue decays) and different intensities (red decays). (b) Linear

Arrhenius law plot acquired by CTM measurements with and without irradiations as

well as SQUID data for comparison. (figures taken from [77])

thereby following the new proposed Kick off model, an effect that has not been

observed in the non irradiated case (see figure 5.2.4). To account for the effect of

laser induced heating we used the magnetization of the sample itself as an internal

temperature sensor as heating would result in a parallel shift of the Arrhenius

plot. However the detected shift of the plot corresponded to a negligible heating

of 70 mK under full irradiation intensity. Of course all of this lies within a certain

experimental error but nevertheless no heating effect can alter the inclination of

the plot. However to exclude the possibility of other effects we performed the same

experimental procedure using 532 nm laser light (another much stronger absorp-

tion band in CoPhoMe see figure 5.2.3). The resulting Arrhenius plot shows (see

figure 5.2.5) that the green laser is solely heating the sample by roughly 0.25 K

by absorption, rather than changing the energy barrier for an initial spin flip as

proposed by the Kick-off mechanism. Hence using this technique we were able

to experimental verify a new model that explains how the broadly used Glauber

dynamics can be influenced using external stimuli. This so called Kick-off model

can be applied to other fields which use Glauber dynamics to describe network

effects in neuro-, social- or material science. We further showed a first example

on how one can utilize the magnetization characteristic of the SCM CoPhoMe as

an intrinsic temperature sensor, by observing the shift of the Arrhenius plots and

therefore quantify laser induced heating effects. This approach is crucial for later
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Figure 5.2.5: Linear Arrhenius law plot acquired by CTM with and without irradiation.

Two wavelengths were used to exclude other effects such as heating.

light induced measurements not only in magnetic torque but also in SQUID and

ESR measurements.

5.3 Membrane torque magnetometer

Although we mentioned the high precision and sensitivity of the capacitative de-

tected torque magnetometer, we kept pursuing the goal to reach higher sensitivity,

with a better signal to noise ratio in order to be able to also investigate weaker sig-

nals. One of the most sensitive but also experimentally most challenging approach

to increase the sensitivity is to combine magnetic torque with an interferometric

fibre optical detection method (see figure 5.3.1). The interferometric approach

has been already used in atomic force microscopy [200] to detect tiny deflections

of the measurement tip. This deflection in the surface scans are due to capil-

lary, Van-der-Waals, Coulomb or even quantum-mechanically originating forces

acting between the atoms in the tip and the individual atoms in the sample. This

method enables one to resolve the roughness of the sample surface down to the

sub-Angstrom level, which lies in the range of individual atoms. This approach

has already been applied to micro-mechanical cantilever systems to detect indi-

viduals spins of single electrons [166]. Marian Blankenhorn recently transferred

the interferometric deflection detection method to measure magnetic torque sig-

nals using a SiN-membrane as magnetic torque sensor (see figure 5.3.1) [75]. With
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a)

b) c)
Fibre end

Membrane

Figure 5.3.1: (a) Schematic setup of the fibre-optic interferometer adapted from Rugar

et al. [166]. (b) FEA simulation for a torque acting on a Silicon Nitride (SiN) membrane

due the movement of a cuboid sample. (c) Working principle scheme of the interfering

beams from the fibre end and the membrane surface. (figures taken from [75])

this method we are able to measure single crystals that are smaller by a volume

factor of 500 compared to those measured before using our capacitative detected

approach. Not only did we increase the sensitivity of our magnetic torque system

but also increased the acquisition speed by a factor of 50. This new optically

detected membrane torque meter will in the future replace the so far used capaci-

tative detected torque meter and will also be used for extended experiments such

as Photon excited Torque magnetometry or Torque detected ESR.

5.3.1 Experimental implementation

The low-stress silicon nitride (SiN) membranes are actually designed for the use

as vacuum windows in X-ray spectroscopy or as transparent sample holders. The

membranes implemented here are obtained from Norcada Incorporated. They are

extremely flat and robust considering their size. M. Blankenhorn used models with

a window size of 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm and 100 nm thickness, but these membranes are

also available in many sizes with a thickness down to 5 nm. In order to determine

which design and thickness is suitable as a force sensor we performed a finite ele-

ment analysis (FEA) and compared it to analytical calculations considering large

deflections of thin plates derived by Eaton et al. [201]. A detailed explanation and
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comparison can be found in the work of M. Blankenhorn [75]. His FEA analysis

showed the optimal sample position for a high center deflection of the membrane

as the result of an applied torque moment (see figure 5.3.1). Further he outlined

that the deflection sensitivity depends inversely proportional to the inner stress

of the membrane as well as to its thickness, while simultaneously being indepen-

dent of the membrane surface area. With these important results he used a four

point probe station to place and manipulate the small crystalline samples on the

membrane using tiny amounts of Apiezon crease (see figure 5.3.2). The prepared

membrane was then placed on a piezoelectric chip to adjust the membrane in an

optimal distance to the optical fibre of the interferometer. To be able to position

fibre and membrane in this optimal working distance of roughly 100µm to each

other M.Blankenhorn designed a new sample head as can be seen in figure 5.3.2.

The challenge hereby was that the experimentalist must have the option to fine

a) b)

Figure 5.3.2: (a) Developed probe head design with fundamental components (b)

CoPhoMe single crystal placed on a SiN Membrane. (figures taken from [75])

adjust the distance between membrane and fibre with a precision of 10 nm within

a rotatable sample stage at temperatures between 300 K to 1.8 K. In order to uti-

lize the high precision potential of an optical read out method a comprehensive

noise consideration had to be performed. Thereby noises from the stray light in-

terference, photo-diode, laser-diode as well as electrical and vibrational noise were

treated to reduce the noise level down to 2.5 mV which corresponds to a resolution

limit of the membrane reflection of 0.062 nm. The most sensitive position in an

interferometric setup is between the reversal extrema of the interference patterns.

This can be adjusted by using the piezo-electric chip even at low temperatures,

see figure 5.3.2. The setup itself is very temperature dependent above 15 K due

to shrinking of the brass components as it is carefully analysed in the work of

M. Blankenhorn [75]. However even at high temperatures measurements show the

wanted results can be extracted due to careful data treatment.
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5.3.2 Data treatment

To reproduce the deflection of the membrane from the measured photo-current we

use equation 5.3.1, for which the interferometer signal V gives us the deflection d

dependent on the used wavelength λ.

V = Vm − V0cos

(
4πd

λ

)
. (5.3.1)

This equation uses a constant signal amplitude V0 which is never perfectly achieved

due to variations in temperature. Therefore M. Blankenhorn developed an envelope

function tool that takes these amplitude variations into account when calculating

the deflection from the interferometer signal. The tool further considers the rever-

sal points of the interference signal as can be seen in figure 5.3.3 on the example

of the SMM Mn12Ac.

a) b)

d)c)

3K

3K

3K

9K

Figure 5.3.3: (a) Shows the measured photo diode current of a MTM measurement

on the SMM Mn12Ac at 3 K over a magnetic field sweep. (b) Calculated membrane

deflection using 5.3.1. (c) By dividing by the magnetic field B we gain a qualitative

magnetic moment representation. We can now clearly observe the quantum tunnelling

steps that are typical for SMM’s (see section 3.5). (d) Same curve measured at 9 K above

the blocking temperature so that no hysteresis effects could be measured. The curves do

not match perfectly due to remanent field effects of the superconducting coils. (figures

taken from [75])
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Different samples have been used to test the setup such as SMM’s, SCM’s and

topological insulators. The sample structures, dimensions and characteristic mea-

surements can be found in the work of M. Blankenhorn [75]. All these measure-

ments confirm the functionality of the MTM and how it proved results on even

the smallest samples.

5.3.3 Sensitivity of membrane torque magnetometer

To quantify the sensitivity of the MTM it has been directly compared to a com-

mercial available MPMS XL SQUID of Quantum Design and the previous CTM

setup. Figure 5.3.4 shows on the example of the SCM CoPhoMe, how the signal

to noise ratio is improved by a factor of 150 compared to the SQUID, thereby the

exact same sample has been measured in both setups. A similar comparison has

a) b)

Figure 5.3.4: (a) Hysteresis curve of a CoPhoMe sample at 3 K using a MPMS XL

SQUID. The hysteresis gap is barley present and no SCM steps can be observed. (b)

Hysteresis curve of the same sample at 3 K using the MTM setup in a low angle of 7

degree. Even in this low torque regime the signal is improved compared to the SQUID

measurement. Due to the improved signal to noise ratio the SCM steps are visible.

(figures taken from [75])

been conducted between MTM and CTM, resulting in an improvement of a factor

of 100. However this does not reflect the ultimate sensitivity of the setup and

is only a relative comparison. Another astonishing advantage of the MTM is its

extreme acquisition speed. While a 180 degree angular dependent measurement

in the SQUID takes 225 min and in the CTM 55 min in takes only 1.5 min using

the MTM. This is because the MTM does not require any averaging measurement

technique to achieve its high resolution. This implies that the sensitivity can be

further improved by applying averaging or lock-in techniques. Further improve-

ments such as choosing thinner membranes or, applying higher fields can lead to

a even higher sensitivity which could enable the detection of monolayer coverages

of SMM such as Fe4 monolayers produced recently by Erler et. al [202]. Of course
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there are more sensitive magnetometry approaches as stated in the beginning of

this chapter, but the MTM developed by M. Blankenhorn provides a cheaper, eas-

ier to handle and more adaptable way on measuring a wide range of crystal sizes

and morphologies. Further the setup can easily be extended to light and microwave

irradiation by using a second irradiation fibre and ring-piezo see section 9.1.

Concluding remarks:

In the past years magnetometers have made a giant leap forward to achieve high

sensitivity by developing nano-SQUID’s or nano-torque magnetometers. The mag-

netic torque of magnetically anisotropic samples holds a manifold of information

on their structure. It offers the possibilities to directly observe saturation, breaking

field, slow relaxation, quantum tunnelling and even de Haas-van Alphen oscilla-

tion as well as changes between different magnetic phases. The instrument mainly

used in this thesis is a capacitative detected cantilever torque magnetometer de-

veloped by F. El Hallak. Over the past years it has been extended and improved

with respect to external stimuli and fine tunable control especially with regard

to light. Within the thesis of M. Blankenhorn a worldwide unique magnetometer

has been developed. The magnetometer is hereby based on a thin SiN-membrane

and is read out via an fibre optic interferometer setup. It distinctly overcomes

the commercially available standard SQUID and the CTM setup in sensitivity and

acquisition speed while preserving the needed adaptability needed to investigate

photo induced magnetization effects in nano-magnets. With such a setup we are

able to measure photo-induced effects on samples down to monolayer coverages.
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6 SQUID magnetometry

Despite the focus on torque measurements the superconducting quantum interfer-

ence device (SQUID) magnetometer is inevitable to investigate magnetic samples.

The advantage of these magnetic induction based magnetometers is that they de-

termine the magnetic moment directly and that they can also measure isotropic

samples. The development of such magnetometers has come a long way developing

nano-SQUID’s which are able to detect single electron spins [165]. Although their

high sensitivity these kind of magnetometers are limited by their highest opera-

tion temperature and critical magnetic field of the used superconducting material.

The commercially available SQUID we used within this thesis does not have such

limitations but shows drawbacks in sensitivity compared to our previously intro-

duced torque methods. However SQUID’s are the standard and provide a great

tool for characterizing magnetic samples beyond the scope of some torque magne-

tometers. Here we want to introduce the fundamental and working principles of

SQUID magnetometry. Further we will discuss the different measurement options

such as dynamic and static measurement techniques as well as angle dependent

measurements. The interested reader be referred to the references within the para-

graphs as they provide not only the template for this chapter but also offer a much

deeper comprehensive overview offer these techniques which can not be covered

completely within the scope of this thesis. As we are interested in the magnetic

changes under the influence of external stimuli such as light, we will also discuss

our extensions regarding such experiments and present measurements on a newly

synthesized valence tautomer to test the setup performance.

6.1 Working principle

SQUID-magnetometers detect the magnetic moment by measuring electromagnetic

induction currents which occur when the magnetized sample is moved through a

induction pick up coil. This is based on Faraday’s law where the change in the

magnetic flux caused by a magnetic sample triggers a current to flow in a closed

circuit. The change in flux can be generated by the magnet itself and by the mag-

netic moment of the sample. The magnet contribution is usually cancelled out by

the use of so called first- and second-order gradiometers as pick up coils (see figure
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6.1.1). The resulting current is usually not directly measured, but the pick up coil

are inductively coupled to a SQUID sensor. This sensor represents the heart of

these magnetometers and consists of a superconducting ring which is interrupted

by one or more non-superconducting barriers also known as Josephson junctions.

A magnetic flux in such an superconducting ring is trapped and cannot be changed

in a continuous matter as it is quantized. The measured current inductively cou-

ples an additional magnetic flux into the SQUID loop creating screening currents.

The DC-SQUID is based on the DC Josephson effect, where the input current is

split in two branches leading to quantum interference between the two Josephson

junctions. This interference pattern which is very sensitive to any current change

leads then to an output voltage that is directly connected to the change in the mag-

netic flux. Superconducting rings with only one junction are called rf-SQUID’s.

Here a radio frequency is used to excite the circuit. Any change in the magnetic

flux leads to a change in the resonance frequency and the oscillating voltage am-

plitude is periodic with the magnetic flux [203]. Rf-SQUID’s are more sensitive

and are easier to manufacture which is why there are more common. In principle

SQUID’s are very sensitive flux-voltage transducers [36], with a voltage signal fol-

lowing the periodicity of the applied flux. SQUID’s require low temperatures as

Figure 6.1.1: Working principle of a SQUID. Here a magnetic sample is moved through

a second order gradiometer and induces a current into the circuit. The induction current

is compensated by a feedback current which corresponds then to the magnetic moment

of the sample. (figure taken from the work of M. Slota [168])

their sensors need to be superconducting to reach the high sensitivity additionally

several technical designs have been employed such as a switch-heater that destroys

the superconducting state briefly to remove trapped currents but also magnetic
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shielding or fast feedback loops are implemented making the modern SQUID a

useful tool in multidisciplinary research fields. A full comprehensive overview over

these types of magnetometer can be found in the books of J. Clarke and A. I.

Braginski [203, 204].

6.2 Static and dynamic measurements

The SQUID magnetometer used in our measurements is a MPMS-XL7 system of

Quantum Design. It performs with an accuracy of 10−8 emu and measurements

can be run completely automatized. The system is based on a rf-SQUID sensor

and the schematic principle is illustrated in figure 6.1.1. The complete rf-SQUID

(AC-SQUID) circuit as well as the 7 T superconducting magnet is kept at liquid

helium temperatures. The magnetic field can be controlled with a precision of

0.2 G up to field of 0.6 T above that with a precision of 2 G. The helium reser-

voir is also used to control the temperature in the sample chamber between 1.8 K

and 400 K by using a direct helium flow. To reduce additional noise, the SQUID

is magnetically shielded and a quench mechanism reduces remanent field effects

within the coils. The here introduced measurement system gives us two major

measurement options. For one we can measure the equilibrium value of the sam-

ple magnetization M by performing DC measurements at a constant magnetic

field H resulting in a typical M(H)-measurement curve. The other option is to

apply an additional AC magnetic field superimposed to the DC field causing a

time-dependent change of the samples magnetic moment. These measurements

are performed without moving the sample and can usually only be performed in

a narrow frequency range of the AC magnetic field. In the case of the MPMS-

XL7 between 0 Hz and 1500 Hz. At low frequencies the AC curve is similar to the

DC magnetization curve and the additionally induced AC moment on the sample

is small and given by χ = dM/dH ·HACsin(ωt). Therefore AC magnetometry

gives us the susceptibility χ = dM/dH which is very sensitive to changes in the

slope of the M(H) curve rather than the absolute value. At higher frequencies

the AC magnetic moment can not follow due to slower dynamic effects within the

sample and lacks behind the driving field resulting in a phase shift ϕ. There-

fore the susceptibility is described by a real χ’ (in phase) which represents the

slope of the M(H) curve and a imaginary χ” (out-of-phase) component describing

the dissipative process in the sample (see figure 6.2.1). How these components

behave for different types of samples can be found in a nice introductory sum-

mary by D. Martien of Quantum Design from which this paragraph is adapted

from [205]. When considering molecular nano-magnetism AC susceptibility has
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played an important role as the unusual behaviour of χ” in zero static field for the

archetypical SMM Mn12Ac can be considered as the starting point of this whole

research branch [71]. A common way to represent AC susceptibility data is the

Cole-Cole plot also known as Argand plot, where χ” is plotted versus χ’ leading

to a semicircle with its centre on the x-axis (see figure 6.2.1). The circle flatness

characterized by α is thereby proportional to the distribution in relaxation time

and signal strength. If a sample has components with different magnetization

behaviours additional semicircles can be observed. In illumination experiments,

where two species of irradiated and non-irradiated sample exist, two merged semi-

circles could give evidence two underlying photo-magnetic effects. Of course AC

a) b)

Figure 6.2.1: (a) Depicted frequency dependence of real and imaginary part of the

magnetic susceptibility in a semi-log scale. χT and χS stand here for the isothermal and

adiabatic limit of the susceptibility. (b) Argand plot (or Cole-Cole for dielectrics) where

the imaginary component is plotted over the real part of the susceptibility at a given

temperature. The more flat the circle is the broader is the distribution in relaxation

time. (figure taken from [36])

susceptibility magnetometry holds much more information and a comprehensive

overview towards static and dynamic susceptibility measurements in relation to

molecular magnetism can be found in the book of D. Gatteschi [36]. It also dis-

cusses other time dependent measurements as described by the Arrhenius law or

thermal irreversibility and thermo-remanent magnetization measurements such as

zero-field and field cooling magnetization measurements. Overall the SQUID offers

a multitude on informations on the magnetic moment behaviour of a broad vari-

ety of samples in regard to magnetic field, temperature and time. But Quantum

design offers more options which we will discuss in the next sections.
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6.3. Rotational measurements

6.3 Rotational measurements

To learn more about the molecular magnetic anisotropy we need to determine the

magnetic principal axes in relation to the molecular structure. Here angle depen-

dent measurements can be very helpful as already proven in the previous chapter

introducing torque magnetometry. The complete magnetic behaviour of a system

in a magnetic field is described by the magnetic susceptibility tensor. It can be

shown that this tensor is a symmetric 3 × 3 second rank tensor which depends

on the selection of the Cartesian system [38]. This means that we can measure

the magnetic response of a system in an arbitrary easily accessible experimen-

tal framework and project the determined susceptibility tensor by application of

transformation matrices onto the underlying crystal structure. In the MPMS-XL7

this is realized by the use of a specialized horizontal rotator which can rotate a

sample perpendicular to the magnetic field (see figure 6.3.1). As this rotating

stage comes along with an additional diamagnetic background one is restricted

to lower fields which ultimately reduces the sensitivity down to 10−3 emu [168].

Most samples require angle dependent magnetization measurements along three

mutual orthogonal axes in order to reveal their full susceptibility tensor. As the

rotating insert can only rotate along one axes, one needs to carefully turn the sam-

ple prior to each measurement to gain access to all three directions. For this we

developed a CuBe L-shaped sample plate which holds the sample and can easily

be tipped in all three orthogonal direction by simultaneously keeping the sample

centred (see figure 6.3.1). For our measurements we choose a distinguished edge of

the crystal for alignment and define an experimental coordinate system. By using

prior X-Ray diffraction measurements we can match the determined crystal faces

to the alignment edge and determine the susceptibility tensor to the molecular

structure [168]. Similar qualitative results can be obtained by using three dimen-

sional torque magnetometry in combination with a smaller L-shape sample plate.

A technique which is not restricted to low fields and therefore yields higher sensi-

tivity. However as the SQUID results were always sufficient in this regard this new

developed technique has not been pursued any further. Overall angle-dependent

measurements are easier to realize by the application of a vector magnet. Here

one turns the magnetic field vector rather than the sample. Still such a system is

usually expensive and has not been available to us. During our research we uti-

lized angle-dependent magnetization to determine the angle-dependent behaviour

of different samples such as the SIM Dy(dbm)3phen, the SCM CoPhoMe and the

SMM Mn12Ac in order to compare them with the results of our angle dependent

magnetic torque measurement techniques. The advantages of the torque tech-

niques in acquisition speed and sensitivity have been outlined in section 5.3.3. A
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Figure 6.3.1: (a) Sketch of the horizontal rotator of Quantum Design. (b) to obtain the

full susceptibility tensor one has to measure in three mutual orthogonal axes. To realize

a precise orientation we use an L-shaped sample holder, which can be tipped in all three

directions. (c) Visualization of the susceptibitly in all three dimensions as calculated by

transformation matrices from the fittings. (d) Actual 3D rotation measurement results

for the SIM Dy(dbm)3phen for all three rotational axes. (figures taken from the work of

M. Slota [168])
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direct comparison between the curves can be found in the work of M. Blankenhorn

[75]. There he shows not only the superior sensitivity of his torque method but

also its increase in acquisition speed from 225 min down to 1.5 min compared to

the SQUID. With this much more precise rotational measurements are possible

even for small magnetic moments in the 10−11 A/m2 regime. However the SQUID

still represents an important measurement tool as it provides a direct measure of

the magnetic moment and helps us to quantify our torque measurements. It also

offers additional extensions with regard to optical excitation of the samples as we

will outline in the next section.

6.4 Measurements under irradiation

In contrast to the Spectromagnet used in the magnetic torque measurements

SQUID’s usually do not feature direct optical access to the sample chamber. This is

commonly compensated by the use of a fibre optical system which guides the light

onto the sample. Quantum Design therefore offers a specialized insert with a mul-

timode fibre together with a Xe-arc lamp which in combination with narrow band

pass and neutral density filters offers sufficient control over intensity and wave-

length (0-150 W, 200-2500 nm and 10 nm bandwidth). For narrower bandwidths

and higher intensities we can also combine diode lasers and single mode fibres to

illuminate the sample. Such techniques can be found in a multitude of publication

with one particular flaw concerning the quantification of the heating induced by

the light intensity. Especially when interested in using light as an external control

parameter the decoupling of the intrinsic excitation effects from the crude heating

effect is crucial in our opinion. We therefore developed a home-made collimation

setup which can work at Helium temperatures within the restricted space of the

SQUID sample chamber (see figure 6.4.1). In combination with a prior performed

calibration using a radiometer, this setup allows to collimate the escaping light

of the fibre-end onto a specially prepared sample. This allows us to quantify the

light power that reaches the sample and helps to perform real intensity depen-

dent measurements. Similar experiments use scotch tape [206] or commercially

available glass-crucible offered by Quantum Design as sample holders. Although

these methods allow a high percentage of the sample to be irradiated they come

along with high losses due to light dispersion which prevents knowing on how

much light ultimately reaches the sample. When looking at small light induced

photo-magnetization effects this is of importance as it provides the possibility to

distinguish irradiation from heating effects. To test our system for its suitabil-

ity regarding this challenge we chose to perform measurements on a new valence
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Figure 6.4.1: Sketch of the developed low temperature fibre optical irradiation setup

for the use in restricted spaces such as in SQUID‘s. The setup enables quantitative

irradiation dependent magnetization measurements at low temperatures and quantifies

heat effects with high accuracy. This setup as well as the figure have been developed

together with M. Slota [99].

tautomer (VT) [Co(µ-bpym)(3,5-dbbq)2] [99] (see figure 6.4.2) similar to the ones

reported in previous literature [130]. Details on the synthesis and on the following

outlined measurements can be found in the publication of M. Slota [99]. The com-

pound is a photo switchable VT complex of the Co-catcholate/semiquinone family

as already introduced in section 4.2.1. The photo-switchable process is outlined in

figure 6.4.2 and based on a light induced electron transfer which involves a transi-

tion of the cobalt metal center from a low-spin (S = 1/2) to a high-spin (S = 3/2)

state. In order to measure the effect and disentangle unavoidable heating effects

we optimized the sample preparation and measurement procedures with high pre-

cision based on the afore mentioned newly developed irradiation setup. When

performing irradiation measurements one would like to ideally illuminate as much

sample as possible, therefore it is important to create a large surface to volume

ratio. Further it is important to create a geometrically well defined sample in

order to be able to subtract the diamagnetic contribution efficiently. Here three

approaches have been followed. First solving the sample and drying it out on a

thin non-magnetic quartz glass substrate, which lead to problems as the complexes

deteriorated and their valence tautomeric properties were suppressed. Secondly we

created a sandwich pellet sample for which a thin powder of the sample was pressed

in between very thin layers of Eicosan (C20H42) to make it easier to handle. The
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Figure 6.4.2: Valence tautomeric process for the two forms of [Co(µ-bpym)(3,5-dbbq)2]

with Co2(CO)8, 2,2’-bipyrimidine (=bpym) and 3,5-di-tbutyl-1,2-benzoquinone (=3,5-

dbbq). (figure taken from [99])

thin layers were almost transparent and a high surface to volume ratio could be

achieved within a well defined geometry. However as we have mentioned before

many valence tautomeric complexes are sensitive to pressure as their changes in

the magnetic properties go along with severe structural changes [100]. By apply-

ing pressure these properties can be suppressed as it has been the case for this

particular compound. The greatest conversion efficiency has been achieved by us-

ing a low amount of powder sample in a gelatin capsule as it has been done in

previous literature [207]. In the next step we performed a very precise intensity

calibration of our 532 nm diode laser combined with our fibre optical setup. With

this knowledge we were able to illuminate the sample with exact known intensi-

ties. To extract the effects of heating we determined the relaxation behaviour of

the samples magnetic moment at different intensities and estimated the heating

during irradiation to ∆T = 2.45K. However despite the great results shown in

figure 6.4.3, on a powder sample of this compound, we want to stress that pellets

offer a better way to quantitatively investigate the effect of laser power due to

their geometry. Considering Beer-Lambert law and a Gaussian beam profile we

know that the excitation fraction behaves non-linearly with the laser power. Such

saturation effects can be utilized to determine the heating effects. Single crys-

talline samples hold the challenge of reflections on the sample surface. To achieve

considerable effects on such samples, higher intensities are needed as well as a sam-

ple intrinsic temperature dependent property to estimate resulting heating effects.

Chapter 8 will show a combination of DC and AC susceptibility data to determine

laser induced heating effect quantitatively within the SQUID using a pellet sample.
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Figure 6.4.3: Temperature dependent magnetization measurement of a powder sample

of [Co(µ-bpym)(3,5-dbbq)2] with an applied magnetic field of 5000 Oe. The sample has

been irradiated for 24 hours at 5 K with 5.4 mW irradiation power of 532 nm wavelength.

(a) Shows the distinct increase of about 20 percent due to the formation of the HS

species at lower temperatures. (b) Displays the magnetization dynamics over time and

the according exponential fit from which the Arrhenius law parameters can be extracted.

(figures taken from [99])

Concluding remarks:

The modern SQUID is a well developed applicable tool and commercially available.

It can always be seen as the standard in magnetometry. It offers a multitude of

measurement option for which the skilled experimentalist can perform field, tem-

perature, time and angle dependent measurements. All of which give important

information on the magnetic characteristics of the sample. Its only drawbacks lie

in its ultimate sensitivity and accessibility. For the purpose of performing quan-

titative irradiation measurements we developed a low temperature fibre optical

collimation setup which we can use together with DC and AC susceptibility mea-

surements to disentangle the laser heating effects from the possible photo magnetic

effects we want to observe. We further use a broad range of sophisticated sample

preparation procedures to enhance such effects by increasing the surface to volume

ratio of the sample. Other ways to gain such informations are for example given

by the use of vibrating sample magnetization or heat capacitance methods. Still

both methods offer almost no direct access to sample as in VSM the sample is

moving and in heat capacitance methods heater and sensor cover almost all of

the sample to ensure thermal contact. Another way to test our results obtained

by CTM and SQUID is given by electron spin resonance (ESR) techniques. ESR

offers a very precise way to investigate the g-factor behaviour of samples which

is directly connected to the magnetic moment. We therefore equipped available

ESR spectrometers as well as a new method called torque detected ESR with our

irradiation setup to investigate our samples further.
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7 Torque detected electron spin

resonance

As stated in the last chapter, electron spin resonance (ESR) approaches have been

proved to be an important tool for investigating magnetic materials. Since the first

ESR measurement has been performed by Y. Zavoisky in 1945 [208], a plethora of

techniques have been developed. In this chapter we will only introduce the basic

principles of the different ESR methods and solely discuss methods employed in

this thesis in more detail. We further introduce a fibre optic approach to perform

quantitative irradiation experiments in conventional ESR spectrometers. At the

core of this chapter stands the rather new technique Torque Detected Electron Spin

Resonance (TDESR), which has been developed by F. El Hallak in 2010 [209].

This chapter uses his work as a guideline and is mainly adapted from it [209].

The advantage of his method lies not only in its broadband approach but also in

its adaptivity to experimental needs and extensions such as measurements under

irradiation with visible light. Therefore we combine TDESR and PheToM in a

worldwide unique combination to investigate photo effects on magnetic anisotropic

samples.

7.1 Fundamentals

The during the second world war developed radar technology made radio frequency

sources for the first time broadly available. With these I. Rabi, E. M. Purcell and

F. Bloch were able to perform spin transition experiments on different nuclei and

observe a nuclear magnetic resonance signal. At the same time an analogue effect

involving the spin of unpaired electrons has been discovered by the soviet scientist

Y. Zavoisky. Under different circumstances it would have been him instead of

Bloch and Purcell to receive the 1952 Nobel Price for it [208]. Although ESR is

limited to paramagnetic species it holds a multitude on informations about the

surrounding environment as the g-value and the hyperfine interaction is affected

by spin-orbit coupling. The different effects of microwave absorption can now

be detected generally in three ways. Either by observing a change in the quality

factor of the signal [210], measuring the transmitted intensity [211] or by detecting
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changes in the magnetic moment [212]. Depending on how fast the excitation and

detection approach is, one can perform equilibrium or dynamic measurements, also

known as continuous wave (CW) and pulsed electron spin resonance techniques.

In CW ESR spectra a sample is put in a constant microwave irradiation field and

the magnetic field is swept until the resonance condition is fulfilled. In pulse or

Fourier transform (FT) ESR a spectrum is recorded by applying a short intensive

microwave pulse with a certain bandwidth of frequencies at a constant magnetic

field. The resulting signal also known as “echo“ coming from the sample is then

Fourier transformed and gives an ESR spectra in the frequency domain. Inspired

from the already established Fourier transform techniques in NMR, R. J. Blume

reported the first electron spin echo in 1958 [213]. Over the years a huge variety

of different ESR techniques has been developed and comprehensive overviews can

be found the books of J. A. Weil and J. R. Bolton, G. R. Eaton and S. S. Eaton

as well as A. Schweiger and G. Jeschke [214, 215, 216].

7.1.1 Electron spin resonance

As already stated, ESR is similar to NMR, but instead of measuring a nuclear

transition using frequencies in the MHz regime, ESR detects transitions of unpaired

electrons in an applied magnetic field using radiation in the GHz regime. The

underlying concept of ESR is that any unpaired electron has a spin S giving it a

magnetic moment µ shown in equation 7.1.1.

−→µ = −gµB
~
−→
S . (7.1.1)

Here g stands for the g-factor and µB for the Bohr magneton. By applying a

magnetic field Hext the moments of the electrons precess either parallel or anti-

parallel about it at the Larmor frequency ωL.

ωL = −γB0 . (7.1.2)

The Larmor frequency is determined by the gyromagnetic ratio γ and the applied

external magnetic field B0. Parallel and anti-parallel state are different in energy

as a lifting of energy degeneracy is caused by the Zeeman effect and the resulting

discrete energy states for an unpaired electron with the spin quantum numbers

mS = ±1/2 is given by the most fundamental equation of ESR.

E = ±1

2
gµBHext . (7.1.3)

Theses two states are separated in energy by the Zeeman splitting ∆E = gµBHext

and when considering a large number of electron spins, there will be a surplus
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in the parallel state according to the Boltzmann distribution leading to a net

magnetization parallel to the field (see figure 7.1.1). According to Plancks law with

Energy

S = 1/2

MS = -1/2

MS = +1/2

Amplitude

S, 3.0 GHz
L, 1.1 GHz

Q, 34 GHz W, 94 GHz

X, 9.5 GHz
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a) b)

Figure 7.1.1: Zeeman splitting of a S = 1/2 system and resonance condition. (a) Linear

energy splitting with the magnetic field. Vertical lines indicate microwave frequencies

of commonly available ESR spectrometers. (b) Derivative absorption signal as it is

obtained by an ESR experiment with the indicated resonance field.

∆E = ~ω being the frequency of the photons and the magnetic dipole selection

rules (∆S = 0 and ∆MS = 0,±1) we can now drive the unpaired electron between

these two states by applying electromagnetic radiation at the Larmor frequency

ω0 and its magnetic field component H1 perpendicular to Hext. We can fulfil this

resonance condition in two alternative ways by either keeping Hext constant and

scan the frequency of the used electromagnetic radiation (as done in FDMRS; IR

or other spectroscopic methods) or we could keep the electromagnetic frequency

constant and scan Hext (as done in typical ESR experiments). In any case we will

observe an absorption if the above described resonance condition is satisfied. As a

free electron has a constant gyromagnetic ratio of γ/2π = -2.8 MHz/Gauss it owns

a Larmor or resonance frequency of 9.75 GHz at a field of 3480 Gauss, a frequency

at which the so called X-Band ESR spectrometers operate.

7.1.2 Continuous wave and pulse ESR basics

In conventional ESR spectroscopy the frequency is kept constant and the mag-

netic field is scanned through. This type of ESR measurement is called continuous

wave (CW) ESR with historically defined frequency bands in the microwave regime

(see figure 7.1.1). The used equipment for these bands is optimized for their spe-

cific frequencies, such as the needed external applied magnetic field to induces

the needed Zeeman splitting. Therefore measured compounds are best defined

by their g-factor independently from the used frequency and the responding reso-

nance field. Figure 7.1.1 shows the different bands and resonance fields for a free
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electron g-value of approximately 2.002319. Higher fields mean greater splitting

and therefore a better resolution of different states that are close in energy as for

example for the hyperfine splitting. This splitting originates from the high sensi-

tivity of the electron to the local magnetic fields of its surroundings such as the

one of the nuclei. This interaction between electron and nuclei is called hyperfine

interaction and leads to an additional splitting of the energy level of the electrons.

For example with an increasing number of spin 1/2 nuclei (N) the number of sig-

nal increases exponentially (2N) (for identical splitting 2N + 1). The different

intensities of each signal can be described by Pascals triangle. As the number of

nuclei increase with greater and smaller influence, the different signals start to

overlap. This inhomogeneous broadening is usually limiting our ESR resolution

at one point. One way to recover this information is by performing ENDOR (see

next section) or NMR experiments. Anyway the use of NMR fails when looking at

the second signal broadening mechanism, the homogeneous broadening, for which

the ESR signal is the result of an overlap of signals with the same spectra posi-

tion and for which the linewidth is determined by the relaxation times given them

their natural linewidth. Both broadening mechanism can be distinguished by their

Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes. Therefore signals that seem to be one broad

absorption peak at low field might become resolved at higher fields. Next to posi-

tion and shape the signal intensity holds the concentration of ESR active species

within the sample. Although care is needed as the signal intensity also grows with

the square root of the used microwave power. At too high powers the sample

can get saturated and the signal disappears and broadens. To validate the right

power regime one can check if the signal intensity also diminishes by the square

root of power when power is decreased. Although the multitude of informations

offered by the mentioned methods, even more insight into the structure and dy-

namics can be obtained by using a combination of the high sensitivity of ESR and

nuclear selectivity of NMR. These kind of experiments are called electron nuclear

double resonance (ENDOR) and are performed by monitoring the ESR signal in-

tensity while sweeping a radio frequency signal to excite NMR transitions. The

observed change in the ESR signal intensity provides the ENDOR signal. With

this, one has now also access to the nuclear Zeeman interaction and the electric

quadrupolar interaction of the nucleus. Of course all the transitions succumb the

common selection rules for nuclear and electron transitions. As already mentioned

the multitude of different nuclei influencing the observed electron transition leads

to signal broadening. However ENDOR methods provide superior informations on

the hyperfine coupling than sole ESR. This success has lead to the further imple-

mentation of NMR methods into ESR such as Fourier transform experiments also

known as Pulsed ESR methods.
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Pulse ESR

As pulse ESR is still an under appreciated experimental tool in molecular based

magnetism we want to explain the basic concept as it holds great opportunities

for future research especially with regard to the field of spintronics. While in CW-

ESR microwave irradiation of constant frequency is applied to the sample and the

field is swept until the resonance condition is fulfilled, pulsed ESR goes a different

way as it starts right at the resonance condition. Here we apply a static external

magnetic field B0 close to the CW-resonance field. The electron spin is then forced

to precess around B0 at the Larmor frequency. If we now apply microwave irra-

diation with its magnetic component B1 perpendicular to B0. The electron spin

now additionally is forced to follow another precession around B1 with a frequency

also known as Rabi-frequency. As B1 is perpendicular to B0 it rotates the electron

spin between the parallel and anti-parallel states leading to the so called Rabi Os-

cillations. So far there is no real difference to CW-ESR but if we now use a short,

intense and directed microwave pulse we can turn the tip of the electron spin by a

defined angle. The so called tipping angle is defined by the pulse duration and the

tipping direction by the axes from which the pulse is applied in (see figure 7.1.2).

In this way we can turn the electron spin perpendicular to the field by applying a

short intense pulse of certain length. As the electron still precesses at the Larmor

frequency it generates currents and voltages in the static applied magnetic field

B0. This generated decaying oscillating microwave is therefore known as the Free

Induction Decay (FID) signal. It is called decay because the signal decays quickly

after the pulse due to different relaxation mechanisms. Once the electron spin

is again aligned with B0 no microwave signal of the sample can be detected. As

all the different ESR specimen relax in a different way it will influence the decay

function of our FID signal. By Fourier transforming this transverse magnetization

signal within the limits of linear response theory we can encode the ESR spectrum

in the frequency domain. To understand the FID signal we have to take a look at

the influence of the different environments on our ESR specimen and how these

effect our spin relaxation. Since our spins interact with their surroundings, their

transverse magnetization decays away and leads to a return of the magnetization

vector towards the original alignment with B0. The process is characterized by

two constants the spin lattice relaxation time which describes the time needed to

realign with B0 and the transverse relaxation time that reflects how quickly the

transverse magnetization disappears. While the spin lattice relaxation time T1

corresponds to the time at which the system recovers to thermal equilibrium, the

case is more complicated with the transverse relaxation time. Here the homo-

geneous and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms play a role. Inhomogeneous
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Figure 7.1.2: Pulsed ESR Hahn-Echo experiment. (a) The traditional Hahn-Echo se-

quence starts with a π/2 pulse tipping the magnetization into the xy plane were it evolves

freely for the time τ . Then a π pulse is applied that inverts the magnetization (by 180

degrees) so that the before dispersing spins are now running back together. When the

involved spins converge after the same time τ a signal, “echo“ is created. (b) Upon

increasing the delay time τ , the retrieved echo signal decreases exponentially due to the

decoherence effect from the spin interactions with the environment. The coherence time

is described by the time constant T2. (figure adapted from [217])
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broadening results from different local magnetic field each spin experiences, which

may arise from unresolved hyperfine structures leading to an overlap resulting in

a Gaussian line shape. The different fields create a large number of spin packets

with different rotating frequencies, therefore many components cancel each other

out due to fanning out processes. The resulting decay curve of the fanning out

process is in general not exponential and the characteristic time constant for these

processes is T ∗2 . The individual line of each spin packet is homogeneously broad-

ened. The spins experience the same local magnetic field but due to spin flip flops

and molecular motion the fanning out process is faster for some spins. This results

typically in a Lorentzian line shape. The time for these type of decay processes

is called T2 or spin-spin relaxation time. With this knowledge we can now use

Fourier transform properties and convolution theorems to dissect our FID signals

in the different contributing frequencies of the different spin packets. A standard

pulse experiment is performed by bringing the sample into resonance and use a

short (<20 ns) and intense (>100 W) microwave pulse to turn the magnetization

into the transverse plane. After a certain dead time to protect the electronics

the systems detects the FID signal of the sample (the microwaves generated with

different frequencies at each site). After Fourier transforming the FID we obtain

the complete frequency spectrum of the sample. Although the FID signal decays

away very quickly it can be recovered with a second pulse creating a signal echo,

overcoming the disadvantage of the instrumental dead time. By using for example

a second pulse that flips the magnetization the signal will not continue to fan out

but rather refocus again. The most basic example of this is given by the famous

Hahn echo sequence, see figure 7.1.2. Over the years multiple echo sequences and

standard techniques have been developed to extract the exact values of T1, T ∗2
and T2 or to “clean“ certain signals to recover dynamic processes on different time

scales. The most famous and commonly used echo experiments are electron spin

echo envelope modulation (ESEEM), pulsed ENDOR, electron-electron resonance

(DEER) and pulsed electron-electron double resonance (PELDOR) to just name a

view. Pulse ESR practice is very complex and to thorough understand the details

of these techniques the interested reader be referred to the book of A. Schweiger

and G. Jeschke [216].

7.1.3 High frequency electron spin resonance

Although CW and Pulsed ESR offer high resolution and sensitivity there are usu-

ally limited to certain discrete frequencies, as the common spectrometers are usu-

ally based on microwave cavities and resonators. Another drawback is that above

90 Ghz the cavity dimensions become so small, that it is almost impossible to be
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implemented [167]. Still higher frequencies and broader frequency bands would

offer substantial advantages over conventional ESR methods such as increased

resolution, increased sensitivity, investigations on ESR silent species and deter-

mination of the sign of the zero field splitting anisotropy [218]. Especially with

regard to the study of molecular nanomagnets such techniques offer today immense

advantages as one can access energies which resolve the high zero field splitting of

the high S multiplets. Still in order to access such high frequencies in a broad way

many experimental difficulties had to be overcome. The basic challenges are the

choosing of the right sources, detection scheme and detectors [218]. Concerning the

sources, numerous different approaches have been followed up among them quasi

optical techniques based on backward wave oscillators (BWO’s) which are able

to produce high frequency broadband microwaves (0-1100 GHz) [219] and vector

network analyser used as continuously tunable microwave source as well as phase

sensitive detectors covering a broad frequency range (8–700 GHz) [220, 221]. The

detection of the resulting absorption effects can also be manifold as by measur-

ing the perturbation on the quality factor, change in resonance frequency or the

transmitted radiation power [222, 38, 36]. Although these techniques show great

potential and are used widely, another detection scheme based on the magneti-

zation of the sample has been available for more than 40 years. The observation

of changes in the magnetization due to magnetic resonance conditions by SQUID

[212, 223], micro Hall probes [224] or magnetic Torque-meters [209] offer interest-

ing approaches that can compete with the more commonly used cavity or resonator

techniques. These alternative techniques have successfully been employed in the

study of molecular magnets Fe8 [212], Mn12, Mn4 and Fe4 as well as on other

SMM’s. But also anti-ferromagnetic clusters and rings have been studied using

these techniques [218].

7.2 TDESR

Compared to the other magnetization sensors (SQUID and Hall), Torque Detected

Electron Spin Resonance (TDESR) offers high sensitivity, relative independence

to microwave heating effects, fast response times, great adaptivity in regard to

sample proportions and additional experimental access [167]. Further it can be

operated at high fields, a circumstance which is crucial for the investigation of

molecular nanomagnets [209]. This section is adapted from the works of F. El

Hallak who designed the here introduced setup [167, 209].
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7.2.1 Basic principle

Here we introduce the underlying principle of TDESR on the example of molecular

nanomagnets. The setup is a modification from Frequency Domain Magnetic Res-

onance Spectroscopy (FDMRS), but instead of measuring the transmission using

a microwave detector and looking at the difference in the transmitted signal due

to the absorption in the sample, we detect the absorption via the change in the

magnetic torque signal using a cantilever torque magnetometer (CTM), introduced

in section 5.1. The change in the magnetization of SMM’s occurs due to excita-

tions of spin state (mS) transitions between adjacent mS states that change the

population of the involved states. For an ensemble of N spins, the total net torque

τN is dependent on the different populations of the different spin states. This can

be expressed using the Boltzmann distribution, as can be seen in equation 7.2.1

[209].

τN =
∑
N,MS

τMS
e−βEMS

Z(B, T )
(7.2.1)

The net total torque τN is therefore given by the sum over all individual spin

torques τMS
, which depend on their spin state MS and energy EMS

. How the MS

states are populated at a temperature T (β = 1/kBT ) is given by the partition

function Z(B, T ) and e−βEMS . One outcome of equation 7.2.1 is that our mea-

sured torque signal is temperature dependent due to the change in the population

of the different MS states. This behaviour has been stated in the previous CTM

methods. However the population can also be altered by microwave induced mag-

netic resonance transitions. Hereby a microwave photon of energy hν0 will induce

a transition between two adjacent MS states if it fulfils the resonance condition

±hν0 = EMS
∓ EMS∓1

, see figure 7.2.1. Therefore using microwave irradiation we

can increase the population of one state by decreasing the population of another

state, which results in a change of the net total torque τN on resonance. As a

result, when measuring the torque with and without microwave irradiation and

subtracting them form each other, one can obtain a ESR-like line shape. From

this we can extract the same information as with conventional ESR methods. An-

other method is to perform a frequency sweep at different magnetic fields which

is not limited by the sweeping speed limit of the magnet (see figure 7.2.1). The

frequency sweep offers therefore the possibility to measure multiple curves in order

to reduce the signal to noise ratio by averaging. Throughout this thesis we will

solely apply the frequency swept TDESR methodology.
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Figure 7.2.1: TDESR principle for mS state transition. (a) Shows a scheme of a double

well potential and discrete mS states. The energy difference between these states can be

tuned by applying a magnetic field H. Usually this energy difference lies within the GHz

regime and we can use microwaves to change the populations of certain states which can

be detected in change of the torque signal. (b) Simulated TDESR signal in which the

absorption signals are assigned to the corresponding mS transition as exemplary marked

by the green arrow.

7.2.2 Experimental setup

The setup consists of two main parts, a quasi optical part which generates, po-

larizes and focuses the microwave irradiation onto the crystal and the afore men-

tioned CTM detection part, see figure 7.2.2. The microwaves are generated using

a set of frequency tunable BWO sources with which we can cover a range between

30-1440 GHz (1-47 cm−1) in a resolution of ∆ω/ω = 10−6 GHz [225]. The basic

working principle behind these sources is that electrons are generated in a filament

and then accelerated by an anode. The generated electrons then travel along a

comb-like structure which modulates the electron beam. The beam then bounces

on the backside of the source braking the electrons abruptly. This braking gener-

ates radiation in the microwave regime which then travels back through the comb

like structure which modulates the microwave radiation with the incoming elec-

tron beam to high power, coherent and monochromatic microwave radiation, that

leaves the source linearly polarized to an extend of 99,99 %. The output power

of the BWO’s varies depending on the used frequency from several hundred mW

for the long wavelengths down to 0.1 mW for the short wavelengths [225]. As a

consequence the radiation at the long wavelength regime might be too strong and

requires the use of attenuators to minimize heating effects. The frequency spe-

cific output power of the sources can be seen in figure 7.2.3. After its generation

by the BWO the microwave radiation is collimated onto the sample by a set of

teflon, quartz or polyethylene lenses, with attenuators and polarisers in between
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Figure 7.2.2: Sketch of TDESR setup with its fundamental components.

Figure 7.2.3: Spectral range of available source. Some sources can be extended by passive

frequency doubler and tripler (dashed lines). Despite the broad range available relatively

high output powers are required for TDESR. (figure taken from [225])
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(see figure 7.2.2). The resulting Gaussian beam has a wavelength dependent beam

diameter of roughly 3 mm. The four uni-axial Mylar windows of the Spectromag-

net are transparent to this microwave radiation and allow us to irradiate the CTM

in Voigt (magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of radiation propagation)

as well as in Faraday (magnetic field parallel to the direction of radiation propa-

gation) configuration. To ensure that the sample is positioned in the center of the

microwave beam, the setup allows to vertically shift the sample out of the beam

path, so that one can use an aperture, with the same dimensions as the cantilever,

to maximize the transmission which is detected using a Golay cell. This procedure

also allows us to measure the frequency dependent output power of the used BWO,

which is needed to account for eventual microwave heating effects. With this setup

we can investigate our sample using highly sensitive CTM under frequency tun-

able microwave radiation for different angles with respect to externally applied

magnetic fields between -7 T and +7 T, for temperatures ranging from 1.5 K to

300 K.

7.2.3 External influences

When performing TDESR measurements one has to take several considerations

into account starting from sample preparation and alignment all the way to the

data treatment [182]. Here we want to present all these different aspects starting

with the careful alignment of the afore face-indexed sample. The sample crystal

is usually fixed using apiezon vacuum grease and visually aligned with its easy

axis perpendicular to the rotation axis in order to perform angle dependent mea-

surements. By performing an isothermal field sweep at the 90 ◦ position we can

observe the characteristic breaking field as result of the interplay between Zeeman

and magnetic anisotropy energy [226]. From this we can determine accurately the

sign of the anisotropy parameter D as well as confirm the exact easy axis orien-

tation. Further we can analyse eventual induced Faraday effects resulting from

crystal misalignment (see section 5.1.1). After prior determination of the angle,

field and temperature magnetic behaviour of the sample we can expose it to the

microwave irradiation. Thereby the magnetic field component of the microwaves

has to be perpendicular to both the externally applied field and the easy axis in

order to follow the ESR selection rules ∆M = ±1. We can now obtain an ESR

spectra in either field sweep or frequency sweep mode (see figure 7.2.4). When

analysing the spectra in figure 7.2.4, we have to consider different effects which

can influence position and intensity of the observed mS transitions. For one we

have to be aware of the non-linear response of the cantilever and correct for it by

a prior performed calibration (see section 5.1.3). Although this is only needed for
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a) b)

Figure 7.2.4: Different types of TDESR measurements. (a) Exemplary simulation for

field swept TDESR measurement. One can observe the typical breaking field shape in

both the irradiated and non-irradiated case. After subtracting both curves from each

other one gains a ESR-like line-shape. (b) Frequency swept TDESR spectra of the SMM

Fe4 at 20 K and two different magnetic fields applied at 5◦ from the easy axis. The

numbers assigned to the ESR lines denote the mS transitions. (1: mS = -5 to -4 ; 2: mS

= -4 to -3; ...). (figures taken from [167])

strong transitions as shown in figure 7.2.5. Another influence is given by the angle

as any angle off the parallel position between easy axis and applied magnetic field

reduces the effective splitting field which the sample experiences. Further we have

to see that the magnetic moment of the molecular magnets is very sensitive to

variations in temperature. Although the variations appear small and might not

even be detected by our temperature sensor one can observe their influence in the

baseline of our spectra. Despite the fact that the temperature sensor lacks behind

the temperature induced changes in the magnetic moment, one can correct the

fluctuations in the baseline even for the small effect of microwave heating. There

are also several influences on the transition line intensities, their shape and po-

sition which do not originate from the sample (see figure 7.2.6). To assign the

positions of the transition lines and analyse their line shape with high accuracy

the choosing of the right modulation field of the tunable frequency source is of

utmost importance [167]. When investigating the absorption intensities we also

have to consider the effective frequency dependent microwave power that reaches

the sample. Therefore we have to consider the frequency dependent output power

of the BWO source and apply a quadratic power dependence correction on the

signal intensities as shown in the work of F. El Hallak [209]. Also non-negligible

microwave induced heating effects play a crucial role when irradiating with high

intensities. Since the high frequency microwave regime results in a to the aperture

dimensions comparable wavelength, standing waves also play a significant role in

this regard. In the next chapter we will discuss and show how strong the individual
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b)a)

Figure 7.2.5: (a) Irradiated and non-irradiated torque signals of Fe4 at 20 K at an angle

of 5 degree. The bottom picture shows the influence of the non-linear correction which is

needed for strong signals. (b) TDESR signal for three different angles at 20 K. One can

observe the signal shift due to the change in angle between the easy axis and the external

applied field. At the bottom the shift is calculated for different angles. Be aware that

this does not mean that higher angles result in stronger signals as there are numerous

competing other influences on the TDESR signal intensities. (figures taken from [167]
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effects influence our measurements and how we can account for them by careful

data treatment and calibration. However despite the different numerous influences

b)a)

d)c)

Figure 7.2.6: (a) Displays two TDESR spectra of a SMM obtained at different tempera-

tures. One observes the decrease in signal intensity due to additional thermal influences.

(b) Shows the influence of different modulation voltages on the signal shape. Although

usually more noisy in its frequency accuracy a modulation voltage of 0 V is advanta-

geous. (c) Shows the influence of the varying output power of the BWO’s. The signal

intensities have therefore to be corrected by the used BWO output power characteristics.

(d) Heating effect of the microwaves as it already influences the baseline position of the

torque signal. (figures (a),(b) and (d) taken from [167], figure (c) taken from [209])

we can use TDESR to accurately investigate SMM’s at a broad frequency regime

in high magnetic fields. We can also use some of the seemingly disadvantages

to calibrate and improve our measurement procedure. As for example using the

non-linear regimes also leads to higher sensitivity or using the ultra sensitivity

of the sample magnetic moment baseline as perfect internal temperature sensor

to correct for later not measurable external heating effects such as laser induced

heating.

7.3 Electron spin resonance under irradiation

In order to perform irradiation measurements we want to combine our available

ESR setups with different light sources. The developed methods to perform such
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measurements using any standard ESR spectrometer are explained within this sec-

tion using the X-Band ESR setup in combination with a fibre optical approach

to irradiate the sample. The spectrometer setup consists of a Bruker EMXplus

system using a standard X-Band resonator ER-4102ST with a variable tempera-

ture between 3 K and 300 K in an Oxford ESR910 cryostat. For irradiating the

sample we modified the afore described optical setup which we also used for our

irradiation experiments on the SQUID magnetometer and performed test measure-

ments on a valence tautomeric cobalt complex [Co(µ-bpym)(3,5-dbbq)2] [99]. The

obtained data was then compared with the results from SQUID measurements to

gain better knowledge on how to disentangle the photo-magnetic effects from the

laser heating effects. Although such experiments have been performed on numer-

ous compounds in different ESR spectrometers and across numerous fields a clear

quantitative investigation and disentanglement of heating and photo effect has of-

ten been overlooked [227, 228, 229, 230]. As the system we plan to investigate in

chapter 8 only shows small effects such an approach is of fundamental importance

to identify photo magnetic effects within the scope of our available instruments.

The compound which we used to test our systematic approach is a derivative

of the thoroughly studied cobalt based valence tautomers used in previous studies

[130] and is therefore suited for testing ESR under irradiation. As in the SQUID,

care has to be taken in the sample preparation as to create a high surface to vol-

ume ratio, in the case of the ESR measurement only a small amount of powder

was placed at the bottom of the sample tube. Further the Outputpower at the

fibre end had to be carefully calibrated in order to obtain quantitative informa-

tions on the laser induced heating effect. Additionally we fixed the fibre in a way

that the ESR sample tube is still sealed and the irradiation focus is solely at the

sample. This has been achieved by using positional sliders and sealing tape at the

top of the ESR tubes similar to the implementation of light within the SQUID

magnetometer (see section 6.4). A detailed description of the setup and the in

the following described experiment can be found in our work published by M.

Slota [99]. Before the irradiation experiment we performed temperature depen-

dent ESR measurements and compared them upon cooling down and heating up,

with no distinct differences (see figure 7.3.1). At 260 K a small derivative signal

appeared probably due to impurities and below 220 K a second derivative signal

could be detected. This corresponds to observations made with the SQUID (see

section 6.4) and previous literature giving evidence that at this temperature the

HS to LS transition is occurring. Due to fast relaxation, CoII(SQ)2 complexes

are ESR-silent hence the appearing signal corresponds to the organic radical SQ

in the formed LS-CoIII(Cat)(SQ) species [231]. The signal intensity corresponds
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to the formed SQ and can therefore be used as indicator of the transition which

increases on lowering the temperature. At 70 K it also reaches a small plateau

as also observed with the SQUID. Further we collected evidence at the half reso-

nance field for the ∆M = ±2 transition with g = 4 resulting from the exchange

coupling of the radical ligands. With this we were able to show that temperature
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Figure 7.3.1: (a) ESR signal of [Co(µ-bpym)(3,5-dbbq)2] at 170 K. (b) ESR signal in-

tensities plotted for different temperatures at constant microwave power. Cooling and

warming curve lie on top of each other. Inset shows exemplary used derivative data.

(figures taken from [99])

dependent SQUID and ESR measurements are complementary and can be used

for investigating the light induced back switching to the HS state as outlined in

section 6.4. The relaxation behaviour of the low temperature long lived meta sta-

ble state can be described by the Arrhenius law [207]. The relaxation times of the

excited molecules were again taken using the SQUID as well as the ESR setup and

then compared to another. Therefore we observed the development of the signal

maxima during 60 min of irradiation with 532 nm light of a Xe arc lamp combined

with a band pass filter (1.5 mW output power, 10 nm bandwidth) at 3.5 K. Thereby

the signal decreased significantly due to the photo generated SQ-ligands which are

ESR silent [232]. Of course only a fraction of the sample is excited therefore

never reaching the original value observed at high temperatures (see figure 7.3.2).

Concerning these irradiation experiments we want to stress that the effect of light

has been much greater on the ESR signal as it has been observed in the SQUID

measurements. The relaxation times were recorded at different temperatures dur-

ing and after the irradiation process and fitted using two single exponential laws.

One for the molecular relaxation process and one for the thermal relaxation after

the light has been turned off see figure 7.3.2. The extracted relaxation times were

then displayed against the temperatures showing two relaxation regimes (see figure

7.3.3). A high temperature regime with an energy barrier of ∆ = 65.14 K and a

τ0 = 1005 s. Here the fitted energy barrier is similar to the critical temperature

TLIESST determined in the SQUID. The low temperature regime below 20 K is
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Figure 7.3.2: (a) SQUID magnetization behaviour on a powder sample of [Co(µ-

bpym)(3,5-dbbq)2] before and after 24 hours irradiation with 532 nm wavelength and

5.4 mW at an external field of 5000 Oe. (b) ESR signal intensities from a powder sample

of [Co(µ-bpym)(3,5-dbbq)2] before and after irradiation (532 nm), plotted for different

temperatures. (figures taken from [99])

temperature independent and we therefore assigned the relaxation process to the

quantum tunnelling with a tunnelling frequency of 3.5 · 10−5 s−1 which again is in

good agreement with results obtained from SQUID magnetometry confirming the

typical lifetimes of 104-105 s for Co-VT [231]. It has been reported that in similar
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Figure 7.3.3: (a) Relaxation time dependence of the derivative signal after 60 min of

irradiation with 532 nm light at different temperatures. Fits were obtained by the use of

two exponential functions to account for relaxation as well as thermal assimilation. (b)

Extracted relaxation times for different temperatures. The data reveals two relaxation

regimes, a high temperature one for which the thermal relaxation is dominant and a

constant low temperature one which is assigned to quantum tunnelling processes. (figures

from [99])

compounds a reversion of the light-induced switching from LS to HS is possible

using near infrared light at 850 nm via an MLCT process. Although no back-

switching behaviour has been observed in this sample a comprehensive study of

the interplay of wavelengths, intensity and penetration depth has been performed

as it is explained in the published work of M. Slota [99]. Overall we were able to
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show that we have the tools to thoroughly investigate photo-magnetic effects as

this complementary study between SQUID magnetometry and ESR spectroscopy

shows. Due to the careful consideration of laser heating effects and wavelength

dependent fractional excitation. The setup also offers angle dependent measure-

ments with and without irradiation and can also be extended to other ESR-bands

such as the W-Band. The setup can also be used with pulsed laser sources and

pulsed ESR systems to create transient ESR spectroscopy.

Such methodological approaches open up ways for investigating novel photo switch-

able molecular magnets. Eventually it lays the fundamental groundwork for per-

forming light induced time resolved measurement on such systems, as for example

by the use of pulsed laser sources in combination with pulsed ESR methods. Such

a setup configuration has already been used in solar cell research [233] or in under-

standing photosynthesis [234] and is known as transient ESR (TrESR) (see figure

7.3.4). This techniques can help to resolve the processes within photo magnetic

molecules with unprecedented clarity and help to gain better control over their

magnetic properties within spintronic devices. So far it has been overlooked in

SMM research but its potential will be used within the next years and we hope to

contribute some of the needed groundwork in this regard.

τ1 τ2 τ3

Laser pulse π/2 Pulse π Pulse Echo

Time

Signal

Pulse controller

Pulsed ESR spectrometer

Pulsed Laser

Sample (low T, high H)

τ0

τL

a)

b)

Figure 7.3.4: Time-resolved ESR scheme. (a) Pulsed laser and pulsed ESR spectrometer

are triggered and controlled via a pulse controller. Thereby the delay times between the

signals can be varied and different situations within ultra fast dynamic processes can

be monitored. The sample is placed at low temperatures within a magnetic field. (b)

Transient ESR modified Hahn echo sequence with initial laser pulse excitation.
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Chapter 7. Torque detected electron spin resonance

7.4 TDESR combined with PheToM

Based on our successful measurements using Light and ESR we set the goal to

combine a HF-ESR approach with light in order to investigate the photo mag-

netic effect in SMM’s within a broad frequency range under the influence of light

using our TDESR system. To measure the mS transitions under the influence of

light in a magnetic anisotropic sample we can utilize TDESR in combination with

PheToM. In the magnetic field the mS states are split due to the Zeeman effect,

therefore one can use microwave irradiation to drive between these split states.

When using the adaptable TDESR techniques to acquire the ESR spectra under

irradiation with light of a certain wavelength that has a photo magnetic effect on

the sample one can retrieve a different ESR spectra under irradiation. To measure

the change and prove such an effect, we applied TDESR to monitor and drive the

magnetic resonance transitions between the adjacent mS states of the SMM in a

broad frequency range. While PheToM gives us the possibility to parallel excite

the molecule in a different excited state which results in a shift of the magnetic res-

onance transitions. In detail the setup allows to measure at temperatures between

300 K and 1.5 K in a magnetic field between -7 T and +7 T. Four Mylar windows

give optical access to the sample chamber. The sample can be rotated between

0-360 ◦ using a stepper motor with an 0.1 ◦accuracy. By utilizing an optical setup

out of Teflon lenses, tunable microwave sources and attenuators we can focus po-

larized microwave radiation in a frequency range between 1-1600 GHz, onto the

sample in either Faraday or Voigt configuration. The changes in the magnetiza-

tion are detected using a 25µm thin CuBe cantilever in a 30µm distance to the

baseplate. A change in this distance can be measured with high accuracy using a

Andeen Hagerling capacitance bridge with a resolution of 1 aF. To optically excite

the sample any light source can be used and focused on the sample through one of

the four optical windows of the cryostat. A scheme of the setup is shown in figure

7.4.1. After the preliminary CTM measurements one can position the sample at

5 ◦ the magnetic field and hit the sample with the electric microwave component

perpendicular to the easy axis (see section 7.2.3). At fixed magnetic fields we can

perform frequency sweeps at different temperatures. This is important as the base-

line will later act as an internal temperature sensor to measure the laser induced

heating effect. By maximizing the laser induced heating effect we can ensure that

the laser focus is centred right at the sample. As already mentioned, the shift in

the baseline can then be used to calculate the quantitative laser induced heating

experienced by the sample. When performing frequency swept TDESR measure-

ments at different fields we can observe changes in the absorption signal intensities

which result from the frequency dependent standing wave pattern and can correct
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Figure 7.4.1: Sketch of the new measurement scheme which combines TDESR with

PheToM to investigate irradiation effects in a broad frequency range.

for them. We will present and discuss the resulting complex data treatment in

detail within the next chapter on the example of a potential photo active SMM.

Concluding remarks:

CW-ESR is what we call the common ESR and it has proved in numerous occasions

to yield many information about a magnetic materials and their spin behaviour.

For faster and even more sensitive measurements ESR scientist copied the pulsed

Fourier transform technique from NMR spectroscopy. With these pulsed ESR

techniques it became possible to gain deep insight into the dynamic processes of

spin behaviours. As the investigation of ground and excited spin levels of molecular

nano-magnets can only be successful by using a large variety of experimental tech-

niques ESR presents here a key ingredient in this branch. Even more information

can be gained using broadband high frequency approaches. Over the years HF-ESR

experiments on the basis of torque detected ESR, SQUID based magnetic reso-

nance and Hall-bar ESR have been implemented. It has been demonstrated that

these kinds of methods provide quantitative information on the samples magneti-

zation as a function of microwave irradiation frequency and remove uncertainties

regarding line positions and line shapes which arise in standard single frequency

HF-ESR as shown successfully on the SMM’s Fe8 and Mn12Ac. Compared to the

other techniques, TDESR offers advantages regarding sample accessibility, simplic-

ity, fast response times and use in high magnetic fields. Irradiation experiments
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Chapter 7. Torque detected electron spin resonance

combined with ESR have proved to be consistent with other light irradiated mag-

netometry methods such as SQUID. Although their extensive use no quantitative

data treatment or measurement protocols to disentangle photo and heating effects

from each other have been considered. In this regard a Co-based valence tautomer

was used to test the different effects and to find out how to account for them. The

therefore created methods are the groundwork to combine pulsed laser and pulse

ESR methods. This Tr-ESR method is new to the field of molecular magnetism

and holds great potential to resolve the spin dynamic processes within SMM’s and

other potential spintronic candidates. Finally we combined PheToM with TDESR

to a worldwide unique setup to investigate even small photo magnetic effect in

SMM’s. Combination of the TDESR technique with PheToM enables us to mea-

sure a TDESR spectrum with and without irradiation under different magnetic

fields, intensities, wavelengths, temperatures and angles. Such a complete tech-

nique comes along with multiple different influential effects which make a careful

data treatment and a thoroughly testing of the setup indispensable as it will be in

detail demonstrated in the next chapter which presents our investigation on the

potentially photoactive SMM Fe3Cr.
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This chapter presents the final results of this work. We investigate the possibil-

ity of photo-switching on a SMM Fe3Cr derivate which has never been observed

before. Within this section we will collimate the acquired knowledge from the

previous chapters as each of them presents a cornerstone for a complete theoreti-

cal and experimental investigation. We will make use of the experiences gathered

on our previous measurements and will show how these individual steps merge to

a complete method in order to observe even small photo-switchable effects. The

explicit goal of this investigation is to find evidence of a predicted light induced

spin-forbidden transition, which leads to an overall giant spin state change from

S = 6 to S = 7 in the molecule. A possible explanation for this process is given

by an inter-system crossing process at the CrIII site which is made possible due

to spin orbit coupling. Simulations of the individual subspecies contribution give

hints on six distinct light induced features within the ESR spectra of this system.

With these prior considerations we can use the unique available measurement irra-

diation setups to investigate these features using TDESR combined with PheToM

and SQUID magnetometry to their full extend. As the expected effects are ex-

tremely weak a thoroughly data treatment is applied. Finally we will compare

both used separate measurement techniques to strengthen the observance of the

light induced spin forbidden transitions and its resulting effects on the magnetic

properties within the SMM Fe3Cr.

8.1 Structure and properties

The crystal of the SMM as been synthesised by A. Cornia at the University of

Firenze and its chemical formula is represented by [ Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] · (CH2SMe),

(Hdpm = dipivaloylmethane H3L=2-hydroxymethyl-2-phenypropane-1,3-diol) (in

here abbreviated as Fe3CrSMe). The system is closely related to the famous

sulphur-functionalized derivate [Fe4(L)2(dpm)6] (abbreviated Fe4) which has shown

to keep its SMM properties even when deposited on a gold surface [90]. By iso-

morphous replacement of the centre Fe(III) ion by a Cr(III) ion, a new SMM has

been devised [ Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] · (Et2O). As this is a derivative of Fe4 it can also

be functionalized for deposition on gold surfaces. This has been successfully as-
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Chapter 8. Investigations on Fe3Cr

certained by isomorphous replacement and XMCD measurements [235]. Therefore

[Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] complexes have been studied in detail using W-Band ESR [236].

The synthetic steps are similar to the ones outlined in [235, 236] and the compound

can be obtained in pure, crystalline form and is stable in solution. Despite the

fact that the compound used within this thesis is slightly different from the so far

characterized ones they are expected to show a similar anisotropic behaviour. We

can therefore use the results from previous spectroscopic measurement to gain a

first estimation of the anisotropy parameters expected within Fe3CrSMe.

8.1.1 Molecular structure

The molecular structure of the used crystal (see figure 8.1.1) has been investi-

gated by E. Tancini using single-crystal X-ray diffraction performed in a four-circle

Bruker X8-APEX diffractometer equipped with MoKa generator, area detector,

and Kryo-Flex cryostat. In order to evaluate the crystal quality and determine

the unit cell parameters 60 preliminary frames were collected using ω scans. The

resolving and refinement of the structure was carried out within the centrosym-

metric space group C2/c, as in homometallic derivatives by the use of SIR92 and

SHELXL-97 software implemented in WINGX. This method is copied from and

outlined in more detail in [237]. The structure in figure 8.1.1 has been created us-

ing the Mercury crystal structure visualization tool. Figure 8.1.1 shows the same

a) b)

Figure 8.1.1: (a) Crystal structure of Fe3CrSMe with the following color code: orange =

Fe, blue = Cr, red = O, grey = C, yellow = S. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for

clarity. (b) Sample crystal of Fe3CrSMe oriented and fixed on a CuBe-cantilever using

Apiezon N grease.

propeller-like molecular structure and therefore imposed trigonal (D3) symmetry
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8.1. Structure and properties

as its tetrairon(III) analogue. Situated at the centre of the magnetic core is the

CrIII ion surrounded by three FeIII ions and oxygen carbon ligands with insin-

uated sulphur linkers. The top and bottom faces of the crystal shown in figure

8.1.1 were identified as (001) and (0 0 1). These faces are perpendicular to the

trigonal symmetry axis c, making it easy to mount the crystal for angle dependent

measurements. In order to gain more insight on the electronic structure of the

compound, its energy levels have been calculated by the use of DFT methods.

Thereby full geometry optimization of the complex was carried out using DFT at

the B3LYP level. Here all atoms were assigned a 6-31G* basis set and calculations

were performed by R. Hübner using Spartan’14 program packages. The results are

shown in figure 8.1.2 indicate that the coordination sphere of the central metal

CrIII ion is determined by a trigonal distorted octahedral ligand field as it is rep-

resented by the splitting of the suborbital energies (see figure 8.1.2). This presents

an important ingredient for the proposed inter-system crossing enabling the spin

forbidden transition as we will discuss later in more detail.

dx2-y2 dz2

dxy dxz dyz

dyzdxz
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eg

t2g
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a)

Figure 8.1.2: (a) DFT calculations by R. Hübner of Fe3CrSMe using DFT/B3LYP 6-

31G* as basis set. (b) Scheme of energy distribution of the d-levels, showing the change

in energy due to a trigonal distorted octahedral ligand field.
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8.1.2 Single molecule magnet behaviour

In the propeller-like molecular structure of Fe4, the outer individual S = 5/2 spins

interact anti-ferromagnetically with the inner one, to give a ground S = 5 spin

state characterized by an anisotropy barrier of Ueff/kB = 16K resulting from a

zero field splitting parameter D = −0.418 cm−1 [237]. This is possible as this

system can be treated at its core via the giant spin model. The novel synthesized

hetero-metallic clusters of Fe3Cr replaces the central FeIII ion with a tripositive

CrIII ion. These complexes are characterized by a S = 6 ground-state with an

axial zero field splitting parameter D≈ −0.18 cm−1 [236]. These parameters lead to

a lowering of the energy barrier to Ueff/kB = 7K. With these values the systems

are ideal for SQUID and ESR investigations. Therefore theses parameters have

been extracted by HF-ESR and AC-SQUID experiments performed on the first

Fe3Cr derivate ([ Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] · (Et2O)) by Tancini et. al. [237] shown in

figure 8.1.3. As the system can be treated in its core via the giant spin model the

magnetic behaviour can be described via the spin Hamiltonian for D3 symmetry

as shown in equation 8.1.1.

H = µBB ·g · Ŝ +DŜ2
z +B0

4Ô0
4 +B3

4Ô3
4 +B3

6Ô3
6 +B6

6Ô6
6 (8.1.1)

With B the magnetic field, g the g tensor, Ŝ the spin operator and D the axial

anisotropy parameter. The higher Stevens operator terms Bq
kÔ

q
k will be neglected

in this analysis due to their small effect on the zero-field splitting [236]. Using this

Hamiltonian one can reconstruct the acquired HF-ESR spectra in figure 8.1.3. In

the 20 K spectrum in figure 8.1.3 one can observe a set of equally spaced bands

between H=61.8 kOe and 80.8 kOe which are attributed to the parallel transitions

of the easy axis system. The lowest-field signal at 61.8 kOe corresponds here to the

mS = 6 → mS = 5 transition within the Fe3Cr derivate. At lower temperatures

this transition increases with respect to the others as it is consistent with the

temperature dependent change in population between the different levels. The

line spacing in the high field limit corresponds to 2|D|/(gµB) with a D value of ≈
-0.18 cm−1 and g = 2. The additional weak bands visible at fields below 60 kOe

marked within the 10 K spectra are assigned to a remaining amount of Fe4 in

the crystal. The quantity is quantified to a 84:16 ratio between Fe3Cr and Fe4

respectively. As already mentioned despite the increase of the S-value a decrease

of the energy barrier in respect to Fe4 is expected for the Fe3Cr derivates due

to the decrease in the D-value. High frequency AC susceptibility measurements

show the relaxation behaviour of the two existing species inside the crystal in a

Argand plot. The dominant but faster relaxing out of phase contribution of Fe3Cr

is represented in a large semi circle which can be seen in the inset. The remaining
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a) b)

Figure 8.1.3: (a) HF-ESR spectra at 230 GHz of [ Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] · (Et2O) for different

temperatures together with best-fit simulations. The asterisks mark the transition of

the zero-field split S = 6 state in the 20 K spectra. The crosses denote the weak band

originating from the remaining Fe4 in the compound. (b) Frequency dependence of the

out-of-phase AC susceptibility of [ Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] · (Et2O) acquired at zero field for

different temperatures ranging from 1.7 K (dark grey) to 3.0 K (light grey). The inset

presents the Argand plot measured at 1.5 kOe for different temperatures (same grey

scale). (figures taken from [237])

and slower relaxing amount of Fe4 forms a second semicircle right of the Fe3Cr

one. A more detailed study on the existing sub-species within Fe3Cr derivate has

been conducted by L. Sorace [236] using angle dependent W-Band ESR studies.

The high resolution spectra obtained with the magnetic field along the easy axis

for different temperatures are shown in figure 8.1.4. Next to the main Fe3Cr

∆mS = 1 transition lines he also observed additional weak lines in between, which

increase respectively on increasing temperature. Therefore he assigned these lines

to transitions within the first-excited spin multiplets with S = 5 explaining the

whole set of additional 10 lines within the spectra. Another barley visible set of

equally spaced lines at 40 K is attributed to the second set of excited multiplets

with S = 4. From these measurements he extracted the resulting anisotropy

values which will be used in our simulations to explain all features within the

spectra. Furthermore due to his detailed angle dependent study L. Sorace was

able to determine the microscopic single ion anisotropy parameters (i.e. single-ion

and pairwise dipolar and anisotropic exchange interactions see figure 8.1.4) for the

Fe3Cr cluster by using equation 8.1.2.

DS =dFe(DFe(1) + DFe(2) + DFe(3)) + dCrDCr

+ dFe,Fe

3(j>i)∑
i=1

DFei,F ej + dFe,Cr

3∑
i=1

DFei,Cr (8.1.2)
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a) b)

Figure 8.1.4: (a) W-band ESR spectra taken for different temperatures with the static

magnetic field applied along the crystallographic c-axis. The crosses mark the 12 ob-

served signals originating from the ground S = 6 state. (b) Orientation of the single-ion

anisotropy tensor for the three FeIII ions of [Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] with respect to the molec-

ular axes (XYZ). The single-ion tensors are in a threefold symmetry around z with their

principle axis along the Cr-Fe connection which represents a C2 symmetry axis. The

red arrows denote the hard axes, the yellow arrows the intermediate axes and the green

arrows the easy axes. (figures taken from 8.1.4)

Here DFe(i) and DCr are the single-ion anisotropy tensors, DFe(i),F e(j) and DFe(i),Cr

are the sum of dipolar and anisotropic exchange anisotropy terms, with dFe, dCr,

dFe,Fe and dFe,Cr as the projection coefficients which can be calculated according to

recursive relations. Together with a multi-spin-Hamiltonian approach this can be

used to account for the ground as well as the excited states and determine the ZFS

parameters independently form each other from the angle dependent ESR spectra

[236]. This extensive work of L. Sorace provides the foundation for our endeavour

to observe the spin forbidden transition within the derivative Fe3CrSMe.

8.1.3 Theory of a spin forbidden transition

We know from the analysis of L. Sorace that the ground state is characterized by

fully aligned peripheral spins each of which with a spin value of 5/2. These are

then antiferromagnetically coupled with the 3/2 ground state of the center CrIII

ion to give the S = 6 state and a D6 of -0.18 cm−1. Upon changing the CrIII

spin state using the spin forbidden transition from 3/2 to 1/2, the spin configu-

ration of the peripheral ions should not be altered leading to an overall spin of

S = 7. The anisotropy of the peripheral ion spin state is of easy axis type and

it contributes with a 1.457 projection coefficient to the S = 6 and 1.125 to the

S = 7 state. The anisotropy of the CrIII center is of hard axis type (DCr =
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0.47 cm−1) and contributes with a projection coefficient of 0.028571 to the S = 6

state and 0 to the S = 7 state. The contribution of the CrIII ion therefore is

0.0134 cm−1 to D6 and zero to D7. It follows that D7 lacks of this tiny positive

contribution from the CrIII center, but has a significantly decreased contribution

from peripheral ions (from 1.457 to 1.125), although we have neglected dipolar

terms that amount to about -0.0132 cm−1 in the S = 6 state. The overall result

must hold |D7| < |D6|. This would confirm the general rule of thumb that pre-

dicts a rough overall splitting of different multiplets (D ·S2), when their structure

is not much altered so that it holds |D6| · 62 ≈ |D7| · 72. In the end a S = 7 ex-

cited state should hold a D7 ≈ −0.14cm−1. Of course this can only be achieved

if the spin forbidden transition is possible. A few magnetic centres, like CrIII , do

posses sufficiently high spin-orbit coupling that the spin-forbidden transitions be-

come observable. In this case of the Fe3Cr-SMM, it should be possible to observe

photomagnetic effects but the experiments remain unattempted to date. First

hints to that effect are revealed when comparing the optical absorption spectra of

the Fe3Cr derivate ([ Fe3Cr(L)2(dpm)6] · (Et2O)) and its mother compound Fe4Ph

measured by E. Tancini et. al [237] (see figure 8.1.5). The UV/Vis absorption

Model: Gauss
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xc3 = 705.31773
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Figure 8.1.5: (a) UV/Vis absorption spectra of Fe4Ph and Fe3CrPh in toluene (figure

from [237]). (b) Zoom in of (a) at higher wavelengths were only the Fe3CrPh SMM

shows absorption. The legend represent values for the fit quality as well as the extracted

absorption peak position. The absorption wavelength triggering the spin forbidden tran-

sition is believed to be at 705 nm.

spectra were recorded on a Perkin–Elmer Lambda 650 spectrometer. Over the

whole spectral range the contribution of the solvent has been subtracted. All

data show the recalculated molar absorption. Within the UV/Vis range the sam-

ple shows absorption bands at 352 nm and 396 nm resulting from the presence of

Fe4Ph. Furthermore, the spectrum shows a broad shoulder stretching from 500 nm

to 800 nm, which could be assigned to both double excitations of Fe(III) as well as

Cr(III) ions [237] and electronic transitions within Cr(III) [116, 138]. By analysing
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this shoulder in more detail (see figure 8.1.5) the spectrum shows a weak absorp-

tion around 705 nm, which can be assigned to a spin-flip transition of the Cr(III)

ion as it has been observed for different CrIII complexes. Although this transition

is violating the dipole selection rules that originate from the conservation of the

angular momentum, it is observable due to the presence of spin-orbit coupling,

as L and S cease to be good quantum numbers. As already mentioned X-Ray

crystal structure analysis and DFT calculations show that the coordination sphere

of the central metal Cr(III) ion is determined by a trigonal distorted octahedral

ligand field [237]. This is a typical situation for numerous Cr(III) model systems

that show spin-forbidden transitions as explained and illustrated in section 4.2.2.

Deactivation of these excited states typically occurs via different channels depend-

ing on the ligand-field strength, which determines the relative disposition of the

excited 4T2 and 2E states, and their energetic potential with respect to the ground

state 4A2. In most cases, as for example for ruby [238], 4T2 has a substantially

higher energy than 2E, so that the main relaxation is determined by 2E → 4A2.

Then, the relaxation time lies typically in the milliseconds regime [238] enabling

a measurable excitation without a pulsed laser source. We therefore can assume

that by exciting Fe3CrSMe using continuous light of 705 nm we can observe this

spin-flip transition by simultaneously excluding double excitations. Hereby the

Cr(III) ion changes its state from S = 3/2 to S = 1/2 leading to an overall spin

change of S = 6 to S = 7 in Fe3CrSMe and with a new estimated D value of -0.146

cm−1.

8.2 Simulation of the ESR spectra

From previous detailed works on Fe3Cr derivates which utilized SQUID and ESR

methods we can extract the S, D and g values for the different main subspecies

and their expected contributions within our Fe3CrSMe crystal. With these values

we can simulate the non-irradiate and irradiated case for the compound in a first

estimation. By using a multiple non-interacting GSM Hamiltonian approach we

can simulate the spectra within a high frequency range for certain fields and tem-

perature dependent Boltzmann distribution. This is achieved by using the Matlab

based EASY-SPIN simulation tool [239, 218]. An exemplary ESR absorption sim-

ulation for all individual species is shown in figure 8.2.1. When adding up and

comparing the simulation for a 20 % contribution of the excited S = 7 contribu-

tion with the non-irradiated one calculated for a Boltzmann distribution at 20 K

and with zero external magnetic field, we can identify influences of the six addi-

tional occurring lines between the spectra (see figure 8.2.2). After this complete
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Figure 8.2.1: Here we show the used individual spin Hamiltonian of the different sub-

species at zero field. Their relative intensity is calculated considering their individual

Boltzmann distribution. Their D, g and S values are estimated from previous works.

This data has been simulated the EASY-SPIN simulation tool [239, 218]. This simula-

tion and illustration have been created in cooperation with M. Slota from the university

of Oxford.
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Figure 8.2.2: EASY SPIN simulations with light irradiation and without. The additional

peaks of the S = 7 species become visible at certain sites. Further the existing transition

peaks below 45 GHz decrease in intensity while the ones above stay the same as here the

transition lines overlap with the ones of the S = 6 which looses almost the same amount

as the S = 7 gains. This simulation and illustration have been created in cooperation

with M. Slota from the university of Oxford.
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preliminary consideration of what happens under irradiation to the ESR spectrum

of a Fe3Cr derivative we want to outline our experimental approach to eventually

observe these changes. Further we will use these simulations as a best-fit approach

to evaluate our data and determine the ZFS and contributions parameters.

8.3 CTM measurements

In the first step we use CTM torque magnetometry to find the exact position of

the easy axis as preparation for TDESR measurements. The Fe3CrSMe crystal

has been aligned on a 25µm cantilever beam, within a 30µm distance, in such a

way that its easy axis is aligned with the cantilever beam and kept in place using

Apiezon vacuum N crease (see figure 8.3.1). The crystals are very stable in normal

atmospheric environment and no special precaution needed to be applied. In this

orientation the easy axis lies perpendicular to the rotating axis of the cantilever,

in an angle of 54.3 ◦ to the plane of the cantilever surface. The utilized cantilever

has been calibrated by applying different DC-voltages and measuring the resulting

capacitance for an eventual correction procedure for non-linear torque effects and

determine an optimum sensitivity range (results are shown in figure 8.3.1). We

then first performed angular dependence of the crystal for different magnetic fields,

which results are shown in figure 8.3.1. The non-linearity effect can be observed for

angles greater than 90 ◦ as the cantilever here gets closer to the baseplate following

the 1/d dependence.
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Figure 8.3.1: (a) Calibration curve obtained by applying a voltage between cantilever

and baseplate and measuring the capacitance value. The cantilever was 25µm thick

and at 30µm distance to the baseplate. Inset shows photograph of Fe3CrSMe crystal

mounted on cantilever using Apiezon N grease. (b) Represents the angle dependent

measurements at 20 K for different magnetic fields from 0 T to 3 T. The curve is not

corrected for the non-linear response of the CTM as can be seen for angles greater than

90 ◦.
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8.3. CTM measurements

However for now we relinquish the quite extensive non-linear correction as the

precise knowledge of the easy axis position with respect to the applied magnetic

field is of more importance to us. As the easy-axis systems gives us a two-fold

symmetry with zero torque value in the parallel as well as in the perpendicular

case we need to perform breaking field dependent measurements. Close to the

parallel case the field dependent curve should saturate with increasing magnetic

field and close to the perpendicular position the curve should show a maximum the

so called breaking field. In order to observe this maximum well these measurements

have to be performed at very low temperatures. The results of figure 8.3.2 identify

clearly the 90 ◦ position and give a good indication for the minimal misalignment

of the crystal due to the low Faraday contribution. With this knowledge we can

know turn the crystal in the correct position for which we TDESR measurements

under light can be performed (see figure 8.3.3).
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Figure 8.3.2: Breaking field curves recorded at 2.5 K in different orientations close to

90 ◦ between easy axis and magnetic field. Measurements are needed to identify the

90 ◦ position with high precision. It also shows the Faraday contribution resulting form

crystal misalignment.
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Figure 8.3.3: Experimental measurement position of the crystal with respect to the

magnetic field as it has been used within our TDESR measurements.

8.4 TDESR measurements with light

To measure the mS transition in our sample we need to be at sufficiently low

temperatures and apply a high magnetic field at an angle that is close to the easy

axis. Further we need to orient the cantilever in a proper way to enable irradiation

with THz of different frequencies and laser light of 705 nm at the same time. Next

to these known critical parameters many uncertain influences such as different

heating or torque effects have to be considered and optimized first.

8.4.1 Experimental considerations

With our first test we can already perform and observe TDESR signals shifting

in frequency for different fields which result from the mS transitions within the

Fe3CrSMe crystal (see figure 8.4.1). We can see that the magnetic torque τ scales

linear with the magnetic field B and the angle α between between B and the mag-

netic moment M . This can be seen in figure 8.4.1 where a higher magnetic field

leads to higher torque and therefore higher capacitance values. The dependence

of the angle-dependence is of more complex nature but still behaves as expected.

However increasing the angle is not an option as the angular window for which

both irradiation setup can excite the sample is less then 20 degrees. Although

the signal becomes stronger for greater angles we are limited as at high field and
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Figure 8.4.1: a) Angle dependence of TDESR signal around 0 ◦ between magnetic field

and easy axis position for Fe3CrSMe. Data recorded at 7 T and 19.4 K within a frequency

range of 160 GHz to 265 GHz. b) Field dependence at 19.4 K of the torque value resulting

in a base line shift.

at low temperatures the baseline torque signal becomes so strong that it leads to

a touching of the cantilever with the baseplate. However by applying an angle

of 5 ◦ we can use the non-linear sensitivity of the CTM setup and irradiate the

sample with both optical setups without the risk of touching between cantilever

and baseplate. Moreover, a critical aspect when performing TDESR experiments

on SMM’s is the temperature sensitivity of their magnetic moment. Within our

measurements this dependence between temperature and torque value is a linear

one as can be seen in figure 8.4.2. For temperatures between 10 and 20 K the

intensity of the transition lines is only marginally changed as can be seen in figure

8.4.2. Other explanations for the unnatural intensity distribution of the different

transition lines have to be found. As we can monitor and minimize the temper-

a) b)

Frequency (GHz)

Temperature (K)

Torque (a.u.)

Figure 8.4.2: (a) Temperature dependence of TDESR signal intensity for different tem-

peratures ranging from 8 K to 20 K. recorded in a magnetic field of 7 T at an angle of

5 ◦ within a frequency range of 180 GHz to 260 GHz. (b) Torque signal temperature

dependence for fluctuations around 19.4 K also recorded at 7 T and an angle of 5 ◦.

ature fluctuations of the setup during the measurement other heating effects can
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Chapter 8. Investigations on Fe3Cr

not be directly monitored by the temperature sensor such as microwave effects as

discussed in section 7.2.3. The strength of this heating is correlated to the fre-

quency dependent output-power of the used BWO as well as on occurring standing

wave patterns. The first influence explains the always reoccurring dips and highs

in the baseline of the spectra as marked in figure (8.4.3). The ladder can only be

observed when performing TDESR measurements at several different fields. The

3D-plot in figure 8.4.3 shows a modulation in the intensity of the mS transition

lines. When calculating the oscillation frequency on top of the data one can re-

trieve a frequency of 11.5 GHz which corresponds to a wavelength of 26 mm. This

shows that at these frequencies the wavelength of the microwaves is comparable

with the distances of the quasi-optical setup. Therefore when analysing the setup

we find that the interference pattern originates from the reflection and superposi-

tion of the microwaves between the cantilever and the inner sample chamber wall

which is 13 mm in distance. With this we can explain the microwave intensity

drops to almost zero as they are the results of destructive interference at certain

frequencies. This results in a lower absorption and therefore a weaker signal. It is

evident to what extend the BWO characteristics influence the transition intensities

as the absorption probabilities are changed. Other influences such as errors in the
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Figure 8.4.3: (a) Baseline of TDESR signal compared to fluctuations in the output-

power over the used frequency range. Here depicted in an exaggerated way for clarity.

(b) TDESR signals for different fields and frequencies at 19.4 K showing the standing

wave patterns modulating the transition lines.

frequency calibration (up to 3 GHz) or the modulation frequency of the BWO are

easily solved within the later data treatment and measuring at 0 V modulation

amplitude as suggested in section 7.2.3. When performing TDESR measurements

under laser irradiation another influence is added to the ballet. The so called

laser induced heating needs to be carefully quantified to be able to compare the

excited and non-excited measurements. This influence can also not be detected
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8.4. TDESR measurements with light

by the temperature sensor and has therefore to be extracted by measuring the

magnetic moment of the sample at different temperatures and carefully assign the

different laser powers to certain baselines of known temperature as can be seen in

figure 8.4.4. At higher temperatures the moderate laser powers have almost no
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Figure 8.4.4: (a) TDESR signal for different temperatures and laser powers (exemplary

shown here for an angle of 5 ◦ and an magnetic field of 5 T). For the extraction of the

heating induced by the laser, multiple of such measurements have been performed prior

to each measurement at different temperatures and irradiation intensities. By matching

the baselines of irradiated and non-irradiated measurements at different temperatures

the laser induced heating effect can be quantified. (b) Extracted heating from (a).

heating effect while at low temperatures the heating effect becomes stronger (see

figure 8.4.5). However the dependence of the sample’s magnetic moment can be

used to ensure that the laser hits the sample perfectly by observing the magnetic

moment and finding the position with the strongest heating effect. As we have

shown within this section the TDESR spectra are extremely sensitive to temper-

ature fluctuations even to small ones below 0.01 K. It is therefore important to

minimize the fluctuations as much as possible.

8.4.2 Measurement procedure

With the acquired knowledge from numerous tests we can therefore fix the setup

to the optimum parameters for measuring TDESR signals with and without laser

irradiation. In order to hit the sample with both optical setups we perform all

measurements at an angle of 5 ◦ between easy axis and magnetic field direction.

As the torque signal is proportional to the field we want to perform our mea-

surements at the highest possible fields going down from 7 T. Therefore the mS

transitions are shifted to frequencies between 200 GHz and 260 GHz, determining

the frequency range of the used BWO. As we need to find a balance between a
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Figure 8.4.5: Intensity dependence of TDESR signal for different laser powers at 19.4 K

(c) and for 12.5 K (d). The curves were acquired at 7 T and an angle of 5 ◦.

certain laser power to drive the spin forbidden transition and laser induced heat-

ing which lowers the signal to noise ratio, we decided to perform all non-irradiated

measurements at 19.4 K and all irradiated measurement at 12.4 K at 13 mW laser

output power. The difference of 7 K is determined by tuning the laser power in a

way that the torque baseline matches with the non-irradiated one after optimiza-

tion of the sample position. The temperatures of 12.4 K and 19.4 K was chosen

as only at these values the temperature fluctuations could be held below 0.1 K

for several hours. We performed frequency dependent measurements at different

magnetic fields in steps of 0.1 T as only in this sweep mode we were able to per-

form non-irradiated measurement for all fields from 5.4 T all the way to 7 T and

back down for irradiation of light without refilling cryogenics which would change

the sample position. The frequency sweeps were performed with a step size of

0.3 GHz from 160 GHz to 260 GHz at a modulation voltage of 0 V. Each point was

acquired by the capacitance bridge with an averaging value of 5 as also used by

F. El Hallak [167]. By using the above listed fixed parameters, we were able to

acquire multiple frequency dependent spectra for different fields and correct for

all the other occurring influences such as heating by careful data treatment. The

untreated measured raw data is shown in figure 8.4.6.

8.4.3 Data treatment

In TDESR measurements a careful data treatment prior to a consequent analysis

is indispensable especially when only small effects take place. Therefore we want

to show the performed steps we used in handling the raw data. In these steps

we consider different effects and weigh their influence on the spectra. After cor-

recting for the slight frequency offset of the BWO we first consider the influence

of different experimental features on the temperature stability and therefore their
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Figure 8.4.6: Fe3CrSMe raw data obtained without irradiation (black curves) at 19.4 K

for different fields with a frequency step size of 0.3 GHz and an average time constant

of 5. the measurements with irradiation (red curves) were obtained under the same

condition with the difference that the temperature was set to 12.4 K to compensate for

the laser induced heating by the 13 mW irradiation of 705 nm. all data has been obtained

at an angle of 5 ◦ between easy axis and magnetic field.
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Chapter 8. Investigations on Fe3Cr

impact on the baseline of our spectra. Further we will consider an optical weight

treatment to account for the varying microwave-power that drives the transitions

under investigation originating from the frequency dependent output power of the

source and occurring standing wave-patterns. Then we will make use of the linear

resonance splitting at high fields to subtract the linear Zeeman term from the data.

With this we can average over multiple curves acquired at the different fields to

observe the light induced effects more clearly. In the end we will depict the data

in different visualization forms in order to create a base for an analytic compar-

ison. In order to make the spectra, lying at different torque values, comparable

we needed to subtract the baseline. To find the correct baseline we created a fit-

ting program which accounted for the individual temperature fluctuations of each

spectra as well as the frequency dependent microwave induced heating effects. The

baseline was therefore calculated as:

Baseline = A+B ·∆T + C ·∆P (8.4.1)

Here A represents the linear torque offset resulting from the different applied mag-

netic fields. B is the linear coefficient that accounts for the influence of the tem-

perature fluctuations ∆T as measured by the temperature sensor with respect to

19.4 K. C is the coefficient which is used to project the heating influence of the

varying normalized microwave power ∆P on the baseline. An exemplary fitting is

shown in figure 8.4.7. As A is increasing linearly with the field the parameters B

and C stay rather constant at 0.05 and 0.0008 respectively in order to reproduce

fitting baselines. One can see that the heating influence of the Temperature fluc-

tuation is much greater than the one resulting from the microwave heating effect,

by a factor of approximately 100.
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Figure 8.4.7: (a) Fe3CrSMe TDESR raw data at 7 T and 19.4 K in a frequency range

from 160-260 GHz, plotted together with baseline fit curve as calculated by 8.4.1. (b)

TDESR signal of (a) after subtraction. The curve still does not show a smooth baseline

but enables further calculation steps.
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8.4. TDESR measurements with light

In figure 8.4.7 we can see how even marginal temperature fluctuations influence

the baseline of our TDESR spectra, so that higher temperatures lead to a lower

magnetization and therefore a lowering in our measured capacitance value. Since

the changes in temperature are much slower than our absorption signal we can

use the measured temperature curve to correct our baseline. Hence by finding the

correct linear connection as given by 8.4.1 between capacitance and actual sample

temperature we can fit a new baseline to our data. Of course the varying output

power also has an influence on the peak intensity but this will be considered later.

If we now subtract the baseline from our example curve which was taken at 7 Tesla

we gain a spectra with a new baseline as shown in figure 8.4.8. As one can see

although the baseline is now around 0 and more straight, one can still observe a

fluctuation around the baseline which is obviously not connected to any magnetic

transition. This still remaining fluctuation originates from the small temporal

delay of the measured temperature to the actual sample temperature. But since

now the fluctuation is much broader we can use a standard baseline fitting tool

or a high pass Fourier filter to straighten the baseline in order to compare the

magnetic transitions absorptions (see figure 8.4.8). We can now plot them in a
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Figure 8.4.8: (a) TDESR signal from 8.4.7 together with an Savitzky-Golay baseline fit.

(b) Signal after subtraction of the created baseline.

3D-plot and observe the linear shift of the resonance lines. In order to compare the

peak intensity for different fields we have to have a look at the data as it becomes

clear that for certain fields the peaks get shifted into regions of high microwave

power were constructive interference takes place (see figure 8.4.9). This oscillation

of microwave intensity is much greater than microwave intensity fluctuation given

by the output power of the BWO. In order to account for the different microwave

intensity of the different spectra we utilized the optical weight of the absorptions,

to normalize each spectrum and make them comparable in intensity. As we can see

in figure 8.4.9, the data resonance lines show a linear shifting due to the Zeeman

term. After determining the linear incline of the resonance shift we can subtract

the field dependent contribution of each acquired spectra and shift the resonance
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Figure 8.4.9: TDESR signal for different fields and frequencies at 19.4 K without (a) and

with an optical weight treatment (b). Additionally an adjacent averaging smoothing

tool has been applied. By this treatment we can reduce the standing waves by reducing

the strong signals marginal and increasing weaker signals (see area of low fields and low

frequencies). This 3D-representation has been created in close cooperation with M. Slota

from the university of Oxford.

lines at different fields on top of each other. In order to increase the signal to noise

ratio we can now average the data (see figure 8.4.12) and obtain a spectra with

low noise which we can fit using our built simulation tool.

8.4.4 Results and analysis

Figure 8.4.10 shows the simulated 3D-plot for different fields using our EASY-SPIN

simulation for Fe3CrSMe. One can see the small but distinct differences between

the non-irradiated and the irradiated case. Figure 8.4.11 shows the final measured

TDESR signal of Fe3CrSMe with and without light of a single crystal sample. One

can see that the data acquired under irradiation is much more noisy. However one

can small differences to the non-irradiated case which fit with the ones expected

from our simulations in figure 8.4.10. As the 3D plots in figure 8.4.11 do not

satisfactorily prove the switching process we want to increase the signal to noise

ratio by averaging over the different frequency sweeps. As one can see in figure

8.4.11 the resonance follow the high field linear splitting regime according to the

Zeeman splitting term within the spin Hamiltonian. We can visually determine

this contribution of the Zeeman term and subtract it from the individual curves,

reducing them to their ZFS splitting the resulting curves can then be averaged. Be-

fore averaging each spectrum was corrected for frequency-dependent output power

of the source, temperature fluctuations during measurement, microwave-heating
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Figure 8.4.10: (a) EASY-SPIN simulations for Fe3CrSMe for different fields and at

a temperature of 19.4 K with an angle of 5 ◦. (b) Same simulation parameters with

the influence of the light induced S = 7 state. This figure has been created in close

cooperation with M. Slota from the university of Oxford.
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Figure 8.4.11: (a) Measured and treated data for Fe3CrSMe for different fields and at a

temperature of 19.4 K with an angle of 5 ◦. As considered in the simulation before (b)

shows measured data under 13 mW irradiation with 705 nm light at 12,4 K to compensate

for the laser induced heating. Only small differences are visible but the results fit to the

simulations above. This figure has been created in close cooperation with M. Slota from

the university of Oxford.
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of the baseplate and standing waves originating from the quasi-optical THz-setup.

Since the absorptive features shift along the frequency axis with the magnetic field,

we measure the transitions for different frequency-dependent microwave intensi-

ties, which originate both from the frequency dependent BWO output power and

standing waves. Therefore, averaging over different fields is particularly advanta-

geous to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, but it is only possible when aligning

the principal axes close to the magnetic field direction. Figure 8.4.12 shows the

averaged curves which have been corrected for their Zeeman contribution and com-

pares them with the applied fitting model. The grey highlighted areas in figure

8.4.12 denote the magnetic dipole transitions within the Fe3CrSMe ground multi-

plet with S = 6. Those strong signal intensities result from their large population

both in the non-irradiated and irradiated case. Contributions from Fe4 admixtures

with S = 5 are comparably small and mainly visible at higher frequencies (not

shown here). At 19.4 K, the excited multiplets with S = 5 and S = 4 are relatively

populated by 16 % and 3 %, respectively, giving rise to small absorptive signals

between the strong lines (green circles mark S = 5 features) [236]. In the irradi-

ated case (bottom spectra of figure 8.4.12), additional transition lines occur due

to a spin forbidden transition of the Cr atoms (marked with red asterisks), which

give a S = 7 state. The spectra were simulated by diagonalization of the spin

Hamiltonian (visualized at the top of figure 8.4.12) using EasySpin and weighting

the transition strengths by Boltzmann distribution shown in figure 8.4.13. The

simulation presents the contribution of the single transition lines for all expected

subspecies. By comparing the irradiated case (705 nm cw-laser) with the non-

irradiated one, the following new features appear. The signal changes at 13 GHz,

25 GHz, 35 GHz and 45 GHz indicate new magnetic transitions, which overlay with

the excited S = 5 multiplet state transitions of Fe3CrSMe. Those changes agree

well with the expectations from the simulation by considering a population of the

light-excited Fe3CrSMe state with S = 7 and a change of the axial anisotropy

term D from -0.18 cm−1 to -0.15 cm−1. Furthermore, we observe a relative sig-

nal decrease of the lower ground multiplet transitions, while the line strengths at

50 GHz and 60 GHz remain almost the same. We attribute this relative intensity

change to an exact overlap of light-excited and ground multiplet transitions. This

conclusion is supported by the simulation provided. The exact peak positions for

the irradiated and non-irradiaed case as well for the best fit simulation are listed

in the tables 8.4.1 and 8.4.2. Although no clear single features have been observed,

we show that via detailed analysis of all possible contributing species, we are able

to reproduce the whole broadband TDESR spectrum and extract the transition

energies and anisotropy parameters.
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Figure 8.4.12: Final results after averaging the non-irradiated (spectra in middle) and

irradiated (spectra at bottom) data sets and comparing them with the EASY-SPIN sim-

ulation (spectra at top) in a best fit approach. The grey areas mark the magnetic dipole

transitions within the Fe3CrSMe ground multiplet and are assigned in the simulated

spectra at the top. The excited multiplets with S = 5 also has a significant contribution

and its features are marked with green circles. Finally we mark the influences of the

light induced S = 7 state with red asterisks. The measured data are fitted (green curves)

using the parameters shown in figure 8.4.13. These simulations and illustrations have

been created together with M. Slota from the university of Oxford
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The extracted ZFS parameters are shown in table 8.4.3 and the extracted sub-

species contribution are visualized in figure 8.4.13 and agree well with the ones

previously reported in [237, 236].

Table 8.4.1: TDESR data, peak analysis with and without light.

Peak Peak pos. (GHz) No light (a.u.) Peak pos. (GHz) With light (a.u.)

1 19 -0.0894 19.1 -0.0867

2 29.2 -0.1278 29.5 -0.1292

3 40 -0.1770 39.9 -0.1483

4 50.8 -0.1997 50.6 -0.1999

5 60.7 -0.1857 61.1 -0.1994

Table 8.4.2: TDESR Simulation, peak analysis with and without light.

Peak Peak pos. (GHz) No light (a.u.) Peak pos. (GHz) With light (a.u.)

1 18.6 -0.0786 18.7 -0.0669

2 29.2 -0.1083 29.3 -0.0925

3 39.7 -0.1587 40 -0.1484

4 50.2 -0.1998 50.7 -0.2038

5 60.8 -0.1986 61 -0.2023

Table 8.4.3: Table of the best fit parameters as used in the fittings of figure 8.4.12.

Fe4 Fe3Cr S=6 S=5 S=4 S=7*

Population (no light) % 16 68 13.5 2.5 -

Population (with light) % 16 56.5 11.1 2.1 14.3

gz 2.000 2.012 2.012 2.012 2.012

D (cm−1) -0.432 -0.177 -0.1525 -0.105 -0.1475

FWHM (MHz) 60 75 210 210 180
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Figure 8.4.13: (a) Shows the individual sub species contributions for the non-irradiated

(dark colors) and irradiated (light colors) case as they result from the fittings of figure

8.4.12. These data representation has been created together with M. Slota from the

university of Oxford.

8.5 SQUID measurements under irradiation

In order to verify our observations on TDESR, we performed SQUID measurements

under irradiation of light of the same source but on a thin pressed pellet sample.

First we determined a lowered DC magnetic moment during irradiation. This

is due to the fact that light-excitation of the sample comes along with heating,

which cannot be detected by the temperature sensor. Moreover, from ISC theory

of Cr-based complexes, we estimate the lifetime of the excited state to lie in the

milliseconds regime yielding a small net excitation efficiency with main absorption

taking place close to the surface of the pellet sample. Thus, we expect that heating

dominates and together with the limited instrument sensitivity the spin change

from S = 6 to S = 7 cannot be effectively accessed by static SQUID magnetometry.

Nevertheless, we can use the change of the static magnetic moment to estimate the

sample temperature and analyse light-dependent effects via the more sensitive AC

SQUID magnetometry. This is made possible as we can quantify our irradiation

intensity by our low temperature collimation setup. According to the DC SQUID

measurements a laser power of 0.3 mW heats up the sample by about 0.4 K, while

a power of 0.6 mW heats up by roughly 0.7 K. with this we can assign and compare

the correct curves in the AC measurements. The results of the AC measurements

are displayed as Argand plots in figure 8.5.1. In agreement with Tancini et al. [237],

we observe two arcs in the Argand diagram, even though only smaller frequencies

were accessible. The smaller arc appearing at frequencies below 10 Hz belongs to

a residual amount of Fe4. From TDESR results, we determined a change of the

D parameter as a result of a change in the electronic environment in the light-
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b)

a)

Heat
e�ect

Figure 8.5.1: (a) DC SQUID measurements for different irradiation powers at different

temperatures. From this we can extrapolate the laser induced heating induced on the

sample. (b) Exemplary Argand plot measured between 10 Hz and 1500 Hz with 0.3 mW

irradiation power and without light exhibiting a clear semicircle. When measuring below

10 Hz a smaller semicircle resulting from the Fe4 appears. Only small changes are visible

between the irradiated and the non-irradiated case due to the lack of high AC-frequency

data. Simulation and data representation have been created in close collaboration with

M. Slota from the university of Oxford.
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excited state. Therefore, we would expect a third arc arising located between the

mentioned ones. The isothermal Argand diagram in figure 8.5.2 in the case of

light irradiation indeed shows that this is the case, although the effect is relatively

small. By comparing isofrequential lines with and without irradiation of light,
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Figure 8.5.2: Same diagram as in figure 8.5.1, but with isofrequential lines to display

the impact of irradiation more clearly. Simulation and data representation have been

created in close collaboration with M. Slota from the university of Oxford.

we conclude a (qualitative) increase of the signal (see inset figure 8.5.2). Due to

heating during irradiation, the lowest reachable temperature was 2.2 K at 0.3 mW.

In order to analyse the observed relaxation behaviour, we fitted the imaginary

part of the susceptibility to both the ground and excited state by the following

law [240, 241]:

χ(ω) = χSN
+

N∑
n=1

χTn − χSn

(1 + iωτn)1−αn
, (8.5.1)

where χS and χT denote the adiabatic and isothermal susceptibility, ω the fre-

quency, τ the relaxation time and the parameter α represents a distribution of

relaxation times. The sum goes over all subspecies n that show slow relaxation of

magnetization. By taking only frequencies above 10 Hz into account, we can safely

neglect any Fe4 influences. From the fit we calculated an excitation efficiency of

approximately 5 %, despite using a very thin pellet of approximately 200µm in

thickness. From these fitting we can try to extract the relaxation time value at

different temperatures and compare the SQUID results with the ones obtained
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from TDESR. However we have to mention that due to the relative high number

of variable fit parameters the values have to be considered with care.

8.5.1 Comparison to TDESR results

Before we estimated a new D7 of approximately -0.14 cm−1 using the projection

coefficients from the microscopic single ion anisotropy parameters (see section

8.1.3. This falls in line with the value extracted from our experimental data

of -0.150 cm−1. Furthermore, our SQUID measurements reveal that the excited

state is quite long-lived with a lifetime around 50 ms, as below 100 Hz no light-

induced features can be clearly identified. The extracted relaxation times τ from

AC SQUID magnetometry for excited and non-excited species are plotted in figure

8.5.3. We fitted the temperature dependent behaviour by an Arrhenius law.

τ = τ0 · eUeff/kBT , (8.5.2)

with Ueff = DS2. In order to check the validity of D we performed free fits with

starting values to be the ones determined by TDESR to 0.180 cm−1 and 0.150

cm−1 for ground and excited state, respectively. As can be seen in figure 8.5.3, the

slope, that is determined by D, fits well for both species. However, our determined

τ0 values for the ground state of Fe3CrSMe differs from already reported values

[237]. This can be due to our lack of high frequency data but also indicates that

the change in the irradiated case is too small for reliable fits. We attribute the

small change to the limited instrument sensitivity as well as the small excitation

efficiency. Therefore fitting attempts resulted in multiple solutions and large er-

rors. Nevertheless, we can qualitatively see that in the photo-excited state, the

dynamic magnetic behaviour changes as expected therefore confirming the TDESR

results. Comparison with different wavelengths (see figure 8.5.4) showed that at

705 nm we achieved the best net indirect excitation of the spin-forbidden transi-

tion of CrIII. At 532 nm, the changes of the AC SQUID signal under irradiation

of light is much smaller and results in more heating, which we attribute to dou-

ble excitations of the FeIII ions. Besides, we noticed no degradation of the signal

under irradiation of light during the measurements. This is due to the fact that

the excitation process is fully reversible as the ground state transition from the

metastable 2E stable comes not along with considerable changes in the unit cell

volume. The shown SQUID data support the TDESR results in both the irradi-

ated and non-irradiated case. The TDESR extracted axial anisotropy values are

confirmed by the SQUID measurements. Therefore both measurement techniques

together prove that we are able to resolve small spin-forbidden transitions with

lifetimes of only a few milliseconds without pulsed light sources.
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Figure 8.5.3: (a) Exemplary data at 1.8 K for the out of phase contribution with (0.3 mW)

and without light fitted using equation 8.5.1. (b) Arrhenius plot with the relaxation time

values extracted from Argand plots at different temperatures for the non-irradiated (blue

circles) and irradiated case (red squares) from SQUID measurements. The red and the

blue line are attempted data fits with the extracted D-values assigned to it. Despite

the large uncertainties in the fits, they qualitatively confirm the values extracted from

TDESR measurements for the non-irradiated as well as for the irradiated case with

the excited S = 7 state. However our simulations have shown that in this regard the

SQUID can only serve as a verification tool. The spectroscopic method TDESR holds a

much higher reliability. Simulation and data representation have been created in close

collaboration with M. Slota from the university of Oxford.
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Figure 8.5.4: (a) Measurements with 532 nm irradiation at (a) 0.15 mW and at (b)

0.3 nm. The color scheme is the same as the one in figure 8.5.2. The inset show that

almost no distinguishable effect can be observed. Simulation and data representation

have been created in close collaboration with M. Slota from the university of Oxford.

Concluding remarks:

Within this chapter we utilized the knowledge gathered from the theoretical chap-

ters on Nanomagnets and Photo-induced switching mechanism, together with the

ones introducing our developed and proven measurement setups for investigating

photo-induced switching of the magnetization. We introduced the SMM Fe3CrSMe

as a derivative of the tetragonal SMM Fe4, which has been shown to keep its mag-

netic properties even when deposited on gold surfaces. Only a few but therefore

complete investigations have been conducted in regard to Fe3Cr derivatives. The

herein determined ZFS parameters enabled us to estimate the correct experimen-

tal framework conditions needed to observe a TDESR signal. From works on

other CrIII systems in tetragonal distorted environments we were able explain

the underlying intersystem crossing mechanism which gives the theoretical base

for a possible light-induced spin-forbidden transition in Fe3CrSMe. With these

a priori considerations we simulated the expected spectra for the irradiated and

non-irradiated case using a multi-species spin Hamiltonian approach, indicating

six possible changes between the spectra. By using CTM measurements we de-

termined the correct position of the crystal as to perform TDESR measurements.

After thoroughly experimental considerations we determined the optimum mea-

surement procedure for conducting TDESR measurements at different fields under

laser irradiation. After a careful data treatment the different spectra can be com-

bined to two averaged data sets for the irradiation and non-irradiation case. Both

spectra are independent from any parasitic influences and could be fitted quantita-

tively well. The extracted values fall well in line with the ones expected and fall in

line with the independent qualitative considerations from dynamic SQUID results.

Here it has become evident that spectroscopic techniques are more sensitive than

susceptibility methods.
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However we conclude that we were able to observe the weakly proposed light

induced spin forbidden transition in the SMM Fe3CrSMe using a novel and world

wide unique setup. With this proof new interesting opportunities appear as the

forbidden spin state change enables a unique possibility to switch between to sep-

arate Hilbert spaces within a potential single Qubit. Moreover also other fields

can be stimulated by this work as we will outline in the next chapter.
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spintronic quantum devices

Although we have combined numerous methods to achieve a more detailed and

broadband approach towards the investigation of possible photo active molecular

magnets, we want to discuss further steps that can be followed up from here (see

figure 9.0.1). Experimentally this means in a first step substituting the CTM by

the more sensitive and robust MTM to detect even monolayer coverages. Fur-

ther we will discuss extensions and combination possibilities of the setup to gain

more informations within one measurement setup by introducing current and heat

capacitance control methods. With these methods the finding of more suitable

candidates will be accelerated and extended to a broader variety of available sys-

tems. We also want to look ahead what happens in the case of eventual discovering

the right candidates. To gain more and precise information about how spin control

is affected by the environment and how they interact with each other we propose

the use of transient ESR methods. With the acquired knowledge we can combine

applicable molecular magnets with spintronic devices and try to use our candidates

as controllable gates or additional ultra fast read out links. In order to integrate

such devices and actuate a multitude of them within logical operation systems, we

discuss the use of plasmomic guiding structures such as nano-antennas or single

photon emitters to actuate single molecule spintronic devices in a extremely fast

and revolutionary precise manner.

9.1 Further setup extensions

As already mentioned in the motivation of this thesis, one central goal of this thesis

was to create a torque based measurement setup in combination with broadband

ESR methods with which we can study irradiation effects on photo active mag-

netically anisotropic samples. In order to push the limits further towards the

implementation of molecular magnetic materials in spintronic devices we need to

improve the setup characteristics. Therefore M. Blankenhorn developed the MTM

to increase sensitivity, decrease aquisition time and offering a flat surface to en-

able the investigation of mono or sub-monolayers of possible molecular systems.
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Transient ESRMTM + TDESR
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tunable molecular spin systems

Start circle of 
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Figure 9.0.1: Schematic overview over future step with the goal to create ultra fast

quantum logical operation units.

This section is based on the conclusion drawn within the work of M. Blankenhorn

[75]. The creation of such perfectly structured monolayers has been just recently

achieved by Erler et al. [202], using the SMM Fe4 on a boron nitride surface see

figure 9.1.1. Fe4 is known to keep its SMM qualities even when linked to a surface

see figure 9.1.1 [90]. In order to estimate the potential of the MTM with regard to

monolayer coverages of SMM’s similar to the before thorough investigated photo

active Fe3CrSMe we needed to project the effective magnetic torque such an sys-

tem would have. As the tetragonal Fe3Cr is an isomorph of the aforementioned

Fe4 it is believed to also keep its SMM behaviour on surfaces [235, 242] (see figure

9.1.1). By factoring in the unit cell size of the superstructure and the number

of involved SMM we can estimate that a monolayer of Fe3Cr with an area 0.5 mm

× 0.5 mm will host 8 · 108 molecules with a resulting magnetic moment of 8.661

· 10−12 Am2. From our MTM measurements on a Fe3Cr we can estimate that by

using the MTM setup applied by M. Blankenhorn without variations we can de-

tect a minimum magnetic moment of 2.191 · 10−11 Am2. This limit can be easily

further improved by reducing the electric noise level and the usage of a thinner

membrane leading to a potential minimum detectable magnetic moment of 9.1310

· 10−13 Am2. This surpasses the estimated limit to detect monolayers of such sys-

tems by one order of magnitude. Further improvements on the sensitivity of this

system can be made by the implementation of averaging or lock-in techniques

which will only slightly affect the acquisition time. Not only offers the MTM the

potential for such precise investigations it can also be effortlessly extended to-

wards PheToM and TDESR as its design is based on the previous CTM setup as
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Figure 9.1.1: (a) Famous sketch of anchoring a SMM Fe4 derivative via its thiolate-

terminted aliphatic chains. Inset shows the magnetic core structure of Fe4 with its

ground-state spin arrangement. (figure taken from [90]) (b) Low temperature X-ray

magnetic Circular Dichroism study of Fe4 and Fe3Cr SMM’s shows that the spin ar-

rangement (magnetic properties) is preserved on a gold surface. Orange color is the

response by Fe4 and and the violet color the one of Fe3Cr. (figure taken from [235])

(c) STM image of a monolayer-island of Fe4H molecules on boron nitride ordering in a

well structured hexagonal arrangement. (d) Zoom in on the unit cell of the monolayer

structure containing three unit cells. (figures (c) and (d) taken from [202])

Figure 9.1.2: Design of extending the MTM towards TDESR and PheToM for measuring

even small magnetic moments down to monolayer coverages. (figure adapted from [75])
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can be seen in figure 9.1.2. Thereby we would utilize an optical fibre approach

as already used within our SQUID and X-Band setups as well as a ring-piezo to

enable microwave irradiations [99, 75]. Other advantages can be drawn from the

strong non-conducting properties of the SiN membrane. In the PhD thesis work

of S. Tagliati at the university of Stockholm a membrane-based nanocalorimetry

system is presented which offers heat capacitance and four point probe conduc-

tivity measurements [243]. The system is comprised of numerous layer stacks of

deposited Germanium Gold alloy structures and insulating layers on top of a SiN

membrane as shown in figure 9.1.3. Parts of this approach can be implemented on

our current system in order to add additional external stimuli or measure other

quantities within our samples. More costly experimental improvements can be

achieved by the application of a vector magnet reducing the mechanical noise

induced by the sample rotational movement. Temperature limitation and fluctu-

ations can be reduced by the usage of a dilution refrigerator or an exchange gas

cryostat reducing the gas flow around the membrane. The improvements in ac-

curacy and variety of measurable quantities within one experimental setup makes

it possible to also measure other interesting difficult to access compounds such as

spin liquid candidates [244], heavy fermion systems [187] or potential topological

insulators [179]. With the new features novel knowledge in different fields of con-

densed matter physics can be generated bringing extended torque magnetometry

back as a number one research instrument.
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Figure 9.1.3: (a) Calorimeter scheme showing the measuring cell which is thermally

connected by a thermal conductor to the thermal bath with a temperature Tb. The

τe and τi denote the external and internal times which are needed to achieve thermal

equilibrium depending on the heat capacity C and the thermal conductance K. (b)

Design of SiN membrane based nano-calorimetric cell. (c) Photograph of Pb sample

placed on the calorimeter. (d) Representation of the different layers applied to create

the nano-calorimetric device. (figures taken from the work of S. Tagliati [243])

9.2 Use of transient ESR

However despite the encompassing new potential of extended torque magnetome-

try the general goal remains to apply a widespread methodology to find applicable

molecular magnetic candidates which can be structured onto surfaces and actu-

ated by light. Thereby the interplay of the involved spins with themselves and

their environment becomes of utmost importance and presents one of the most

complex unknowns in the field of spintronics. To investigate the influence of the

surrounding conditions we propose the so far in molecular magnetism overlooked

previous mentioned technique of transient ESR. Transient stands hereby for short

lived ESR since the basic approach is based on pulsed ESR as well as on pulse laser

excitation as explained in section 7.3 and shown in figure 7.3.4 [245]. So far TrESR

is commonly more applied in the spin physics of solar cell research or biochemistry

as it can be used to study the dynamics of charge separation or the dynamics in

photosynthetic processes [233]. TrESR has shown that it can be used to differen-
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Figure 9.2.1: (a) Molecular magnets Cu(hfac)2LR can be switched using light into a

metastable state on the time scale of hours. The process is based on a mechanism similar

to the LIESST effect. The difference on the spin dynamics can be observed on the sub-

second time scale using Tr-ESR at W-Band frequency. (b) Molecular structure of the

polymeric chains Cu(hfac)2LPr with the spin centres circled. The molecular magnetic

chains are based on exchange coupled cluster of CuII via nitroxide radicals. (c) Observed

relaxation kinetics within the excited metastable state for different temperatures. The

inset shows a linear relaxation regime as given by the Arrhenius law. (d) Potential

energy scheme of the two Jahn-Teller states within the breathing crystal. Green and

red arrows denote the direct and secondary conversion pathways. The dotted green line

illustrates the tunnelling relaxation path. The dotted red line represents the electron

spin relaxation in excited state. (figures taken from the work of M. Fedin et al. [246])

tiate between triplet states generated by intersystem crossing and other triplets

resulting out of populations differences of subspecies [233]. By utilizing such an

time resolved technique we can transfer the approach into molecular spintronics

and investigate the spin behaviour within different environments. In combination

with photo switchable molecules our interest in this field lies in the interaction of

the photo triggered electrons and their interaction with the spin centres. Possible

photo switchable schemes have been introduced and discussed in chapter 4 rang-

ing from long term switching processes [138] to short term switches [247]. One

of the few TrESR studies on molecular magnets has been performed by Fedin et

al. [246]. Thereby they investigated light induced spin dynamics in a copper ni-

troxide based switchable molecular magnet by using W-Band TrESR (see figure

9.2.1). The compound showed a LIESST effect similar to known spin crossover
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compounds which is formed at time delays shorter than 100 ns. The relaxation

of the excited state lies also within the nanosecond time scale depending on the

temperature. The work compares TrESR to conventional pulsed ESR and also

underlines the importance of laser induced heating effects and its quantification.

Although the application of TrESR did not fully resolve the mechanism of photo

switching in these Cu(hfac)2-NIT breathing crystals it gives a great perspective

for future investigation on solid state SMM crystals. With this example we can

conclude that TrESR holds great potential for the clarification of external influ-

ences on the spin dynamics, which plays an crucial role for the implementation of

potential light actuated candidates in spintronic devices.

9.3 Implementation in spintronics

Over the past years numerous spintronic systems have been devised and tested

[32]. Within the different approaches the ultimate device idea was to use individual

molecules as active electronic components ranging from resistive wires to reversible

switches [37]. However the idea of molecular electronics has been around for more

than 40 years [2], thereby proposing molecular junctions as a way to control their

spin and quantum properties. It is widely believed that such an implementation

on the molecular level has to follow two main directions. One is the thoroughly

study of the applicable molecules by all available methods to understand structural,

electronic and dynamic properties as it has been shown within this thesis. The

other option is to leave the “silicon way“ and build solid state devices. This can

be achieved by exploring new paradigms which take advantage of the quantum

nature of the electron spin within electronic, optoelectronic and logic devices. One

way is to use graphene as it preserves the spin characteristics by its long mean free

path length. Spintronic devices based on graphene in combination with SMM’s

hold great potential in order to develop fast switchable molcular devices [34].

As for example carbon based junctions reduce the electronic mismatch between

molecule and electrode [2]. The crafting of SMM’s on top of such graphene based

spintronic devices has been shown to be successful by the the work of C. Cervetti

[24]. By measuring spin transport on graphene spin valve hybrids and performing

AC magnetometry on spins embedded in a graphene matrix he carefully analysed

the influencing parameters on spin interaction and spin relaxation in such devices

see figure 9.3.1. Thereby revealing the importance of spin-phonon interaction and

strongly pertubative quantum tunnelling. With the tools presented in the work

of C. Cervetti we can now study and control the interaction between electrons

and molecular spins in such hybrid devices. In the next step we want to actuate
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the used molecular spins via the external stimuli light and change their electronic

states. This can lead to a measurable switching effect within these spintronic

hybrids [1]. Another way could be to use the photo-active single molecule junctions

to inject spin-polarized electrons by circulary polarized light and detect the spin

polarization as an electrical signal [32]. Such hybrids based on photo active SMM’s,

that can be controlled and read out ultra-fast by electronic currents and light open

new ways for quantum logical devices [35].

b)a)

d)c)

Figure 9.3.1: (a) Scheme of non-covalent bonding of a Fe4 SMM derivative to a graphene

surface creating graphene hybrids. (b) Sketch of spin-precession measurement within an

external field H perpendicular to the conduction channel. By tuning the magnetic field

one can measure highs and lows within the voltage. (c) Illustration of the different

environmental influences on spins on a graphene surface. (d) Interaction effects on the

spin-relaxation times. Top shows simulations (solid lines) together with experimentally

extracted data (symbols). The bottom shows a zoom in on the relaxation time curve of

the hybrids. (figures taken from [24])

9.4 Plasmonic control over spintronic devices

When continuing the exploration of future fields of interest with regard to photo

swichtable SMM’s we eventually look for ways how to address potential hybrid

spintronic systems not only in fast but also precise ways. At these nanoscale di-

mensions we can make use of plasmonic transport structures to deliver photons

to our switchable systems [1] as they confine the irradiation spatially below the

sub-wavelength limit [248]. Such an integration of spintronic hybrid devices with
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plasmonic nano structures also presents a new route to tune the intensity [249] and

polarization of light [250, 251] two important ingredients to control spin polariza-

tion currents. Further they offer ways to induce nonlinear effects resulting in new

possible controlling mechanisms [252]. By the use of plasmonic nano antennas we

can now not only excite individual molecules but also detect their light emission

[248] see figure 9.4.1. With this we have the possibility to tailor the properties of

light towards the specific needs of the molecules at will, instead of synthesizing

the magnetic characteristics of the molecules towards light [1, 253]. The field of

b)a)

Figure 9.4.1: Nano-antennas could serve as optical control links for photo-active spin-

tronic devices. (a) Schematic antenna design for transmitting and receiving energy.

(b) Examples of different kinds of optical antennas created via top-don approach by

electron-beam lithography. (figures taken from [253])

plasmonics has greatly developed over the past tens years and new applications

have been searched for, especially with regard to plasmonics nano antennas [254].

Plasmonics have been used for photon induced doping of graphene by inducing

hot electrons into graphene based devices [255]. A technique promising for opto-

electronics but not suitable for spintronics as no spin polarized current is created.

An application towards optical spintronics requires controlled spin effects that can

be generated and monitored by using light. It has been shown that magnetic

nano-particles show a revolutionary potential in this regard as they possess photo-

coercivity effects. Such systems can present spin polarizing centres within devices

that fusion plasmonics and spintronics (see figure 9.4.2)[256]. Substantial work

has been already undertaken in order to couple magnetic or quantum spin systems

to plasmonic nano-antennas. So far the efforts were made mostly with regard to

enhance the electromagnetic radiation at fluorescent centres by utilizing the Pur-

cell effect [257, 258]. A great example in this regard is given by the attempt to
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Figure 9.4.2: Scheme of switching the magnetization of an magnetic nano-particle with

pulsed laser light utilizing plasmonic properties. (figure taken from [256])

couple nano antennas with nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centres in diamonds (see figure

9.4.3). Such created quantum plasmonic systems can serve as an efficient sin-

gle photon source [259] or other quantum controlled devices [260]. Nanosystems

a) b)

Figure 9.4.3: Electron micrograph pictures of (a) a nano-rod array and (b) a gap nano-

antenna array with quantum emitters (marked with white arrows) placed next and in

between the structures. (figures taken from [259])

with magnetic and plasmonic functionalities have become an active research field

showing that magneto optical activity can also be utilized in the other directions.

Thereby the magnetic centres can also influence the plasmonic response which can

be used in sensing or imaging operations [261]. However the capacity of plas-

monic nano-antennas to control and steer optical radiation over a broad spectral

range in different angles with sub-wavelength precision can be used to actuate

the here proposed photo active SMM’s as optical linkers within graphene based

spintronic devices. The creation of single photon sources by the combination of

nano-antennas with NV-centres creates an additional opportunity to build single

molecule based spintronic devices which not only give control over the spin state

but also the number of spins which are injected in the systems, a goal that is now

within sight when adding up all the pieces.
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9.4. Plasmonic control over spintronic devices

Concluding remarks:

The fields of spintronics and plasmonics show a great need for quantum spin sys-

tems which can be controlled via photons. Potential application in sensing, imag-

ing, quantum logical operations and high density recording have been devised for

the past 40 years. In the past decade the fast growing field of plasmonics and

new nano structural approaches have created the potential to actuate photo active

SMM’s in an unprecedented precise manner. Of course all of this prerequisites the

right candidates which show stable photo magnetic characteristics within different

environments and at ambient temperatures. In order to find potential candidates

investigative techniques which enable the fast measurement of the magnetic prop-

erties for multiple different parameters and external stimuli are required. An im-

portant aspect is given by the environmental influences on the spin behaviour and

dynamics. This problem can be addressed by the use of transient ESR methods.

The combination of different techniques and precise measurement protocols devel-

oped within this thesis are invested towards building a broad experimental toolbox.

By improving sensitivity, acquisition speed, cost factors and applicability to dif-

ferent samples we open the way for a broader audience of researchers. With this

approach we want to encourage cross science innovations to create new disruptive

technological solutions for the eventual realization of the here presented possibili-

ties which originate from merging photo controllable SMM’s with spintronics and

plasmonics.
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10 Summary

This thesis work details the manipulation of molecular magnetic materials with

light following all the steps necessary for this goal, from instrumentation develop-

ment to data acquisition and simulation of the results. First a thoroughly discus-

sion of state of the art concepts for spin control in molecular systems and their

underlying mechanisms is presented. In the second section we describe an experi-

mental toolbox with newly developed as well as standard techniques which enabled

us to conduct detect the effect of light on spin states. In the final part we show our

results on the observation of a spin-forbidden transition in the molecular magnet

Fe3CrSMe and extensively discussed its implications.

The thesis is about controlling spins in a precise and fast way as a perspective

tool for spintronics as well as for quantum computation. This presents one of

the great challenges when reducing the size of electronic parts down to the single

molecule level. Hereby photons offer a wireless and direct way to access the indi-

vidual spin states and, at the same time, to serve as flying qubits to coherently

couple separate states together. Towards this regard we accentuated the potential

tunability of molecular magnets for the creation of photo-receptive hybrid devices

or single qubits. This is only possible as their organic ligand-shield protects their

spin states from disturbing influences of the environment. The basis for their pe-

culiar spin and quantum properties is given by the magnetic anisotropy. As their

magnetic anisotropy is of purely molecular origin it holds superior properties over

conventional magnetic nano-particles in terms of homogeneity and the ability of

functionalisation. Ingenious chemical design has led to numerous different kinds

of molecular magnets comprising the classes of Single Molecule Magnet (SMM),

Single Chain Magnet (SCM) and Single Ion Magnets (SIM). For all these systems,

no switching mechanism was known prior to this thesis. For some of the sys-

tems, such as SCMs, the control of the magnetization dynamics involves breaking

ground in the more general area of controlling long-range systems. This has been

achieved by controlling spin-spin interactions, developing novel concepts. These

novel switching mechanisms have been verified in new measurements on the SCM

CoPhoMe. Which makes them perspective candidates as essential building-blocks

for nano-electronic devices.
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Chapter 10. Summary

For low-dimensional systems, such as SMMs, the challenge is to develop control

schemes that are as little invasive as possible. We have presented an overview

on alternative non-invasive concepts for electronic or structural environment con-

trol via external photo-stimulation. Thereby we compared these concepts to the

state of the art science on photo-switching processes within molecular magnetic

structures. Up to now, non of the so far known systems have provided the possi-

bility to utilize quantum effects, such as quantum tunnelling of the magnetization.

Therefore despite the numerous light-switchable candidates a new specifically tai-

lored SMM was needed to satisfy all wanted criteria. Here the SMM Fe4 presents

an interesting building block, which has already been successfully tested in nano-

spintronic elements. To make it receptive to light, one can chemically replace its

central iron-ion by a chromium-ion, in order to exploit the spin forbidden transi-

tion of CrIII complexes.

The detection of spin-forbidden effects on the magnetic properties of molecules

was a long standing challenge, that had baffled researchers for about 30 years.To

detect such a weak transition and their spin state effects we have extended differ-

ent sensitive measurement techniques such as CTM, SQUID and ESR with regard

to light irradiation. CTM showed a great flexibility as well as a high sensitivity

concerning numerous effects such as saturation, breaking field, slow relaxation,

quantum tunnelling, relaxation time and even de Haas van Alphen oscillations.

Due to the wide applicability of CTM for different samples and its easy acces-

sibility by light, it provided the detection unit of choice for our experimental

investigations. Although the available SQUID system has been adjusted towards

quantifiable and wavelength tunable irradiation measurements by an in-house de-

veloped fibre-optical low temperature collimation setup, it has shown to be inferior

to spectroscopic techniques. Therefore is has only been used for verification mea-

surements. However by using a novel Co-based photo-switchable valence tautomer

we were able to establish measurement protocols to disentangle light induced heat-

ing from photo switching effects. Furthermore we used this new system to directly

compare X-Band ESR with SQUID magnetometry. Thereby the advantages of

ESR spectroscopy over SQUID magnetometry in irradiation efficiency as well as

in sensitivity became evident, promoting the use of spectroscopic methods to de-

tect small light-induced magnetic switching effects. By using TDESR we were

able to utilize the advantages of CTM as well as ESR and measure in a high fre-

quency broadband ESR regime. Complementary SQUID measurements served as

an independent verification technique for weak light induced spin state transitions.

To disentangle these measurements from parasitical effects such as temperature
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fluctuations, laser induced heating, frequency dependent microwave powers and

non-linear torque effects, an extensive data treatment as well as a thoroughly cal-

ibration of the setups has been implemented.

By applying our novel experimental approach to the SMM Fe3Cr we were able

to decidedly prove the observation of a spin-forbidden transition in such a molec-

ular high spin system. We have demonstrated the creation of the S = 7 excited

state by photon absorption from the S = 6 ground state. Comparison of the

experimental data with spin Hamiltonian simulations, in which all possible sub-

species were considered, enabled us to extract the ZFS-parameters as well as the

individual sub-species contributions. Additional AC-SQUID measurements have

qualitatively confirmed the observed behaviour and have provided a life time es-

timation of 50 ms for the excited state to the proposed underlying inter-system

crossing process at the CrIII ion. Our results therefore prove that spin-forbidden

transitions can be used to switch a single molecular high spin systems between

two separated Hilbert spaces. This could provide a new concept to overcome one

of the major fundamental challenges in quantum computation. It arise from the

predicament of gaining control over quantum systems while simultaneously pre-

serving their isolation from the disrupting influences of the environment [262]. By

the use of spin-forbidden transitions one could excite the qubit into a separate

Hilbert space for operational control while protecting the coherent ground state.

Such a possibility could be verified by coherence times measurements in combina-

tion with pulsed laser techniques as provided by Tr-ESR.

Other applications can be found in the field of spintronics as to create multi-

functional spintronic hybrid systems as Fe3Cr is known to preserve its SMM prop-

erties also when crafted onto surfaces [263]. Creating structured monolayers of

Fe3Cr could help to investigate the suitability of these systems for high-density

recording. To measure the resulting low magnetic moments the current setup

needs to be improved to a more sensitive approach. Towards this goal we have

developed a fibre-optical detected membrane-based torque magnetometer which

is superior in all regards over the so far used CTM instrumentation and breaks

with conventional torque magnetometry. Its implementation could also enable

simultaneous nano-calorimetric or electrical transport measurements due to the

non-conducting properties of the used SiN membrane. Diverse-sensoric systems

together with photo-switchable molecular spin systems could serve as a platform

to merge spintronics and plasmonics towards the creation of multifunctional light

actuated single molecule quantum devices. Plasmonic guiding structures or single-

photon emitters could be used to address and receive a photo response of individual
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Chapter 10. Summary

molecules. Of course these are far-reached outlooks but they may become feasible

when chemists, physicists, surface scientists and engineers cooperate together and

tenaciously work towards such innovative goals. Although the effect of this spin-

forbidden transition within a molecular quantum spin is only a weak isolated effect

we need to remind ourselves that also the famous and technologically important

GMR effect started out as a seemingly small one.

”Science moves with the spirit of an adventure characterized both by

youthful arrogance and by the belief that the truth, once found, would

be simple as well as pretty.” James Dewey Watson
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